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Welcome

IMAGINE 20 YEARS FROM NOW.
Where will you be? Where will your children be? What will they be doing? Will they be walking faithfully with the Lord?

We faced those same questions—20 years ago—and it changed our lives. Veritas Press was started for our children and for yours. Nothing seemed more important to us than making sure they were prepared for life.

When you’re in the midst of it, you might wonder if you’re getting the job done. We did. Today we look back and what seemed like a never-ending chore ended before we realized it. The sober truth is you have 18 formative years with your children. Use them wisely.

We’ve made some exciting changes starting this year.

FREE SHIPPING might be one that interests you! Now you’ll pay no shipping on orders of $50 or more going to a US address.

This year we’re also introducing something we call Veritas Complete. These are customizable, all-subject packages for an entire grade. If you look closely at them, you’ll find they give you three options: Good, Better, Best. Many will find great peace of mind by using them to know they’re doing enough. Read about them at the beginning of each grade in this catalog.

Our lesson plans for grammar school have been added to the You Teach selections. You can still get them for a whole grade, but we thought you’d find this option helpful, too.

Students who are getting a diploma or are part of the grammar school yearly certification at Veritas Scholars Academy will find us moving toward calling them “full-time,” with others who take classes being “part-time.” We hope this will be easier to understand than being part of “the diploma program.”

We’ve made some effort to trim the catalog to help you focus on the most important selections. Many of the items we’ve removed remain available online. A new web site and much-improved search capabilities will help your online experience.

The web site and this catalog now have sections dedicated to explaining why for many of the disciplines. Knowing why we teach history or Bible a certain way and knowing what our approaches are to Latin, logic, and rhetoric will give you and your students great confidence in knowing what you will accomplish. Go to pages 9–11 to see examples.

The way we see it, you’re family. We’re in this together. We’ll help any way we can. Just don’t all come over for Thanksgiving Dinner the same year.
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What Educational Approach is Best for Your Children?

YOUR APPROACH
What approach are you using with your children? Is it working? Does it work equally well with each of them? Twenty-five years ago, we didn’t even know to ask these questions, so don’t feel bad if you haven’t given them serious thought, either. But by the grace of God, something happened that caused us to ask questions about the education of our children. Maybe your reading this is an act of Providence in your life.

THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME
Doesn’t it seem there ought to be an ideal way for children to learn? This was a nagging thought for us, but we had no answers. That is, until we learned of classical education from a Christian worldview. The idea of an education that taught children in a way that was in line with how God made children (and all of us, for that matter) to learn was very attractive. What’s more, this method is rigorous and has a long history of proven results.

Classical education takes a three-fold approach. This *trivium*, which it is frequently called, is Latin for “where three roads meet” and lays out three stages of learning: grammar, dialectic (or logic), and rhetoric. The genius of classical education—why it works so well—is because it teaches “with the grain” of how children develop. When they’re young, they enjoy memorizing and learning lots of things. The junior high years find them interested in challenging, arguing, and wanting to understand how things might relate to each other. During the senior high years, they become more concerned with how they are perceived, wanting to be articulate and persuasive in winsome ways. Teaching according to their God-given tendencies proves to be remarkably effective, not to mention that it trains children to learn for themselves—as life-long learners.

Classical education from Veritas intends to be academically rigorous, distinctively Christian, and methodologically aligned with how God made us to learn. Students of our Classical Christian Education curriculum assimilate:

- **GODLY PRINCIPLES**
- **CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS**
- **CHRIST-CENTERED VALUES**
- **INTEGRATED KNOWLEDGE**
- **GOD-GIVEN POTENTIAL**

…and much more than today’s modern education.

CLASSICAL EDUCATION IS THE BEST WAY TO TEACH:

**HOW TO LEARN**
In the Grammar Stage (K–6):
- Memorization
- Mimicking Language
- Mastering facts

**HOW TO THINK**
In the Dialectic Stage (7–9):
- Argumentation
- Logic
- Reasoning
- How/Why

**HOW TO COMMUNICATE**
In the Rhetoric Stage (10–12):
- Communicative
- Poetic
- Articulate
- Self-aware
3 Ways to Learn with Veritas Press

**WITH THE GRAIN**
Each child has a unique learning style. At Veritas, not only do we use the time-tested methods of classical education, but we recognize the uniqueness of each child and each family. So, whether a child is a visual learner, auditory learner, read/write learner, or kinesthetic learner (think *vark*), we want to teach them “with the grain.” They’ll love it and succeed with our three ways to learn.

**You Teach**
Parent-taught curriculum with scripted lesson plans and the award winning and proven Veritas Curriculum. The scripted lesson plans are designed to help parents plan, teach, and organize schooling for any subject.

**Self-Paced**
Online History, Bible, and Omnibus courses, combining engaging videos, interactive exercises, fun games, and built-in quizzes and exams that create a stress-free option for parents needing to take some of the load off of teaching yet keep children excited and eager to learn. Self-Paced courses can be done anytime and anywhere you have an internet connection.

**Live Online**
Classes taught by expert teachers in the Veritas Virtual Classroom. Classes are available for every subject. Live Online classes help parents who are seeking help teaching. You may want to reduce your load or benefit from expert teachers to help you. For either reason, you will enjoy the peace of mind that your children will reach their ultimate potential.
Veritas Complete

Too many parents wonder if they're doing “enough.” We know, because we used to be the ones worrying. You shouldn't have to lose sleep, or wonder, or worry. That's why we've introduced Complete Subject Packages. They include all the materials we've learned you'll need to teach an entire year to rest in the fact that they'll be prepared. In fact, we provide three packages at each grade level. We call them Good, Better, and Best. And for ultimate flexibility, they can be customized to your family's circumstances.

**Good**
- Entire Year of Curriculum
- Every Subject You Need
- Self-Paced Courses*

**Better**
- Entire Year of Curriculum
- Every Subject You Need
- Self-Paced Courses*
- Scripted Lesson Plans
- Additional Curriculum for Deeper Learning
- Excellent Preparation for Earning a Diploma
- Live Online Courses for Key Subjects**

**Best**
- Entire Year of Curriculum
- Every Subject You Need
- Self-Paced Courses*
- Scripted Lesson Plans
- Additional Curriculum for Deeper Learning
- Excellent Preparation for Earning a Diploma
- Live Online Courses for Key Subjects**
- More Live Online Courses to Share Teaching Load**

*WHERE APPLICABLE      **LIVE COURSES START IN 3RD GRADE

Getting Started is Easy

1 Go to VeritasPress.com and Choose Your Student's Level (K–12)

2 Select and Customize Your Complete Package

3 Finalize Your Order

4 Stop worrying. Love homeschooling.
Grammar School (K–6th)

Whether you use the Veritas Complete packages or take your own unique approach, this chart will help your planning. Children (and families) are all different. Use the chart to see grade-level recommendations at a glance. If the recommendation doesn't fit, just use the suggestion for the grade above or below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ART</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Drawing with Children</td>
<td>Drawing with Children</td>
<td>Drawing with Children</td>
<td>Drawing with Children</td>
<td>Drawing for Older Children &amp; Teens</td>
<td>History of Art</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIBLE</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Big Picture Bible Timeline, Child’s Story Bible, etc.</td>
<td>Big Picture Bible Timeline, Child’s Story Bible, etc.</td>
<td>Genesis-Joshua</td>
<td>Judges–Kings</td>
<td>Chronicles–Malachi</td>
<td>Gospels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEOGRAPHY</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Legends &amp; Leagues</td>
<td>Legends &amp; Leagues South</td>
<td>Legends &amp; Leagues East</td>
<td>Legends &amp; Leagues North</td>
<td>Legends &amp; Leagues West</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAMMAR</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Shurley English 1</td>
<td>Shurley English 2, Classically Cursive: 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>Shurley English 3, Classically Cursive: 3 &amp; 4</td>
<td>Shurley English 4</td>
<td>Shurley English 5</td>
<td>Shurley English 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HISTORY</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JK</td>
<td>Bede’s History of ME</td>
<td>Bede’s History of US</td>
<td>Old and Ancient Egypt</td>
<td>Middle Ages, Ren &amp; Ref</td>
<td>Explorers to 1815</td>
<td>1815 to the Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATIN</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Cambridge Latin 1</td>
<td>Sang School Latin</td>
<td>Latin for Children A</td>
<td>Latin for Children B</td>
<td>Latin for Children C, Cambridge Latin 1</td>
<td>Latin Alive 1 or 2, or Wheelock’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LINGUISTICS</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Phonics Museum</td>
<td>Phonetic Zoo, Level A</td>
<td>Phonics Zoo, Level A</td>
<td>Phonetic Zoo, Level B</td>
<td>Phonetic Zoo, Level C</td>
<td>Classical Roots A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LITERATURE</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Phonics Museum</td>
<td>Phonics Museum</td>
<td>Phonics Museum</td>
<td>Phonics Zoo, etc.</td>
<td>Treasure Island etc</td>
<td>The Call of the Wild etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATH</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>Saxon 1</td>
<td>Saxon 2</td>
<td>Saxon 3</td>
<td>Saxon 54</td>
<td>Saxon 65</td>
<td>Saxon 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>Saxon 3</td>
<td>Saxon 4</td>
<td>Saxon 65</td>
<td>Saxon Algebra 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 5</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Secondary School (7–12th)

Veritas Complete packages can be planned with this chart or you can take your own unique approach. The older the child, the more the selections tend to vary. So, if the recommendation doesn't fit, look at recommendations for the grade above or below.

### ENGLISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
<th>Grade 11</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition I</td>
<td>Composition II</td>
<td>English Elective</td>
<td></td>
<td>English Elective</td>
<td>English Elective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LANGUAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
<th>Grade 11</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin I, II, Latin Transition I, or II</td>
<td>Latin II or Greek I</td>
<td>Greek I or II or Modern Foreign Language</td>
<td>Modern Foreign Language</td>
<td>Modern Foreign Language</td>
<td>Modern Foreign Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LOGIC and RHETORIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
<th>Grade 11</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic I</td>
<td>Logic II</td>
<td>Rhetoric I</td>
<td>Rhetoric II</td>
<td>Senior Thesis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MATH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
<th>Grade 11</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algebra I</td>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Algebra II</td>
<td>Pre-Calculus</td>
<td>Calculus I</td>
<td>Math Elective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OMNIBUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
<th>Grade 11</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Omnibus I</td>
<td>Omnibus II</td>
<td>Omnibus III</td>
<td>Omnibus IV</td>
<td>Omnibus V</td>
<td>Omnibus VI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SCIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 7</th>
<th>Grade 8</th>
<th>Grade 9</th>
<th>Grade 10</th>
<th>Grade 11</th>
<th>Grade 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Science</td>
<td>Physical Science</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Elective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ELECTIVES

Naturally, your children's interests and abilities are coming to light during these grades. Electives that give them specialized opportunities beyond the core courses are of increasing importance. Below is a list of this year's electives offered Live Online:

- **ENGLISH**: Grammar and Writing Transition, Composition Transition, Fiction Writing Workshop, Creative Writing, Journalism, Poetry, Science Fiction: A Christian Perspective
- **HISTORY**: US History, Western Civilization
- **LANGUAGES**: French I, II, III; German I, II, III; Latin Transition I, II; Latin Readings: Christian Authors; Latin Readings: Virgil; Mandarin Chinese I, II; Spanish I, II, III
- **MATH**: Algebra Refresher, Business Math, Calculus II, Statistics
- **SCIENCE**: Advanced Chemistry: Organic Chemistry, Anatomy and Physiology, Marine Biology, Physics II
- **ELECTIVES**: Art Studio I, II; College Test Prep, Economics, Film and Worldview, Philosophy, Psychology, US Government
Many of you ask us specifically about our products. On this and the next two pages we are featuring curricula that we created here at Veritas. Each of these blocks is to help you understand how each of them work and, maybe more so, why they were created in a certain way. You’ll see better how curriculum builds on prior learning, how it integrates several disciplines for efficiency and effectiveness, and why many of you have voted it the most award-winning classical education program.

**OMNIBUS**

How will you teach your students to think biblically about everything, preparing them for life? You shouldn’t have to worry about your children not having the tools they need to succeed. Education isn’t just knowing. Thinking and communicating clearly are what set the best students apart. The Omnibus is a humanities curriculum that integrates history, theology and literature by studying the Great Books from a distinctly Christian worldview. This historic approach helps avoid the compartmentalization common to modern education.

The Omnibus program includes six years with two courses per year. The Primary books course focuses closely on primary-source historical works and events from the time period covered. The Secondary course offers a lighter workload for the student and balances out the course with greater focus on literature and theology. Taken together, students will earn three credits: one each in history, theology and literature. They will also run through a 3-year cycle of history—ancient, medieval, modern—twice, once with the first three years and again with the second three. Learn more on page 77. GRADES: 7–12

**COMPOSITION**

Having a substantial grasp of English grammar and sentence structure, your students are ready to learn to compose in various writing formats. It’s the time to take off the writing “training wheels.” Creating short stories, essay writing, etc. will help them develop their skills. Composition teaches them to turn phrases and lead the reader through a cleverly composed piece.

Veritas Press and the publishers of WORLD Magazine have partnered to create a text that challenges students to engage in purposeful writing. Rather than rely on the “canned assignments” common in other curriculum, the text tackles the fundamentals of essay writing and persuasion as well as introduces students to the power of storytelling. Students will learn, not only how to argue for their beliefs, but how to express themselves in their own, unique voice. Learn more on page 66. GRADES: 7–9

**RHETORIC**

If you know classical education, you know the importance of teaching rhetoric. And you know that, as Christians, we are called to love our neighbor. In the 25+ years we’ve been involved in classical education, we’ve been concerned that rhetoric curricula have simply been updated versions of Aristotle’s *Rhetoric*—until now.

At Veritas, we’re always seeking ways to create programs that look at what’s out there and create a “better mouse trap.” We are convinced this is it. Much of the classical tradition intended to speak and write what is true, good, and beautiful. *A Rhetoric of Love* sees much helpful in the ideas of these ancient teachers. Greeks and Romans taught much about sound reasoning, orderly thinking, and clear communication. They didn’t teach us much about how to love one’s opponent. Jesus called us to love our neighbor as ourself. *A Rhetoric of Love* asks how we can do that in our speaking and writing and living. How ought Christ’s followers to try to persuade others? How should their rhetorical efforts look different from those of the world around? How can they seek to persuade with empathy, understanding, compassion? How can they listen to others—really listen—and then speak truth in love? Learn more on page 71. GRADES: 10–12
PHONICS

We don’t have to tell you the importance of giving our children sound reading skills to aid their entire education. Yet the tools we use can make all the difference in the world as to how successful they are.

The Veritas Press Phonics Museum has been around since 2000 and has laid the kind of foundation needed for thousands of children. The printed version remains one of our most popular items. In 2017 we introduced the program in an app.

Available in the App Store, this app has become even more popular than the print version. The museum guide, Miss Biddle, and Percival, the boy knight who comes to life, take children through an adventure that starts them from no sound or letter recognition skills to being young readers. Writing is included, and because of touch screen technology, children as young as three or four are able to use their fingertips to write letters a full year before they have the dexterity to hold a pencil.

Now you have a choice—the physical version or the app. For our money, it would be the app, but we’d include some of the print items. We’d get the primers and the workbook to go with it. Learn more on pages 14 and 18. GRADES: K–1

PREHISTORY WITH BEDE

Have you ever thought about how to best prepare young ones to learn history? We’re convinced that children are ready to understand history when they’re around seven and in second grade. Before that, it’s typically too early for them to understand a lot of historical sequences or have a meaningful sense of extended time periods. But in Kindergarten and first grade we can prepare them in some very effective ways.

We’d like to introduce you to Bede. Bede is a timeline… who strongly resembles a ball of yarn. From him Kindergarteners learn the basics of history in a fun way. Topics include: how a timeline works, family history, the history of holidays (Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, etc.), the history of toys, and much more.

First graders are introduced to American history. Topics include: Columbus Day, the Great Awakening, George Washington, Ben Franklin, Lewis and Clark, Abraham Lincoln, the Wild West, the history of flight, the history of inventions, famous American artists, and more. Learn more on pages 13 and 17. GRADES: K–1

HISTORY AND BIBLE

What if you could have history and Bible curricula that your children are guaranteed to love and are memorable and easy to teach? “We absolutely love the self-paced History and Bible. My son looks forward to learning his favorite subjects. He enjoys the games and the memory songs. They keep him engaged and he retains the information he learns. We will continue to use it and share VP with friends and other homeschool families.”—Lisa W.

There are five Self-Paced Courses in history: Old Testament and Ancient Egypt; New Testament, Greece and Rome; Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation; Explorers to 1815; and 1815 to the Present. There are also five courses in Bible (only three are currently available in Self-Paced): Genesis through Joshua; Judges through Kings; Chronicles through Malachi; The Gospels; and Acts through Revelation. Integrating the two each year provides the additional benefit of understanding more how God has been at work through all history. If you’re looking for history and Bible curricula that have kids begging to learn, you’re at the right place. See the History and Bible sections in 2nd–6th grades. GRADES: 2–6

GEOGRAPHY

Do you love being around people who have a breadth of knowledge of geography? Maybe they’ve travelled the world, or maybe they just mastered much of its geography through study. Studying geography is not only helpful and useful, but it makes us much more interesting to be around.

Young ones love and are ready. We’ve made it even more enjoyable with Mr. Latitude and Mr. Longitude. Learn as they help the disoriented Elmo Tardy discover geography! The first year covers basic concepts about maps, points on the compass, and much more. The next four years cover South, East, North and West. (We’re not mixed up. It makes the most sense with other areas of study.) It’s not a problem to study them in any order you prefer.

Once again, one of our imaginative writers has woven a storyline into the material. Students and teachers alike will master world geography in the most fun and creative way. See the Geography sections in 2nd–6th grades. GRADES: 1–5
**PAGES OF HISTORY**

Most history curriculum study takes segments of history each year and focuses on a certain number of events from that time. If you use our history program, that’s exactly what you do.

Over the years we have also recommended a couple different “summaries” of history. They have been narratives that worked their way from the beginning to the present and were great read-alouds for the whole family. Or they could be given to a grammar school history student to read so they could contextualize better what they were studying. The problem with every one of these narratives is that they all left out the most important aspect—that God created providentially superintends all that happens.

That’s why *Pages of History* was written. This two-volume series covers all 160 events in our five-year grammar school history program. But it does more. The authors have very cleverly run a storyline—a narrative—that makes the history come to life, with two time-travelling boys with whom you will get to experience all of this firsthand. And, of course, your children will be learning that God is in charge every step of the way. Learn more on page 25. **GRADES: 2–6**

---

**COMPREHENSION GUIDES**

Have you given great thought to teaching children to read but overlooked teaching them to comprehend what they read? It’s easy to do—it’s not as observable. Veritas has created dozens of literature comprehension guides for many reading classics throughout Kindergarten–6th grade.

Building comprehension skills develops the students’ abilities to make predictions, improve their understanding of content, sequence or character, and connect whatever they are reading with their own experience and knowledge. Mastering reading comprehension for any student is foundational to all future academic success and is one of the most valuable and lasting skills a student will develop. These guides are filled with reproducible activities, exercises, projects, and comprehension questions. See the Literature sections in 2nd–6th grades. **GRADES: K–6**

---

**HISTORY OF ART**

Have you thought about why we should study art? By studying the art of past cultures, we can learn something about ourselves in the present. Giving grammar school students this baseline knowledge that ties art to time periods and what they learn in history pays great dividends—not only in their learning but throughout life.

But first, the basics. A simple timeline knowledge of art will be enjoyable in itself. It will then, as they progress, help them understand relationships between historical events and art—even artistic styles. Why did realism give way to impressionism? What has been behind modern art? Knowing the history of art is not one fad giving way to another. Students of the curriculum will begin to grasp these important changes.

At the pages referenced below you’ll learn four different ways to consider covering this material. See page 55. **GRADES: 2–6**

---

**TRANSITION GUIDES**

Maybe you’re new to Veritas, or your circumstances are such that your child was not able to study history long enough to commit a history timeline to memory. The transition guides were written just for you. They were also written for students who may not be quite ready for the rigors of our Omnibus curriculum and would benefit from a transition year.

We believe having a timeline knowledge is so important that we’ve created these guides to build an abbreviated timeline knowledge of history in one year.

The transition books include reading assignments, comprehension and worldview questions, essay prompts, activities, and sections devoted to the *Pages of History* books. Guide I focuses on Creation through the Reformation. Guide II focuses on explorers to the present day. See page 62. **GRADES: 6–7TH**
Mona Brookes was hired by Gertrude Dietz, the director of a preschool, to teach realistic drawing to 100 four- and five-year-olds. When she sought curricula, she found none. About her experience she said, “Thank goodness Gertrude and I were ignorant of the prevailing philosophy that said you shouldn’t give young children any guided instruction in the field of drawing. We assumed it was acceptable to give basic instruction in drawing, since this was true for music, dance, and all the other artistic subjects.” With her neighbor, Elliot Day, a composer, she broke down the basic components of vision as one would break down a musical composition. This led to devising an “alphabet of shape” that consisted of five basic elements. Any object that a student wants to draw can be simply analyzed in terms of how these five elements of shape are combined. The result is every child can achieve realistic representation of subjects to be drawn.

There is no better way to teach your child to reproduce with his own hand the beauty of God’s creation. This book teaches the grammar of art and is useful for any age level, but particularly K–6th grade. Soft 272p #435330 $14.95

Fine Art Primmers
This hand-picked collection of books is a great way to introduce young students to fine art. Although not reading primers, each title was selected to complement the Phonics Museum, which makes use of fine art produced by these masters. A wonderful way to integrate art into your curriculum.

Fine Art Primer Collection (all eight books below, 11% off retail) #070295 $74.95
Degas and the Little Dancer Laurence Anholt Soft 32p #070091 $8.95
Getting to Know Michelangelo Mike Venezia Soft 32p #240200 $7.95
Henri Matisse: Drawing With Scissors Jane O’Connor Soft 32p #435452 $5.95
Katie’s Picture Show James Mayhew (shown) Soft 32p #070311 $5.95
Leonardo and the Flying Boy Laurence Anholt Soft 32p #070312 $8.95
Rembrandt and the Boy Who Drew Dogs Molly Blaisdell Hard 28p #070675 $14.95
Suzette and the Puppy: A Story About Mary Cassatt Joan Sweeney Hard 32p #070750 $14.95
van Gogh and the Sunflowers Laurence Anholt Soft 28p #070915 $7.95

How to Teach Art to Children
Joy Evans and Jo Ellen Moore While Drawing With Children teaches how to draw using five basic elements of shape, this book teaches the basics on color, patterns, designs, textures, and much more. Reproducible, with many student activities, including photographed examples. Soft 160p #210240 $22.95

STOP WORRYING.
LOVE HOMESCHOOLING.
Complete Kindergarten Package
Simplify your homeschooling and stop worrying about planning with the Complete Kindergarten Package. These packages contain all the materials you’ll need to teach your student an entire year of Kindergarten and can be easily customized.

CUSTOMIZE AND CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE AT VERITASPRESS.COM

K ART

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Drawing with Children (25% off retail) #003920 $14.95

Drawing With Children
Mona Brookes
Mona Brookes was hired by Gertrude Dietz, the director of a preschool, to teach realistic drawing to 100 four- and five-year-olds. When she sought curricula, she found none. About her experience she said, “Thank goodness Gertrude and I were ignorant of the prevailing philosophy that said you shouldn’t give young children any guided instruction in the field of drawing. We assumed it was acceptable to give basic instruction in drawing, since this was true for music, dance, and all the other artistic subjects.” With her neighbor, Elliot Day, a composer, she broke down the basic components of vision as one would break down a musical composition. This led to devising an “alphabet of shape” that consisted of five basic elements. Any object that a student wants to draw can be simply analyzed in terms of how these five elements of shape are combined. The result is every child can achieve realistic representation of subjects to be drawn.

There is no better way to teach your child to reproduce with his own hand the beauty of God’s creation. This book teaches the grammar of art and is useful for any age level, but particularly K–6th grade. Soft 272p #435330 $14.95

Fine Art Primmers
This hand-picked collection of books is a great way to introduce young students to fine art. Although not reading primers, each title was selected to complement the Phonics Museum, which makes use of fine art produced by these masters. A wonderful way to integrate art into your curriculum.

Fine Art Primer Collection (all eight books below, 11% off retail) #070295 $74.95
Degas and the Little Dancer Laurence Anholt Soft 32p #070091 $8.95
Getting to Know Michelangelo Mike Venezia Soft 32p #240200 $7.95
Henri Matisse: Drawing With Scissors Jane O’Connor Soft 32p #435452 $5.95
Katie’s Picture Show James Mayhew (shown) Soft 32p #070311 $5.95
Leonardo and the Flying Boy Laurence Anholt Soft 32p #070312 $8.95
Rembrandt and the Boy Who Drew Dogs Molly Blaisdell Hard 28p #070675 $14.95
Suzette and the Puppy: A Story About Mary Cassatt Joan Sweeney Hard 32p #070750 $14.95
van Gogh and the Sunflowers Laurence Anholt Soft 28p #070915 $7.95

How to Teach Art to Children
Joy Evans and Jo Ellen Moore While Drawing With Children teaches how to draw using five basic elements of shape, this book teaches the basics on color, patterns, designs, textures, and much more. Reproducible, with many student activities, including photographed examples. Soft 160p #210240 $22.95

K BIBLE

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Big Picture Bible Timeline; Child’s Story Bible; Wee Sing Bible Songs CD; Lesson Plans (19% off retail) #001450 $64.00

The Big Picture Bible Timeline compiled by Carol Eide
A fully illustrated, reproducible resource for young children. This book will enable your students to secure a timeline understanding of events from the Bible. They will color pictures that will reinforce their recollection of the sequence of events. Soft 78p #230010 $17.95

The Child’s Story Bible Catherine F. Vos
A classic story Bible first published in 1943. Mrs. Vos’s husband taught theology at Calvin College. After years of telling these stories to her children, as they were told to her while a child, she decided to write them down. This is the most accurate children’s story Bible you will find. Hard 382p #630020 $19.95
Reformation ABCs

Susan Nipp and Pamela Beall

There’s no better time to memorize the books of the Bible than kindergarten and first grade. Wee Sing will help your students do just that. But, it won’t stop there. There are over 60 songs and poems that young children will enjoy and remember forever.

CD and Songbook:
#597021 $7.95

The Church History and Reformation ABCs

Stephen J. Nichols and Ned Bustard

Introduce kids to Gutenberg, Bunyan, Tyndale, the 95 Theses, and more. Both of these books teach church history in a fun and creative way. Together they are a great way to introduce kids (and adults) to Augustine, Queen Jeanne, Calvin, Luther, Ignatius, and other heroes of the faith. As R.C. Sproul wrote in the foreword to Reformation ABCs, “Take up and read … trusting Jesus, the Alpha and Omega, wins. from A to Z.”

The Church History ABCs—Hard 34p:
#165010 $14.95
Reformation ABCs—Hard 48p:
#165050 $14.95

The Children’s Illustrated Bible

Selina Hastings

With the aid of many color photographs and maps of places mentioned in the Bible, this book will help explain the historical and geographic context of Scripture. Children will spend hours poring over its pages. Hard 320p:
#175010 $17.95

Read Aloud Bible Stories: Old Testament

Carine Mackenzie

What better way to enjoy and have children become familiar with God’s work. These hand-picked titles from two different series will give much enjoyment while familiarizing young ones with God’s Word. All Soft 32p:

Read Aloud Old Testament Collection (all fourteen books below, 13% off retail):
#560991 $54.95
Daniel: The Praying Prince (shown) #560208 $3.95

Bede’s History of ME

Ned Bustard and Amy Clark

We’d like to introduce you to Bede…a timeline who strongly resembles a ball of yarn. This loveable character introduces young children to the basics of history in a fun way—once a week, all year long. Topics include how a timeline works, family history, the history of holidays (Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, etc.), the history of toys, maritime history, the history of sports, music history, the history of dresses, and more. Even a little Church history is included! Imagine how fun it is to learn about timelines using the fairy tale Goldilocks and the Three Bears? A clear way to teach the importance of timelines and how God works in time. A second volume is available, too. (see page 17). This is a home run. ★★★★★ Soft 69p:
#000090 $15.00

K HISTORY

K MATH

You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Bede’s History of Me, Lesson Plans (4% off retail):
#003930 $34.00

Saxon I

Nancy Larson

This is the friendliest and most thorough math program available. Any student can master the grammar of math easily with Saxon’s “incremental approach.” We do find it necessary and advisable to use the program ahead of a stated grade level—something John Saxon himself told us he supported—because children can handle it easily.

In using this program at this age you should realize that the text assumes students will read the problems. You may need to read problems to the students. This problem occurs with first graders, too, so there is no need for alarm. We plan to do that with our grandchildren.

Home Study Kit includes Teacher’s Manual, Workbook/Fact Cards and Meeting Book:
#505010 $109.95
Meeting Book:
#505020 $14.95
Student Workbook/Fact Cards:
#505040 $39.95
Saxon Math K–3 Manipulatives Kit:
#505200 $89.95

Math Memory Songs

Young children love to learn with music, and it makes learning easy at this age. Think of all the songs you recall from your childhood. Math facts are easily mastered with these songs. It’s your opportunity to start children off with a great foundation.

Addition Songs CD:
#050015 $12.95
Subtraction Songs CD:
#050090 $12.95

Saxon K

Nancy Larson

While we are comfortable starting with Saxon 1 in kindergarten, some may want this program if they are not certain of their own ability to teach beginning math concepts such as counting and simple addition. It also fits well in a pre-K situation. We plan to do this with our grandchildren.

Home Study Kit includes Teacher’s Manual and Meeting Book:
#505510 $69.95
Meeting Book:
#505520 $14.95
**Kindergarten Favorites**
Laurie Detweiler

Just like the very popular First Favorites (see page 16), this guide will aid the student who needs or wants more reading practice. Questions, activities, and projects will develop a student's love of reading. Phonics worksheets are included, too. Works neatly with the Phonics Museum. Soft 56p eBook available #000702

**Literature Pockets: Nursery Rhymes**
Jo Ellen Moore and Jill Norris

Includes twelve famous nursery rhymes for your children to read or have them read to them. Related projects will have young students making their own books and doing many meaningful activities to enhance their learning. Soft 96p #210500

**Itty Bitty Phonics Readers**
Rozanne Lanczak Williams

The perfect supplement to the Veritas Press Phonics Museum. See description on page 20. #158357

**Veritas Press Phonics Museum**
Marlin & Laurie Detweiler, Ned Bustard, and Diane Coleman

The Phonics Museum is an award-winning program that will have your child read a simple book in a few short weeks, building their interest and confidence. It will then take them on a journey through learning to read that will open doors for the rest of their lives. Join Percival, a boy knight, as he takes children through an art museum, learning letters and sounds along the way. Your child will want to keep learning as they set out on this adventure. Using classical, time-proven methods, your child will learn to love reading.

Easy-to-follow scripted teacher's manuals give you everything you need to teach with confidence. Also included are alphabet flashcards using fine art, games, music, worksheets, great stories, art projects, and much more—all to teach using a comprehensive multi-sensory approach. Phonics Museum goes beyond simply teaching letter sounds and reading skills. This powerful program will inspire your child with a life-long love for learning! Call or visit VeritasPress.com for special pricing on classroom kits for schools. Our phonics is now available in an app. Download free and get a free trial from the App Store or learn more at PhonicsMuseum.com.

So which do you do? We strongly recommend the app, if your circumstances permit. It will also work to do both and that will clearly be best. If that’s not practical, consider the app with a Student Kit (with or without the Primers). But, by all means don’t miss this remarkable time in the life of your child.

**SECOND EDITION** Homeschool Kindergarten Kit (Matches the Phonics Museum App) #000810

**SECOND EDITION** Individual Kindergarten Student Kit (for additional students) Including Primers #000818

**SECOND EDITION** Individual Kindergarten Student Kit (for additional students) Excluding Primers #000819

**FREE EDITION** Homeschool Kindergarten/First Grade Combo Kit (First edition materials for both grades) #000800

(Special liquidation price while supplies last)
First Grade

Stop Worrying. Love Homeschooling.

Complete First Grade Package
Simplify your homeschooling and stop worrying about planning with the Complete First Grade Package. These packages contain all the materials you'll need to teach your student an entire year of First Grade and can be easily customized.

Customize and Choose Your Package at VeritasPress.com

1st Bible

You Teach
Materials for You Teach
Big Picture Bible Timeline; Child's Story Bible; Wee Sing Bible Songs CD; Lesson Plans (19% off retail)
#001451 $64.00

Big Picture Bible Timeline
A great resource for young children. This book will enable your students to secure a timeline understanding of events from the Bible. They will color pictures that will reinforce their recollection of the sequence of events. Soft 78p
#230010 $17.95

The Child's Story Bible
Originally published in 1943, this is a classic story Bible. See description on page 12.
#630020 $19.95

Wee Sing: Bible Songs
A great tool to teach the books of the Bible using music. There are over 60 minutes of fun and songs that young children will enjoy and remember forever. CD and Songbook
#597021 $7.95

The Children's Illustrated Bible
A magnificently illustrated child's Bible. See description on page 13.
#175010 $17.95

You Teach
Materials for You Teach
The Lightlings
RC Sproul
Sproul for first grade? You bet. No one was more able to make complex theological ideas understandable than RC. And this story expresses the gospel in a winsome allegory: truly graspable by the youngest of God's children. Hard 40p
#535415 $17.95

Read Aloud Bible Stories: New Testament
Carine Mackenzie
Read Aloud New Testament Collection (all ten books below, 13% off retail)
#560992 $38.95

Birth of Jesus: The Promised Child #560110 $3.95
Jesus: The Child #560330 $3.95
Jesus is Alive: The Amazing Story #560340 $3.95
Jesus: The Healer #560335 $3.95
Jesus: The Savior #560344 $3.95
John: The Baptist #560350 $3.95
Mary: Mother of Jesus #560458 $3.95
Paul: Journeys of Adventure #560600 $3.95
Peter: The Apostle #560605 $3.95
Saul: The Miracle on the Road (shown) #560890 $3.95
1ST GEOGRAPHY

You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Legends & Leagues Storybook and Workbook; Geography Songs CD: States & Capitals Songs CD: Lesson Plans (13% off retail)
#001461 $74.00

Legends & Leagues: Or Mr. Tardy Goes from Here to There

Ned Bustard
Poor Elmo Tardy is always getting lost. But one day Tardy stumbles into the over-stuffed office of Legends & Leagues, Ltd. There he meets the lanky Mr. Meridian Longitude and the stout Mr. Azimuth Latitude—two cheery fellows who teach Mr. Tardy about the concepts of maps, points of the compass, geographic formations and more. Students will laugh and learn as Tardy is taught all he needs to know to get from Here to There. Using the workbook, students can apply what Mr. Tardy learned. Includes cut and paste state maps, world maps, coloring pages, and many more. A great introduction to geography. And the fun doesn't stop with this book. Four additional levels recount the further adventures of Longitude and Latitude. See pages 17, 27, 36, and 45.

Legends & Leagues Storybook
Soft 32p eBook available
#000037 $15.00

Legends & Leagues Workbook
Soft 48p eBook available
#000038 $12.00

You Teach

States & Capitals Songs
Kathy Troxel
The best way we know to learn the location of states and capitals, this resource is used in our Legends & Leagues program along with Geography Songs: Sing Around the World.

CD
#050075 $12.95

DVD
#050086 $14.95

Beginning Geography
Sandi Johnson
This is an excellent reproducible teacher resource book. Ninety-three activity pages cover beginning map skills, landforms and bodies of water, and continents and oceans. Everything needed to build a solid foundation for geography literacy.

#210105 $14.95

1ST GRAMMAR

You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Shurley Level 1 Homeschool Kit and Practice Book; Lesson Plans (13% off retail)
#001421 $104.00

Shurley English 1
Brenda Shurley
The most astounding and effective grammar program available. We love that Shurley English program!

1. What kind of program?
2. What is being said
3. How do you say?
4. What kind of program?
5. What is being said
7. Verb transitive. Check again.
8. No—prepositional phrases.
9. Go back to the verb. Divide the complete subject from the complete predicate.

The children also learn jingles to memorize the parts of speech, enabling and encouraging them to chant till they start dreaming grammar lessons. This program is easy to use and you will not believe what your children (and often the parents) will learn!

Author Brenda Shurley says, “The Shurley Method uses repetition, fun, student/teacher interaction, and a concrete set of questions about each word in a sentence to teach students how all the parts of a sentence fit together. It is important to study how all the parts of a sentence fit together because students need to understand sentence structure in order to speak and write successfully.”

For best results and ease to the teacher we recommend purchasing the Kit (which includes the teacher’s manual, one student workbook, and instructional CD) and the practice booklet. Consider the practice set (practice booklet and practice CD) if you wish to have the student work independently.

Shurley English Kit, Level 1 (Homeschool Ed.)
Includes teacher’s manual, one student workbook, and instructional CD
#515020 $59.95

Shurley English Student Workbook, Level 1
#515030 $9.95

Shurley Practice Booklet, Level 1
#515025 $6.95

Practice Set, Level 1 (Practice CD and booklet)
#515027 $24.95

Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice, Levels 1 & 2
#515045 $6.95

Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice Key, Levels 1 & 2
#515046 $11.95
1ST MATH

You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Saxon 2 Home Study Kit and K–3 Manipulatives Kit; Multiplication Songs CD
Lesson Plans (1% off retail) #001411 $229.00

■ Saxon 2

Nancy Larson

Yes, and of course it follows using Saxon 1 in kindergarten. You will likely find your students perfectly capable of meeting the challenge. The friendliest and most thorough math program, Saxon, with its “incremental approach” will allow any student to master the grammar of math easily. We find it wise to use the program one year ahead of the stated grade level. Students can easily handle it.

A program that continues to drill, drill, and drill the way math needs to be taught.

Home Study Kit includes Teacher’s Manual, Workbook/ Fact Cards and Meeting Book #505050 $109.95
Meeting Book #505060 $14.95
Student Workbook/Fact Cards #505080 $39.95
Saxon Math K–3 Manipulatives Kit #505200 $89.95

■ Math Memory Songs

Young children love to learn with music, and it makes learning easy at this age. Think of all the songs you recall from your childhood. Math facts are easily mastered with these songs. It’s your opportunity to start children off with a great foundation.

Multiplication Songs CD #050059 $12.95

■ Math in Nature Series

Lizann Flatt

Why do we have to know that? How will we use that? Are these not the common cries of the dialectic student around the time of 7th grade? But we speak of 1st grade, right?

Get this series now and keep it for then. Each book deals with different math ideas through the seasons:
spring with patterning, data management, and probability; summer with geometry and spatial sense; fall with number sense and numeration; and winter with measurement—all at a level that your first grader will eat up. Hard 32p

Math in Nature Set (all four books below, 13% savings off retail) #405309 $54.95
Sorting through Spring #405308 $13.95
Shaping Up Summer #405306 $13.95
Counting on Fall #405305 $14.95
Sizing Up Winter #405307 $13.95

1ST MUSIC

Classical Kids

Do you want your children to love classical music? If we want them to love it, we need to introduce them to it at an early age and in a way that will cause them to be interested. THIS IS IT! Individual CDs bundled with Teacher Notes are listed on our web site at www.VeritasPress.com. All Classical Kids recordings feature music, history and dramatic storytelling to engage the imagination and present the composers in their historic context. A splendid way to capture the interest of children and encourage music appreciation.

Classical Kids Teaching Edition

Includes all teacher’s notes on CD for all the titles below plus Fantasia in D Major, a music-only CD, a slide show DVD, and Beethoven and Mr. Bach DVDs.

Classical Kids, Volume I (4 titles) #125048 $229.95
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart (Magic Flute), and Vivaldi #125030 $49.95
Classical Kids, Volume II (4 titles) #125044 $49.95
Handel, Mozart (Voyage), Song of the Unicorn, and Tchaikovsky

Meet the Orchestra

Ann Hayes

Can you imagine a raccoon playing a violin or a walrus a string bass? Thirty years from now your child may still recall this clever book and the memorable pictures that aided his learning of the instruments in an orchestra. Each instrument of the orchestra—from violas to tubas—is explained, with clear definitions, and descriptions as to how each one sounds. Soft 32p

Meet the Orchestra #250500 $7.95

See page 54 for additional music selections that can be read aloud to young students.
**First Favorites**
Laurie Detweiler

For those seeking to lay a firm foundation for a life-long love of books, look no further. These guides contain all the questions and activities needed to fan into flame a student’s passion for good literature.

The books covered represent all that is good about children’s literature. A great next step after finishing the Phonics Museum. This is a magical time in the student’s reading journey, and these collections of books will nurture a deep love for good books.

In Volume 1 students are given developmentally tailored comprehension questions and, among other things, directions for a marshmallow-and-peanut butter jar easy chair! Volume 2 includes reading comprehension questions that are building in difficulty, and many “extras” as well. Both have handwriting exercises, a clear icon system for teachers to follow, and simple instructions for students to foster independent work.

**eBooks available**

First Favorites: Volume 1 (shown) Soft 148p
#000705         $19.00
First Favorites: Volume 2 Soft 170p
#000706         $19.00

First Favorites Collection 1
Includes all the books covered in Volume 1: Billy and Blaze; Blueberries for Sal; Bread and Jam for Francis; Caps for Sale; A Chair for my Mother; Corduroy; Curious George; Dr. Seuss; Floss; Frog and Toad All Year Long; Frog and Toad are Friends; Harry the Dirty Dog; If You Give a Mouse a Cookie; The Little Engine that Could. (17% off retail)
#000710 $93.95

First Favorites Collection 2
Includes all the books covered in Volume 2: Amelia Bedelia; The Biggest Bear; The Emperor’s New Clothes; Happy and Mudge; Little Bear; Little Bear’s Friend; Madeleine; Miss Nelson is Missing!; Mr. Putter and Tabby Pour the Tea; Nate the Great; Nate the Great and the Lost List; A New Coat for Anna; Stone Soup; Peter Rabbit. (9% off retail)
#000720 $94.95

**First Reading**

HANDWRITING AND LINGUISTICS

**You Teach**

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Phonics Museum Combo Kit: First; Favorites Guide vol 1 and Collection 1; First Favorites Guide vol 2 and Collection 2; Literature Pockets: Folk & Fairy Tales; Fine Art Primer Collection; Lesson Plans (11% off retail)
#001401 $389.00

**Veritas Press**

Phonics Museum
Marlin & Laurie Detweiler,
Ned Bustard, and Diane Coleman

The success we have realized with the Phonics Museum is unparalleled. Children are not only learning to read quickly, but loving the process. Rebecca G. of Charlotte, N.C., writes: “I want my children to be exposed to the arts and music and to love learning... Thank you so much for writing a program that not only appeals to the child, but also to my adult tastes and desires. Your program has the elements that I would put into a program if I would have the time and the abilities to write a program for my children.” I can trust the people who have written it as well.”

The Phonics Museum incorporates the very best time-tested techniques of several hundred years in a fun history-and art-based program that parents, teachers, and children will be drawn to again and again. See detailed description on page 14 and check out the new Phonics Museum App on page 2.

**Homeschool Kindergarten/First Grade Combo Kit**
(First Edition materials for both grades—special liquidation price while supply lasts)
#000800 $99.00

**First Edition Individual First Grade Student Kit for additional students**
(including Primers)
#000842 $59.00

**First Edition Individual First Grade Student Kit for additional students**
(excluding Primers)
#000844 $19.00
A Chair for My Mother
Vera B. Williams
After their home is destroyed by a fire, Rosa, her mother, and grandmother save their coins to buy a really comfortable chair for all to enjoy. (2) Soft 32p FF1
#236030 $6.95

The Complete Adventures of Peter Rabbit
Beatrix Potter
Beatrix Potter's four stories featuring Peter Rabbit are brought together in one volume, so that Peter's escapades can be read as a continuous saga. The Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies and The Tale of Mr. Tod are all included with complete text and Potter's beautiful art. (3) Hard 96p FF2
#497010 $14.95

Floss
Ken Lewis
A delightful story about a border collie—the official breed of classical Christian education! Even after Floss becomes a skilled sheepdog, she never forgets the joy of playing with children. (2) Soft 32p FF1
#175050 $6.95

Blueberries for Sal
Robert McCloskey
Sal and her mother are picking blueberries but then Sal wanders to the other side of Blueberry Hill, and discovers a bear preparing for her own long winter. (2) Soft 32p FF1
#435140 $5.95

Bread and Jam for Frances
Russell Hoban
Frances is a fussy eater. In fact, the only thing she likes is bread and jam, and unless Mother can come up with a plan, Frances just might go on eating bread and jam forever! (2) Soft 32p FF1
#255110 $5.95

Caps for Sale
Esphyr Slobodkina
This easy-to-read story about a peddler and a band of mischievous monkeys is filled with warmth and humor. Children will delight in following the peddler's efforts to outwit the monkeys. (2) Soft 48p FF1
#255150 $5.95

Doctor DeSoto
William Steig
A somewhat unusual—and ravenous—patient is outfoxed by the resourceful mouse-dentist Doctor DeSoto in this sly tale of mischief. (1) Soft 32p FF1
#576020 $7.95

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
Laura Joffe Numeroff
If a hungry little mouse shows up on your doorstep, you might want to give him a cookie. And if you give him a cookie, he'll ask for a glass of milk... (2) Hard 32p FF1
#255380 $11.95

Reading difficulty is rated 1 (easy), 2 (average), or 3 (challenging) for the grade level and is shown at the end of each entry. Full descriptions for the titles below can be found on our web site: www.VeritasPress.com. First Favorite titles are indicated below as FF1 or FF2.
Miss Nelson is Missing!
Harry Allard
The students in Room 207 don’t proffer a shred of respect for their good-natured teacher Miss Nelson, but when the witchy substitute Miss Viola Swamp appears on the scene, they start to regret their own wicked ways. (2) Soft 32p FF2
#490645 $6.95

Mr Putter & Tabby Pour the Tea
Cynthia Rylant
Tired of living alone, Mr. Putter finds himself a perfect pet at an animal shelter. It is an old yellow cat with creaking bones and thinning fur who seems to be “a little deaf.” But after all, “Mr. Putter creaked, his hair was thinning and he was a little deaf, too.” (3) Soft 44p FF2
#250175 $5.95

Nate the Great
Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
Nate, the boy detective who “likes to work alone,” solves the mystery and in the process also discovers the whereabouts of Super Hex—a missing cat. (3) Soft 48p FF2
#490665 $5.95

A New Coat for Anna
Harriet Ziefert
A story of a mother’s dedication to get a coat for her daughter after World War II. Anna’s mother decides to trade the few valuables she has left for wool and for the services of a spinner, a weaver, and a tailor. (2) Soft 48p FF2
#490675 $5.95

Stone Soup
Marcia Brown
This charming story, about three hungry soldiers who outwit the greedy inhabitants of a village into providing them with a feast, is based on an old French tale. (2) Soft 46p FF2
#021240 $7.95

Literature Pockets: Folktales & Fairy Tales
Jo Ellen Moore and Jill Norris
The Little Red Hen, The Three Little Pigs, The Gingerbread Man and many more are included herein. And that’s not all. A host of coloring, writing, and other various crafts and activities are included, too. Soft 96p
#210495 $12.95

Little Bear
Else Homeland Minarik
Meet Little Bear—and meet Mother Bear, who is there whenever Little Bear needs her. When it is snowy outside, she finds just the right outfit for him to play in. When he goes to the moon, she has a hot lunch waiting for him on his return. And, of course, she never forgets his birthday. (2) Soft 64p FF2
#255480 $3.95
Little Bear’s Friend
(2) Soft 64p FF2
#255490 $3.95

The Little Engine That Could
Watty Piper
The story of a train filled with toys and gifts that breaks down and the little blue train that tries her best to bring the toys to the other side of the hill. (2) Hard 37p FF1
#316030 $6.95

Madeline
Ludwig Bemelmans
Set in picturesque Paris, this tale of a brave little girl’s trip to the hospital was a Caldecott Honor Book in 1940 and has as much appeal today as it did then. (2) Soft 46p FF2
#435660 $6.95

Amelia Who Could Fly
Mara del Carso
In these pages the story of the determined Amelia Earhart is depicted for children. Whimsically and colorfully told and illustrated, a great way to prime imaginations. Hard 32p
#195010 $12.95

The Egg
M.P. Robertson
Boy meets dragon. A heartwarming tale that teaches the odd circumstance of the unapproachable being approached. Every dragon needs to know how to distress a damsel, breath fire, and other dragonly skills. Young George is the only available teacher. (2) Soft 26p
#435356 $6.95

Itty Bitty Phonics Readers
Rozanne Lanczak Williams
These 36 little black and white books are ideal for the student needing more reading practice. They will reinforce phonetic skills while providing an opportunity for coloring the pages. The perfect supplement to the Veritas Press Phonics Museum. #158357 $34.95

The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus
Jen Bryant
Everyone knows Roget’s Thesaurus. Here is the back-ground story, told for children and adults alike, how this extraordinary work came to be from Peter Mark Roget’s childhood. The joy of learning and power of words is found among friendly and colorful illustrations. The only question is whether you or your child will enjoy it more. Our granddaughter says she does—we might disagree. Hard 42p
#630090 $14.95

The Velveteen Rabbit
Margery Williams
(3+) Soft 40p
#106040 $4.95
STOP WORRYING. LOVE HOMESCHOOLING.

Complete Second Grade Package
Simplify your homeschooling and stop worrying about planning with the Complete Second Grade Package. These packages contain all the materials you’ll need to teach your student an entire year of Second Grade and can be easily customized.

CUSTOMIZE AND CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE AT VERITASPRESS.COM

2ND ART

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Drawing with Children (25% off retail)
#003922 $14.95

History of Art: Creation to Contemporary
Ned Bustard
God made us creative and on Mount Sinai gave instructions on how to use art. Virtually all cultures have made art, art that reveals its hopes, dreams, and beliefs. And by studying the art of past cultures, we can learn something about ourselves in the present.

Fully integrated with the Veritas History Series (yet able to stand on its own), this art history program was designed to fill one year but is quite flexible.

This distinctively Christian overview of art history covers well-known works of art like Mona Lisa and American Gothic and also takes time to focus on art by Christians and about the Christian faith. Two great works of art are on nearly all of the 32 flashcards, along with information about each art movement studied. The full-color workbook contains comprehension questions, crafts, activities, readings, and features on artists of the faith. Call us for school and quantity pricing. See page 55 for full description. Soft 250p eBooks available
Flashcards
#000080 $25.00
Workbook
#000081 $29.00

Drawing With Children
Mona Brookes
You won’t believe what your children will draw by using the techniques taught in this book. See description on page 12. Soft 272p
#435330 $14.95

Art: Over 2,500 Works from Cave to Contemporary
Andrew Graham-Dixon
This book replaces A Short History of Art in our offerings at one third the price and includes more artwork. A remarkable tool for teaching art appreciation from the beginning of time to today. And it’s gorgeous—you can keep it on your coffee table. Contains nudity. Hard 612p
#180020 $39.95

2ND BIBLE

Self-Paced
GENESIS TO JOSHUA Course
$199.00

MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE
Genesis to Joshua Bible Cards
#000610 $25.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Includes the red titles listed or see our website; Lesson Plans (11% off retail)
#001452 $249.00

Genesis to Joshua Bible Cards
#000610 $25.00

Memory Song CD
#000611 $7.00

Teacher’s Manual
(homeschool)
#000615 $29.00

Love your Bible Program! My kids love it, too! They squeal with delight and come running every time.

–Anna F., Veritas parent

Genesis to Joshua
Bible Series
Martin and Laurie Detweiler,
G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
Covering 32 events in the books of Genesis through Joshua, students will learn the Bible from Creation through Joshua’s Last Words. The self-paced course has clever interactions and striking video. Children join Abigail and Asher, her brother, along with animated characters Tec, an aloof cat, and Tizzy, a pesky gnat. Designed the same way as our history series, described on page 23, our Bible series applies the same time-proven classical method to studying the story of Redemption. The flashcards are a must-have for doing the Self-Paced course. eBooks available

Love your Bible Program! My kids love it, too! They squeal with delight and come running every time.

–Anna F., Veritas parent
Then and Now Bible
Compare Bible times with modern-day countries and cities at a single glance with the clear plastic overlays. Contains 20 pages of full-color Bible maps and time lines comparing Bible and world history.
#305546 $14.95

Legends & Leagues South: Peter and the Story Box
Ned Bustard
Legends & Leagues, Ltd. provides geographic services for anyone who needs help knowing how to get from Here to There. Using their old and new maps, Mr. Latitude and Mr. Longitude are able to take their clients anywhere, anytime.
Wendy has gone home and now Peter Pan is in search of stories to tell the Lost Boys. So Mr. Latitude and Mr. Longitude travel South with Peter, and their adventures include pirates, magic carpets, King Solomon, a merman, a jinni, a sphinx, and yes—even a hippopotamus.
The workbook includes comprehension worksheets with vocabulary for each chapter of the storybook, along with maps and study questions for each region. Optional worksheets, such as Local Flavor, Sightseeing, and Souvenirs will make imaginations soar.
Legends & Leagues South: Storybook Soft 64p eBook available #000040 $15.00
Legends & Leagues South: Workbook Soft 168p eBook available #000041 $25.00

Classically Cursive Series
BJ Jordan
Second grade is the best age to teach children cursive writing. The Classically Cursive Series is geared to follow the Phonics Museum, or any program using modern manuscript. Why have children write silly sentences when they can be copying Scripture or the catechism? These reproducible books originated at Logos School and are all you need to teach cursive handwriting.
Classically Cursive: Bible Primer Book I Soft 85p eBook available #000022 $15.00
Classically Cursive: Ten Commandments Book II (shown) Soft 85p eBook available #000024 $15.00
Institute for Excellence in Writing Seminar
Andrew Pudewa
The best we’ve seen to teach writing skills. Costly, but a one-time purchase designed to be used from second grade all the way to high school! This classical system stresses modeling and builds a firm foundation of specific skills. The program includes six DVDs and a practicum workbook for the teacher and three DVDs of classroom video demonstrations providing practical applications. Nothing else compares.
Teaching Writing Structure and Style Full Program
Includes DVDs and workbook
#315186      $189.00
Extra Practicum Workbook
#315090      $35.00
Ancient History-Based Writing Lessons, 3rd ed.
Lori Verstegen
Teacher and Student Combo
Includes a Teacher book and one Student book
#315289 $49.00

WORLDkids
We have partnered with WORLD News Group to offer your student this one-year membership. Subscription includes both print and digital editions. Integrated into our Lesson Plans, WORLDkids will bring age-relevant clarity to the news that matters, providing great topics for writing exercises. Capturing the imagination of elementary-age children and making learning fun, it will further their understanding of the Christian faith with important magazine articles, attention-grabbing digital content, and creative digital apps.
#798000 $22.95

How to Write a Story, Grades 1–3
Four step by step writing units help children create stories with a beginning, middle and ending. Easy and creative forms help the children write a story without even realizing what they are doing. A great tool. Soft 96p
#210385 $14.95

Punctuation Takes a Vacation
Robin Pulver
Where would punctuation go on vacation? This light-hearted lesson of punctuation basics is presented so well that students will read it for fun over and over again. Soft 32p
#305480 $5.95

Old Testament and Ancient Egypt
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler,
For years we have taught history in a chronological fashion, integrating biblical history with world history. At the core of the program are 32 flashcards per year over five years, covering 160 events from Creation to today, with music that helps children quickly learn the timeline of these events. This award-winning program also includes a teacher’s manual, a music CD to learn the timeline, and additional books as resources to teach the material. You can still use the program this way. In this series they learn the most important events from Creation to the Fall of Egypt.
But we have a far more engaging way to teach the material. Our self-paced web-based program is clearly the best way to learn history. Actors and animated characters will teach through the 32 events. Games, art, and frequent interactions will have them begging for more. All the worksheets and quizzes are in the course and graded for you. Kids love it.
We also recommend that you use one of the optional literature kits to enhance your child’s learning. There are two kits available depending on the reading level of your child.
History Flashcards
#000100      $25.00
Memory Song CD
#000101      $7.00
Teacher’s Manual (homeschool)
#000105 $29.00

Self-Paced
OLD TESTAMENT AND ANCIENT EGYPT
Course
$249.00
MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE
History Flashcards
#000100      $25.00
Optional Literature Kits
Level 1 (Grades 2 & 3) (10% off retail)
#000110      $104.00
Level 2 (Grades 4-6) (12% off retail)
#000111      $104.00
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Younger (Grades 2 & 3)
Includes Lesson Plans and the red titles listed or see our web site. (10% off retail)
#003750 $439.00
Older (Grades 4-6) (11% off retail)
#003751 $409.00
The 5,000-Year-Old Puzzle
Claudia Logan
It's 1924. Two years previously the discovery of King Tut’s tomb made headlines. Based on actual records you will join the fictional boy, Will Hunt, and his family as they explore a site called Giza 7000X. Students will be ready to pack their bags to join the dig. Hardcover 41 pages
#305305 $14.95

The Ancient Egyptians
David West
Whatever you want to know about the ancient Egyptians, you will find herein. Geared to young researchers, with sharp color pictures, clear statements, maps, a timeline, ideas for further research and a glossary for hard words. Perfect with the history cards. Hardcover 32 pages
#226020 $16.38

Child’s Story Bible
An invaluable resource for teaching the Bible to second graders. See detailed description on page 12.
 Hardcover 36 pages
#630020 $19.95

Dragon and the Garden
N.D. Wilson
From “The Old Stories” series, in which Genesis is retold in fantastic new ways. The book tells of the Fall in the Garden of Eden. Hardcover 47 pages
#340021 $29.95

The Egyptian Cinderella
Shirley Climo
The tale of Rhodopis and the rose-red slippers is one of the world’s oldest Cinderella stories. First recorded by the Greek historian Strabo in the first century B.C. Wonderful historical fiction to interest children in ancient Egypt. Softcover 31, 32 pages
#255282 $6.95

Exodus
Brian Wildsmith
The paintings are lush, intricate and imaginative. A great way for children to gain a visual understanding of the relationship between the Egyptians and the Hebrews. Your children will return to its pages for years to come.
 Hardcover 36 pages
#630040 $18.95

The Golden Goblet
Elise Jarvis McGraw
When young Ranofer finds a golden goblet, he is so beautiful he knew it must have been stolen from one of the tombs in the City of the Dead, the adventure begins. A good book to read out loud to second-graders, or readable by third and up. Comprehension questions for this book are included in the Old Testament and Ancient Egypt Teacher’s Manual. Softcover 248 pages
#435410 $5.95

The Great Pyramid
Brian Wildsmith
The story of the Great Pyramid built at Giza by the famous Khufu. One of our top picks as it is easily read by younger children yet provides an abundance of material for all ages. Softcover 47 pages
#220011 $10.95

History Through the Ages: Record of Time
Amy Pak
An incredible timeline—and one that complements the Veritas Press history (and Bible). As students progress they will visually place people and events chronologically. (Not all early dates agree with ours, helping students see that dating events cannot always be done precisely.) The Record of Time: Timeline Notebook becomes an organizing keepsake for multi-generational use. The Placement Guide aids your notebook, and the Collection of Historical Timeline Figures CD not only contains the figures from all four packets, they can also be resized for projects or coloring. Call for school license pricing.
 Record of Time: Timeline Notebook (shown)
#287737 $39.95
Suggested Placement Guide
#287848 $11.95
Timeline Figures CD
#287396 $74.95

In the Time of Noah
N.D. Wilson
From “The Old Stories” series. Discover how blood-thirsty giants were washed clean away before the rainbow. Hardcover 32 pages
#110270 $11.95

Joseph
Brian Wildsmith
In Joseph, Wildsmith has created illustrations rich with brilliant colors and fascinating details, vividly depicting the Biblical account of Joseph. You immediately sense the reality of Biblical history occurring in Ancient Egypt. Hardcover 32 pages
#630050 $19.95

Journey Through the Bible
We consider this a must. See description on page 22.
 Hardcover 160 pages
#115030 $22.95

Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
Edited by Charlotte Evans and Jack Zevin
This is the most comprehensive one-volume book we’ve found covering world history for children. Though it is not written from a Christian worldview, we find that many parents/teachers learn more from it than their children/students. It is featured regularly in the resources section of our history cards. Hardcover 491 pages
#340021 $29.95

Mummies Made in Egypt
Aliki
Uncover the mystery of how a mummy was buried and preserved. Learn how the Egyptians viewed life after death and the preparations they made for the journey. Well illustrated and historically accurate. Softcover 26 pages
#255600 $6.95

Noah: Rescue Plan
See detailed description on page 13.
 Hardcover 28 pages
#560555 $3.95
**Seeker of Knowledge**

James Rumford

If you choose only one book to explore hieroglyphs, let this be it. The true story of Jean-François, translator of the Rosetta Stone. It will draw you in and hold you. Fabulous! Soft 32p 13, 14 #290855 $6.95

**Student Bible Atlas**

See detailed description on page 13.

**Time Traveler**

Judy Hindley

Four books in one! Usborne has combined their popular *Pharaohs & Pyramids*, *Rome & Romans*, *Knights & Castles* and *Viking Raiders* all in one volume. In this book the reader uses a time travel helmet (complete with invisibility and emergency getaway buttons) to witness all the spheres of life in each era. This densely illustrated resource is used over three years with the Veritas Press History Cards. Hard 130p #195895 $22.95

**Tirzah**

Lucille Travis

A rare find—accurate biblical fiction. A Hebrew slave girl and her family serve the Egyptians until they escape by Yahweh’s leading through Moses. Then they encounter the desert and its incredible challenges. A clear demonstration of God’s faithfulness. Comprehensive questions for this book are included in the *Old Testament and Ancient Egypt Teacher’s Manual*. Soft 160p 24 #280030 $9.95

**Tut’s Mummy: Lost and Found**

Judy Donnelly

Explores hidden treasure, secret tombs and the burial site of Tut. Very readable for a second grader, who will discover what Howard Carter came upon what would become the most important archeological discovery of the decade. (2) Soft 48p 27 #490870 $3.95

**Sarah and Abraham**

See detailed description on page 13.

#560872 $3.95

**Adam and His Kin**

Ruth Beechick

This fictionalized telling of Genesis 1–11 will both delight and stimulate the imagination. While liberties of interpretation are taken—as is necessary with any fictional work of actual events—it is done very well. Soft 176p #305009 $8.95

**The Cat of Bubastes**

G. A. Henty

This story concerns a prince of the Rebu people who is taken captive in war with Egypt. Great insight into ancient Egyptian life. Independent reading level is 4th grade or above, but a wonderful read-aloud. Soft 32p 21 #190033 $9.95

**Gilgamesh Trilogy**

Ludmila Zeman

The Gilgamesh epic is one of the world’s oldest pagan legends. Its message of compassion and friendship along with its pagan observation of the biblically recorded flood have made the story enduring. Older students read the original, more mature version in Omnibus to compare it with Scripture. This version will give them a great head start. Soft 24p 4 Gilgamesh the King #305310 $8.95

The Revenge of Ishtar (shown) #305488 $7.95

The Last Quest of Gilgamesh #305399 $8.95

**God King**

Joanne Williamson

It is 701 B.C. Egypt is ruled by the Kushite dynasty, and God’s chosen people have turned to idolatry. Hezekiah was one of the few kings who was faithful to God. Incredibly effective at teaching the relationship between Egypt and the Bible. Few really good stories depict the times well—this is one. Soft 206p 30, 31 #085300 $11.95

**Make Your Own Papyrus**

I know you’ve been dreaming about making your own paper out of papyrus. This kit contains real papyrus reeds—a rolling pin and water is all you’ll need to add. Even the memories you create won’t outlast the sheet of paper you’ll make.

#183500 $6.95

---

**Pages of History Vol. 1: Secrets of the Ancients**

Bruce Etter and Lexi Detweiler

George Grant writes, “History is first and foremost, His Story. Alas, these days it is rarely told as a Story, and even less as His. That is why I am so enthusiastic about this project. *Pages of History* is faithful both to our rich Christian story-telling tradition and to our providential God whose stories these are in the first place.” Perfect for family story time or individual study. *Pages of History* transports the reader through the timeline of the world—providing a view of God’s work in every age. In this exciting first volume two boys travel from Creation through the Reformation. Their adventures in history will captivate readers young and old. The book features an unapologetic Christian worldview and an engaging approach to classical teaching while covering 96 major events, captivatively reinforcing all of the first three series in the Veritas Press history in the format of a compelling story. See page 49 for information about the sequel. *Pages of History Vol. 2: Blazing New Trails*. Hard 448p *eBook available* Pages of History I #000982 $25.00

Pages of History Set (Volumes I and II) #000984 $45.00

**The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt**

Elizabeth Payne

Brings to life the discoveries that unlocked the incredible secrets of Egypt’s first kings. From the unearthing of the Rosetta Stone by Napoleon’s army, it then takes you on a chronological journey through time, visiting the major pharaohs of each period. A must for the second grade reading list. Soft 180p #490725 $5.95

**Sarah and Abraham**

See detailed description on page 13.

#560872 $3.95
Mara, Daughter of the Nile
Eloise Janis McGraw
Mara is a proud and beautiful slave girl who yearns for freedom. In order to gain it, she finds herself playing the dangerous role of double spy for two arch enemies—each of whom supports a contender for the throne of Egypt. Soft 279p 22 " $6.95

#435675

Mystery of the Egyptian Scroll
S.ct. Peters
12-year-old Zet is left with his younger sister to fend for the family when their dad leaves to fight the Hyksos. We have unearthed a treasure: a mystery from times when a boy could be a hero. Soft 114p 14 " $7.95

#305590

The Riddle of the Rosetta Stone
James Cross Giblin
"Suspense keeps the reader glued to this fine piece of nonfiction as the mystery of hieroglyphs is slowly unraveled." A great book for older children and teachers who are using the history cards. Soft 85p 14 " $6.95

#255688

Tales of Ancient Egypt
Roger Lancelyn Green
This book is an introduction to the ancient mythology of Egypt, which goes back perhaps 5000 years. Stories include the great myths of Amen-Ra, Isis, Horus and many more. Soft 221p 8 " $4.95

#435881

2ND LATIN

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Song School Latin Kit; Audio CD;
DVD Set; Lesson Plans (9% off retail)
#001432 $109.00

#145800 $69.95
Student Text and Audio CD Soft 139p
#145802 $21.95
Teacher’s Edition Soft 139p
#145804 $22.95
Monkey Match Flashcard Game
#145250 $21.95
Dvd Set
#145807 $22.95

Prima Latina
Leigh Lowe
A preparatory course for Cheryl Lowe’s Latina Christiana. Intended for teachers with no background in Latin. The course was designed for students who are still becoming familiar with English grammar. Its goal is to teach and reinforce an understanding of basic parts of speech while teaching beginning Latin. Extremely teacher-friendly. Video instruction makes this a learning experience like having a Latin tutor teaching your students.
Prima Latina Set
Includes Student Text, Teacher Text and Audio CD
#390002 $34.95
Student Text Soft 65p
#390003 $14.95
Teacher Text Soft 30p
#390004 $14.95
Prima Latina DVDs
#390006 $44.95
Audio CD
#390005 $8.95
Prima Latina/Latina Christiana I Flashcards
#390027 $12.25

2ND LINGUISTICS

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
The Phonetic Zoo, Level A;
Lesson Plans
#003952 $119.00

Excellence in Spelling: The Phonetic Zoo
Andrew Pudewa
Each lesson presents a rule, jingle or hint, with fifteen words which follow the rule OR break it. Flashcards with animals and animal names can be used for visual reinforcement. Every fifth lesson is a “personal spelling” test using words from the student’s own writing or vocabulary. Students study independently, using a CD (headphones are helpful) and practicing the ten-minute lesson each day by taking the auditory “test” again and again until a perfect score is achieved. Creating a high repetition of auditory input, this “classical” approach is the best way for most children to learn spelling rules and words. Numerous online helps are available. An outstanding product from the Institute for Excellence in Writing.
The Phonetic Zoo Starter Kit, Level A (everything included)
#315580 $99.00
Phonetic Zoo Cards
#315590 $29.00

The Grammar of Spelling 2
Jordan/Whitling
A classical approach to the subject of spelling based on two different types of spelling rules that correspond respectively to the first two stages of the trivium. This program contains an overview of the spelling program as a whole and includes weekly word lists and no-nonsense reproducible worksheets to be used in the homeschool or classroom. There are many spelling programs on the market, but Mr. Whiting, a third grade teacher at Logos School, has taken the most-commonly-used rules and put them in a format conducive for chanting and integration with other disciplines. REPRODUCIBLE.
#358180 $11.95

And so methinks, he who reads a history cares not much for the wisdom or folly of the writer (knowing well that the former is far less than his own, and the latter vastly greater), but hurries to know what the people did, and how they got on about it.
—R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone
You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH

Baby Island & Comp Guide; Boxcar Children & Comp Guide; A Child’s Garden of Verses; Encyclopedia Brown: Boy Detective; How to Report on Books Grade 2; Little House in the Big Woods & Comp Guide; Little House on the Prairie & Comp Guide; Milly Molly Mandy & Comp Guide; Owls in the Family; Pinocchio & Comp Guide; The Railway Children & Comp Guide; The Velveteen Rabbit; Winnie-the-Pooh & Comp Guide; Lesson Plans (12% off retail) #001402 $214.00

Reading difficulty is rated 1 (easy), 2 (average), or 3 (challenging) for the grade level and is shown at the end of each entry. Should your child be just finishing Phonics Museum or another reading program you may want to look in first grade literature at the First Favorites Series for additional titles.

Baby Island

Carol Ryne Brink

After their ship sinks, twelve-year-old Mary and her sister Jean are marooned. A nightmare? No, a dream come true. But will this be their home for the rest of their lives? Laurie loved the book so much she immediately wrote the guide to go with it. It has comprehension questions for each chapter along with fun activities including a recipe for boiled pudding. But the real lure of this guide will undoubtedly be the paper dolls you can make for reliving the story again and again.

Baby Island (2) Soft 160p #520100 $6.95
Baby Island Comprehension Guide Laurie Detweiler eBook available #000722 $15.00

Boxcar Children

Gertrude Chandler Warner

Henry, Violet, Jessie, and Benny are orphans. They decide to try and live on their own and discover an old, red boxcar that they turn into their home. Second graders will find all the “Boxcar” adventures delightful and entertaining. The guide covers Boxcar #1 and has projects that can be used throughout the rest of the series. It takes a bit of a different track from our other guides in that it focuses on the development of godly character. And there are still plenty of fun projects—including a sock teddy bear! The Boxcar Children #1 (2) Soft 154p #023020 $5.95
The Boxcar Children Set Four “Boxcar” books available. Call for individual titles or order this set. (11% off retail) #023010 $23.95
The Boxcar Children Comprehension Guide Deb Chapin eBook available #000723 $15.00

Encyclopedia Brown Series

Donald J. Sobol

Encyclopedia Brown looked like the usual ten-year-old boy, but actually he was not. He filled his head with facts from the world around him. No one ever got away with breaking the law in Idaville, because Brown solved the cases for his father, the town’s police chief. (2) Soft 111p Encyclopedia Brown Boy Detective (shown) #435361 $4.95
Encyclopedia Brown Set Seven Encyclopedia Brown books available. Call for individual titles or order the entire set. (14% off retail) #435360 $29.95

How to Report on Books, Grade 2

Jill Norris, Melanie Coon

We can’t produce a comprehension guide for every literature book. So here’s your answer. Twenty reproducible creative book report forms will help you evaluate if your child understood what he read. Soft 96p #210380 $13.95

Little House Series

Laura Ingalls Wilder

This is the classic story of Laura Ingalls Wilder and her pioneer family. The first book (Little House in the Big Woods) takes place in Wisconsin and is a wonderful firsthand picture of American pioneer life that will draw children in and endear them forever. The series is begun in second grade and some may continue it into third. A MUST READ introduction to “chapter” books. The guides provide comprehension questions and activities to teach the books effectively. Throughout the guides you will find projects for building a “little house,” making a paper quilt, raising a terrarium, and even crafting an apple pomander ball and more!

Little House in the Big Woods (3) Soft 238p #255520 $5.95
Little House on the Prairie (shown) Soft 335p #255530 $5.95
Little House Boxed Set Nine Little House books are available. Call for the other titles or order the entire set. Soft 334p #255510 $39.95
Little House on the Prairie Comprehension Guide (shown) Deb Chapin eBook available #000753 $15.00
Little House in the Big Woods Comprehension Guide Deb Chapin eBook available #000731 $15.00

Milly-Molly-Mandy Storybook

Joyce Lankester Brisley

Set in the 1920’s in England, these short stories about a resourceful and thoughtful girl have charmed generations. The book’s endpaper features a two-page map of Milly-Molly-Mandy’s village complete with drawings of cottages, fields, streets, and shops making it easy for children to follow Milly-Molly-Mandy from place to place as they read the story. In the comprehension guide you will find questions, paper dolls, and even an edible hedgehog! The Milly Molly Mandy Storybook (1) Hard 224p #340034 $11.95
Milly-Molly-Mandy Comprehension Guide Deb Chapin eBook available #000755 $15.00

A Child’s Garden of Verses

Robert Louis Stevenson

This classic includes sixty-six poems that recall joys of the author’s childhood imagination—from sailing boats down a river to sailing off to foreign lands. Tasha Tudor’s watercolor paintings evoke a simpler time and celebrate two things she loves most—children and nature. (2) Hard 69p #021130 $13.95

The Railway Children & Comp Guide; The Velveteen Rabbit; Winnie-the-Pooh & Comp Guide; Guide; Little House on the Prairie & Comp Guide; The Boxcar Children & Comp Guide; A Child’s Garden of Verses; Encyclopedia Brown: Boy Detective; How to Report on Books Grade 2; Little House in the Big Woods & Comp Guide; Little House on the Prairie & Comp Guide; Milly Molly Mandy & Comp Guide; Owls in the Family; Pinocchio & Comp Guide; The Railway Children & Comp Guide; The Velveteen Rabbit; Winnie-the-Pooh & Comp Guide; Lesson Plans (12% off retail) #001402 $214.00
### More Favorites

Laurie Detweiler

Playing off our very popular First Favorites (page 16) this title provides opportunity for students needing some transition work into our second grade books. Students will benefit from a bit more time on the basics and a chance to hone their skills while reading good books. First graders who are ready to move ahead but not quite ready for longer chapter books will benefit, too. Full of comprehension exercises, it is sure to help develop a love of reading. **eBook available**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Favorites</td>
<td></td>
<td>#000700</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Favorites Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny and the Dinosaur: Encyclopedia Brown: Boy Detective; The Hundred Dresses; Mouse Soup; My Father’s Dragon; Now We are Six; Owls in the Family; Sarah Plain and Tall</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Favorites</td>
<td></td>
<td>#000701</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Owls in the Family

Farley Mowat

Mowat’s funniest book tells the adventure of two owls who shake up a whole neighborhood, turn a house topsy-turvy, and outsmart Mutt the dog. A heartwarming story that you will not want to put down. (1) Soft 91p

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owls in the Family</td>
<td>Farley Mowat</td>
<td>#305475</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pinocchio

C. Collodi

“Once upon a time there was a piece of wood. It was not an expensive piece of wood. Far from it. Just a common block of firewood, one of those thick, solid logs that are put on the fire in winter to make cold rooms cozy and warm…”

This story of a little wooden puppet on his journey to becoming a real boy will be a step up in their reading level but will be enjoyed thoroughly. The guide will take you through Pinocchio’s changes with comprehension questions and activities to teach the book effectively, including directions for a marionette using a tissue box, soap boxes, and a clothes hanger!

Pinocchio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinocchio</td>
<td>C. Collodi</td>
<td>#305475</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinocchio Comprehension Guide</td>
<td>Deb Chapin and Laurie Detweiler</td>
<td>#000769</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Winnie-the-Pooh

A. A. Milne

“When you see someone putting on his Big Boots, you can be pretty sure that an Adventure is going to happen.” Follow Pooh as he ventures out into the Hundred Acre Woods with his beloved companions Eeyore, Piglet, Rabbit, Owl, Kanga, Roo and of course, Christopher Robin. Add to the delight our engaging guide with comprehension questions and activities—like making Woozle prints, sewing your own bear, cooking yummy honey oat bars, and completing Pooh’s poetry—and you have an unforgettable literary experience.

Winnie-the-Pooh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winnie-the-Pooh</td>
<td>A. A. Milne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnie-the-Pooh Comprehension Guide</td>
<td>Ned Bustard</td>
<td>#000798</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Railway Children

E. Nesbit

The classic story of three children who move from London to “The Three Chimneys,” a house near the railway in Yorkshire after their father unexpectedly disappears. The children befriend an Old Gentleman who regularly takes the 9:15 train near their home, the family takes care of a Russian exile, and then many adventures later the children discover why their father vanished.

The Railway Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Railway Children</td>
<td>E. Nesbit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Railway Children Comprehension Guide</td>
<td>Parker Detweiler</td>
<td>#000772</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Velveteen Rabbit

Margery Williams

“When a child loves you for a long, long time, not just to play with, but REALLY loves you, then you become Real. It doesn’t happen all at once. You become. It takes a long time. Generally, by the time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes drop out and you get loose in the joints and very shabby. But these things don’t matter at all, because once you are Real you can’t be ugly except to people who don’t understand.” A must read for all. (2) Soft 40p

The Velveteen Rabbit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Velveteen Rabbit</td>
<td>Margery Williams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Velveteen Rabbit Comprehension Guide</td>
<td></td>
<td>#106040</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Adventures of the Northwoods Series

Lais Wolfid Johnson

Finally back in print a series of stories set in the early 1900’s with great historical accuracy and full of adventure. These mysteries not only keep the reader captivated, but teach valuable biblical principles as well. Great stuff.

Adventures of the Northwoods Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adventures of the Northwoods Series</td>
<td>Lais Wolfid Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(all five books below, 11% off retail)</td>
<td>#398100</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Creeping Shadows</td>
<td></td>
<td>#398180</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Disappearing Stranger</td>
<td></td>
<td>#398160</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hidden Message (shown)</td>
<td></td>
<td>#398330</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trouble at Wild River</td>
<td></td>
<td>#398760</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Vanishing Footprints</td>
<td></td>
<td>#398860</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Book of Fairy Tales

Amy Enrich

C. S. Lewis said, “Some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales again.” Or maybe if you are especially fortunate, you never stop. Hans Christian Andersen’s first fairy tales were published in 1835. This book can be used again in third grade when reading Grimms’ Fairy Tales.

Book of Fairy Tales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book of Fairy Tales</td>
<td>Amy Enrich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Hard 208p</td>
<td></td>
<td>#490758</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Favorite Poems for Children Coloring Book

Susan Gaber

If we want our children to enjoy poetry we need to begin early. Seventeen classic poems by famous poets such as Carroll and Dickinson. Read the poems and color the illustrations. (2) Soft 40p

Favorite Poems for Children Coloring Book

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Favorite Poems for Children Coloring Book</td>
<td>Susan Gaber</td>
<td>#190055</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Second Grade Readers: Bo Books

Lynn Sheffield Simmons

Some second graders need reading practice, others want more to read. This collection will fit the bill perfectly. These stories of a lovable, mischievous Black Lab dog will produce hours of enjoyment for students while they increase their skills. The titles in this collection include: Bo and the Missing Dogs, Bo and the Night Intruder, Bo and the Roaring Pines and Bo and The Famous Retriever.

Second Grade Readers: Bo Books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second Grade Readers: Bo Books</td>
<td>Lynn Sheffield Simmons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(all five books below, 11% off retail)</td>
<td>#433772</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Second Grade Readers: Extreme Adventures

Justin D’Ath

A great series from Down Under—particularly for the young man who’d rather dig in the dirt than read. A new adventure awaits in each book, from encounters with sharks and crocodiles to the jungle of Africa. All children will be captivated as they encounter nature and learn biblical truths. The titles include Bushfire Rescue, Crocodile Attack, Grizzly Trap, Killer Whale, Shark Bait, and Spider Bite. (2) Soft (17% off retail) #195400 $24.95

Saxon 3

Nancy Larson

Just like the prior grades, 3 is no typo. The best we’ve seen at providing a solid math foundation for life.

Home Study Kit includes Teacher’s Manual, Workbook/Fact Cards and Meeting Book #505090 Meeting Book #505100 $109.95

Saxon Math K–3 Manipulatives Kit #505120 $14.95

Saxon Math K–3 Manipulatives Kit #505200 $39.95

Math Memory Songs

Young children love to learn with music, and it makes learning easy at this age. Think of all the songs you recall from your childhood. Math facts are easily mastered with these songs. It’s your opportunity to start children off with a great foundation. Division Songs CD #050017 $12.95

Multiplying Menace

Pam Calvert

Not quite A Place for Zero, but close. In Multiplying Menace: The Revenge of Rumpelstiltskin students will be drawn in to a math adventure that is solved by, well, numbers. #117542 $6.95

A Place for Zero

Angeline Sporangia LaPresti

In our 20+ years of marriage my wife has NEVER expressed excitement about math, but this book changed that! In it Zero is all alone in the land of Digitaria. He can’t play Addemup with the other numbers, because he has nothing to add. Join Zero as he goes on a journey to discover his “place.” Soft 32p ★★★★★ #117650 $7.95

2ND MEMORY PERIOD

Live Course

MEMORY PERIOD I

#SA0204 $599.00

Years ago on a school visit we had the opportunity to observe students reciting seemingly endless amounts of material that they had memorized. We were struck with the fact that this is a crucial, if not the key, ingredient to the Grammar Stage of classical Christian education. We learned that these students simply spent a small amount of time each day going through a long list of things to commit to memory. It is amazing what can be memorized in twenty minutes a day. Below, find important materials used that are not found elsewhere in the catalog. Not included here are the Bible and history songs, geography songs, grammar chants, Latin chants, and math memory songs.

Lyrical Life Science

“Promoting scientific literacy through song” is how these clever folks describe this fabulous tool. We don’t teach science in grammar school—meaningful science requires certain language and mathematical mastery. Yet scientific memorization is important, and this is the tool. Sing “Oh Bacteria” instead of “Oh Suzanna” and “Cold Blooded Vertebrates” instead of “When Johnny Comes Marching Home.” Entertain the grandparents at Thanksgiving for some great laughs. CD, text, and workbook.

Vol. 1: General Science (shown) #362010 $24.95

Vol. 2: Mammals, Ecology and Biomes #362505 $24.95

Vol. 3: The Human Body #362375 $24.95

Lyrical Earth Science Vol. 1: Geology #362350 $24.95

The Westminster Shorter Catechism Songs

Holly Dutton

When our boys were younger we had them memorize all 107 answers to the Shorter Catechism. Why? Because the questions and answers provide a clear and concise, yet comprehensive, statement of doctrine and beliefs of Christianity—clarity of what they believe that will benefit them all their lives. We’ve also always been huge proponents of memorizing with music. Imagine our delight when we discovered the clear pronunciation and simple melodic tunes of Dutton’s production. We know that you’ll love all four audio CDs. We wish we’d had them.

Classical Kids

All Classical Kids recordings feature music, history and dramatic storytelling to engage the imagination and present the composers in their historic context. A splendid way to capture the interest of children and encourage music appreciation Classical Kids Teaching Edition #125048 $229.95

Classical Kids, Volume I #125030 $49.95

Classical Kids, Volume II #125044 $49.95

See page 17 for a complete description of Classical Kids as well as many more tools to teach music.
STOP WORRYING. LOVE HOMESCHOOLING.

Complete Third Grade Package
Simplify your homeschooling and stop worrying about planning with the Complete Third Grade Package. These packages contain all the materials you’ll need to teach your student an entire year of Third Grade and can be easily customized.

CUSTOMIZE AND CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE AT VERITASPRESS.COM

3RD ART

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Drawing with Children
(25% off retail)
#003922 $14.95

Live Course and You Teach options for Art are available. See page 37.

History of Art: Creation to Contemporary
Ned Bustard
This distinctively Christian overview covers well-known works of art, from the Lascaux Cave paintings and Winged Victory to the Mona Lisa and American Gothic. But the program also takes time to focus on art by Christians and about the Christian faith. Two great works of art are on nearly all of the 32 flashcards along with information about each art movement studied. The full-color workbook contains comprehension questions, crafts, activities, readings, and features on artists of the faith—both historical and contemporary. See page 55 for a full description. Call us for school and quantity pricing. Soft 250p eBooks available
Flashcards #000080 $25.00
Workbook #000081 $29.00

Drawing with Children
See description on page 12.
#435330 $14.95

Art: Over 2,500 Works from Cave to Contemporary

3RD BIBLE

Self-Paced
JUDGES TO KINGS
Course $199.00
MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE
Judges to Kings Bible Cards #000620 $25.00

Judges to Kings Bible Series
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler, G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
Covering 32 events from the books of Judges through Second Kings, students will learn about the early years of the people of Israel to the exile to Babylon. With the self-paced course, through engaging video, games and interactions, children follow young Levi, whose harebrained inventions often don’t turn out the way he expects, along with his family and friends, like Vasko the frog and Pallu the lovable badger. Designed the same way as our history series, described on page 23, our Bible series applies the same time-proven classical method to studying the story of Redemption. The flashcards are a must-have for doing the Self-Paced course. eBooks available
Judges to Kings Bible Cards #000620 $25.00
Memory Song CD #000621 $7.00
Teacher’s Manual (homeschool) #000625 $29.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Includes Lesson Plans, the red titles listed or see our web site. (11% off retail)
#001453 $224.00

We love the Veritas Press Bible courses. Since they are self-paced, I let my 7- and 9-year-old boys do lessons whenever they want. I have never asked them to do a lesson, but they are flying through the course because they think it is fun.

—Amy W., Veritas parent
3RD GRADE

■ History Through the Ages: Record of Time
Amy Pak
See description on page 24.
Record of Time: Timeline Notebook
#287737 $39.95
Suggested Placement Guide
#287848 $11.95
Timeline Figures CD
#287396 $74.95

■ Journey Through the Bible
This is a MUST for children and adults. See description on page 22.
#115030 $22.95

■ Student Bible Atlas
See description on page 22.
#055020 $11.95

Then and Now Bible Maps Book
See description on page 22.
#305546 $14.95

3RD GEOGRAPHY

■ Legends & Leagues East: Dreams, Dragons & the Peach Girl
Ned Bustard
Mr. Longitude and Mr. Latitude go East with a sweet girl to try and defeat an evil beast called a bun-yip that is eating people’s dreams. They meet dragons, fairies, a kangaroo, and terra-cotta soldiers. They travel on Captain Nemo’s Nautilus and even visit Shangri-La. See full description on page 22.
Legends & Leagues East: Storybook Soft 64p
ebook available
#000050 $15.00
Legends & Leagues East: Workbook Soft 168p
ebook available
#000051 $25.00

■ Geography Songs: Sing Around the World
See description on page 16.
CD and Songbook
#050025 $22.95
Songbook only
#050030 $6.95

3RD GRAMMAR AND WRITING

■ Shurley English 3
Brenda Shurley
The most astounding and effective grammar program available. Worth every penny. Nothing else compares. For some of the reasons that this program has taken classical educators by storm, see page 16. Shurley English Kit, Level 3 (Homeschool Ed.)
Includes teacher’s manual, one student workbook, and instructional CD
#515080 $59.95
Shurley English Student Workbook, Level 3
#515090 $9.95
Shurley Practice Booklet, Level 3
#515085 $6.95
Practice Set, Level 3 (Practice CD and booklet)
#515087 $24.95
Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice, Levels 3 & 4
#515105 $6.95
Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice Key, Levels 3 & 4
#515106 $11.95

■ Classically Cursive Series
What is the chief end of man? Third graders can work on their cursive writing utilizing the Shorter Catechism and passages focusing on the attributes of God as their copy work. See page 22 for more information.
Classically Cursive: Shorter Catechism Book III
BJ Jordan
Soft 100p
ebook available
#000026 $15.00

■ Worldkids
Integrated into our Lesson Plans. WORLDkids will bring clarity to the news that matters, providing great topics for writing exercises. See page 23 for further description.
#315011 $249.00

■ Institute for Excellence in Writing Seminar
Andrew Pudewa
See description on page 23.
Teaching Writing Structure and Style Full Program (Includes DVDs and practicum workbook)
#315186 $189.00
Extra Practicum Workbook
#315090 $35.00
Teaching Writing and Student Writing Intensive Combo Kit Group A (Grades 3–5)
Includes the Teaching Writing, Structure & Style Full Program above plus 4 DVDs of the author/instructor teaching the student directly and a student notebook.
Call or email to order the SWI if you already own the full program.
#315011 $249.00

■ Grammar Fun Books
Commas and apostrophes deserve more respect. Consider the difference between “eats, shoots and leaves” and “eats shoots and leaves.” One requires gun control, the other offers a biology lesson. And what about handling plurals and possessives with proper use of the apostrophe? These books are delightfully funny and carefully instructive. You and your kids will love them.
Eats, Shoots & Leaves
Lynn Truss
Hard 36p
#435348 $13.95
Greedy Apostrophe
Jan Carr Soft 32p
#285030 $7.95

PREPARING FOR LIFE
New Testament, Greece and Rome, History Series

Marlin and Laurie Detweiler

This series starts with civilizations that developed in ancient Greece. It then covers Greece, Rome, and New Testament events that coincide with the time-frame—32 events in all. Children learn biblically-recorded history alongside non-biblically-recorded history in a remarkable way to understand these important times. The self-paced course uses period characters—real and animated—to lead the learning. We think (and hear frequently) that it’s the most effective way to learn. The History Flashcards are a must for the Self-Paced course, and there’s optional historical fiction. Whether you use the Self-Paced or You Teach option, you’ll be amazed at the learning of your students. Read more about the series on page 10.

Self-Paced

NEW TESTAMENT, GREECE, AND ROME

Course $249.00

MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE

History Flashcards #000200 $25.00

Optional Literature Kits

Level 1 (Grades 2 & 3) (12% off retail) #000210 $154.00

Level 2 (Grades 4-6) (11% off retail) #000211 $154.00

You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH

Younger (Grades 2 & 3)

Includes Lesson Plans, the red titles listed, or see our website. (11% off retail) #003753 $519.00

Older (Grades 4-6) (11% off retail) #003754 $499.00

Against the World: The Odyssey of Athanasius

Henry W. Coray

Fictionalized profile of the life and work of Athanasius, a great and godly man instrumental in drafting the Nicene Creed. Join him in the vigorous debates at the Council of Nicea. Soft 111p 31

#310010 $9.95

Birth of Jesus: The Promised Child

See description on page 15.

#560110 $3.99 $3.95

The Church in History

BK Kuiper

It begins with the New Testament and traces the Church up through the early nineteenth century. A must for all who want to study the Church. Soft 412p

#140010 $22.95

Cleopatra

Diane Stanley and Peter Vennema

This book deals mainly with Cleopatra’s life with Caesar and then with Antony. A book that a third-grader can read on his own and enjoy. Soft 48p 20 21

#255210 $6.95

d’Aulaires’ Book of Greek Myths

Ingri & Edgar Parin d’Aulaire

Our favorite to teach Greek mythology. The illustrations are incredible and the text is fun to read. This book will spur on things like a “Zeus’ Family Reunion” or an incredible “Greek Feast.” A great time to teach children what God says about false gods and the culture into which Christ was born. A literature unit using this book is part of the New Testament, Greece and Rome Teacher’s Manual. Soft 189p 6

#490360 $14.95

Detectives in Togas

Henry Winterfeld

The best historical fiction we’ve seen that brings a full understanding of the government of Ancient Rome. Three boys and their schoolmaster become drawn into a “whodunit?” A literature unit using this book is part of the New Testament, Greece and Rome Teacher’s Manual. Soft 249p 12

#250020 $7.95

Famous Men

Poland & Haaren

First printed in 1904 and republished by Memoria Press, these wonderful narratives on the lives of famous men are used with the Veritas Press History Cards. Famous Men of Greece Soft 138p

#235010 $14.95

Famous Men of Rome (shown) Soft 148p

#235030 $14.95

New Testament, Greece, and Rome History

Cards #000200 $25.00

Memory Song CD #000201 $7.00

Teacher’s Manual (homeschool) #000205 $29.00

3RD HISTORY

T H I R D G R A D E

3RD HISTORY

3RD HISTORY
Hostage Lands
Douglas Bond
A perfect integration of history and Latin. Join Neil Perkins, a Latin student at Haltwhistle Grammar School in England, as he unearths an ancient Roman manuscript. The only way to solve the mystery is to translate the ancient Latin text. Soft 235p $22.95 #460350

History Through the Ages: Record of Time
Amy Pak
★★★★★ See page 24 for further details. Record of Time: Timeline Notebook #287737 $39.95 Suggested Placement Guide #287848 $11.95 Timeline Figures CD #287396 $74.95

Black Ships Before Troy
Rosemary Sutcliff
One of the greatest adventure stories of all time. The abduction of Helen of Troy, leads to a conflict in which even the gods and goddesses take sides and intervene. This is a children’s version of a classic work. Hard 128p $8.95 #490142

Lysis Goes to the Play
Caroline Dale Snedeker
Splendid historical fiction that takes you back to ancient Greece through the eyes of a child. Join Lysis and his sister as they enjoy Greek life. The story provides a very personal and critical means of learning about this culture. Soft 63p $8.95 #027500

Pages of History: Secrets of the Ancients
Bruce Etter and Lexi Detweiler
Perfect for family story time or individual study. Pages of History transports the reader through the timeline of the world—providing a view of God’s work in every age. See page 25 for more information. Hard 448p $15.00 #000725

John: The Baptist
See description on page 15. #560350

Journey Through the Bible
We consider this a MUST. See description on page 22. #115030

Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
See description on page 24. #340021

Little Miriam of Galilee
Edith Martin
A dishonest tax collector and a poor wheat harvest mean Miriam’s family could lose their home. But God helps in a way they hadn’t expected. Rare, great historical fiction in Bible times. Soft 121p $9.95 #136487

Lysis Goes to the Play
Caroline Dale Snedeker
The story of a young Roman boy and his care for his Greek slave. The story of a young Roman boy is taken to Sparta by a relative when his father is lost at war. He is forced to live the brutal life of a Spartan. Eventually, he escapes and is reunited with family. Soft 237p $14.95 #027900

Theras and His Town
Caroline Dale Snedeker
Theras is born an ancient Athenian with all the rights and privileges but is taken to Sparta by a relative when his father is lost at war. He is forced to live the brutal life of a Spartan. Eventually, he escapes and is reunited with family. Soft 237p $14.95 #027900

A Triumph for Flavius
Caroline Dale Snedeker
The story of a young Roman boy and his care for his Greek slave. An intimate look at the relationship of Greece to Rome and much of Roman life and culture. Perfect for transition teaching from Greece to Rome. Soft 87p $11.95 #027900

Pompeii . . . Buried Alive!
Edith Kunhardt
Feel the dread of Pompeii when a volcano erupted and literally buried the city alive. The eruption and its aftermath are vividly described, as is the excitement when the buried town is rediscovered centuries later. A lively and factual glimpse of a devastating moment in history. Ages 6-8. Soft 48p $3.95 #490750

Quintus
R. Weerstand
Historical fiction during the reign of Nero. We ought to be thankful and dismayed that our first century Christian ancestors were so bold in light of great persecution. Quintus, a Roman boy, comes in contact with followers of Christ for the first time. Riveting. Soft 112p $9.95 #310155

Student Bible Atlas
See description on page 22. #055020

The Trojan Horse
Emily Little
Perfect for third graders to read on their own as an introduction to the Trojan War. Along with reading it, consider building a life-size model out of about four refrigerator boxes, and your children will never forget this ancient story. Soft 48p $5.95 #090865

Usborne Internet–Linked Books
These are great resources for using with the Veritas Press Flashcards. Age appropriate for third graders, and lives up to Usborne’s reputation. So full of facts, you could study it for a year and still not have found them all. Includes web links to further enhance the learning. #195240

Greeks
Peach, Millard and Chisholm Soft 96p $12.95 #195220

Romans (shown)
Anthony Marks and Graham Tingay Soft 96p $12.95 #195240
The 100 Most Important Events in Christian History
An overview of 100 important events in the church’s history that will inspire you. Written in chronological order, this is a GREAT addition to the Veritas Press flashcards. An exceptional source to survey church history. Soft 204p
#318030 $17.95

Augustus Caesar’s World
Genevieve Foster
A most interesting look at the world from 44 B.C. to 14 A.D. Wonderful charts and illustrations fill this book. Soft 330p
#075020 $21.95

The Boys’ and Girls’ Herodotus
John S. White
Herodotus, the father of history, is best known for recording the struggles between the Greeks and the barbarians. A classic from 1884 that will bring the timeless text of Herodotus to life for younger children. A bit difficult for 3rd grade, but worth the effort. Soft 325p
#027100 $21.95

The Bronze Bow
Elizabeth George Speare
A 1962 Newberry-winner, and one can see why. A Jewish boy’s fear and hatred of the Romans changes when he meets Jesus. Soft 254p
#490150 $7.95

The Children’s Homer
Padraic Colum
The adventures of Odysseus and the Tale of Troy have been translated for young children. This book requires a good reader but it is well worth the effort. Soft 248p
#021120 $9.95

Hittite Warrior
Joanne Williamson
This novel is set in the time of the Judges, and incorporates Biblical facts with a gripping story. It will capture your students, aiding their contextual understanding of biblical times. Soft 237p
#305335 $11.95

The Roman Empire Series
Mary Ray
The excitement and tension of early Christianity in daily Roman life is well-captured in this amazing series. We learn much from good historic fiction. This is proof. Beyond the Desert Gate
Soft 167p
#085030 $11.95
The Ides of April (shown) Soft 184p
#085080 $11.95
Spring Tide
#085815 $11.95

Rome Reconstructed Series
Another find on a recent visit to Rome. Each book cleverly takes you to the most important sites in Rome, showing you a “then and now” look—just like being there. A great complement to our history cards. Each one includes a virtual tour on DVD in numerous languages (including English!) Hard 104p
Everyday Life in Imperial Rome (shown)
#361030 $17.95
Pompeii Reconstructed
#361070 $17.95
Rome Reconstructed
#361080 $17.95

Time Traveler
Judy Hindley
Four books in one. See page 25. Hard 130p
#195895 $22.95

Twice Freed
Patricia St. John
#305557 $8.95

3rd Latin

Live Course
LATIN–GRAMMAR 3
#SA0193 $599.00

MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Latin for Children A Student, Answer, Activity, and Reader (19% off retail)
#003516 $54.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Latin for Children Primer A Set and Test Packet; Lesson Plans (20% off retail)
#001433 $129.00

Latin for Children A
Aaron Larsen and Christopher Perrin
Rigorous, flexible, comprehensive, easily taught, organized. These are just a few words that describe this brilliant curriculum. Of course, incorporating Veritas Press History and Shurley English methods into its teaching doesn’t hurt. Teach it yourself or use the three DVDs and one CD to do the teaching. And the Activity Book is a sure way to have students ask for more Latin today. Uses ecclesiastical or classical pronunciation.
Primer A Set
Includes Student Text, Answer Key, Activity Book, DVDs and CD, and History Reader
#145600 $119.95
Primer A Student Text
Soft 198p
#145605 $21.95
Primer A Answer Key
Soft 147p
#145610 $11.95
Primer A Activity Book
Soft 166p
#145615 $14.95
Primer A DVDs & CD
#145620 $49.95
Libellus de Historia A (Latin History Reader A)
Soft 50p
#145450 $9.95
Latin for Children A “Clash Cards”
#145612 $24.95
Primer A Test Packet
#145618 $9.95
Latina Christiana
Cheryl Lowe
Friendly to teachers, parents, and students who have no background in Latin. Written so the teacher can learn along with the student. Thirty lessons to be covered in one year. The audio CD or tape walks you through each lesson. Our children have benefited greatly from it. A starting point, or it can follow Prima Latina. Uses ecclesiastical pronunciation, which is our preference.

Additional supplements to this program may be found on our web site. They include Flashcards, The Book of Roots, Ludere Latine I, and Ancient Civilization Wall Maps.

Latina Christiana Set
Includes Student Text, Teacher Text, and Audio CD
#390000 $39.95
Student Text
Soft 83p
#390010 $14.95
Teacher Text
Soft 75p
#390020 $19.95
DVDs
A DVD series with expert teacher Leigh Lowe teaching the text directly. Also an excellent tool for teachers to learn from as a model. The next best thing to having your own in-house Latin tutor.
#390026 Pronunciation Audio CD $49.95
#390025 $8.95

Latin Easy Reader Series
These Latin readers are great for the novice Latin student. Aided by original artwork and English translation, children learn Latin words, Roman numerals and much more related to the subject matter of each title. Soft 64p
How Many Animals? $9.95
Quot Animalia! (shown) #095300 $9.95
What Color is it? Quo colore est? #095945 $9.95

The Grammar of Spelling 3
Matt Whitling
The same classical approach as Grade 2 described on page 26. This book contains an overview of the spelling program as a whole and includes weekly word lists and worksheets to be used in the classroom or at home. REPRODUCIBLE.
#358190 $11.95

3RD LITERATURE

Live Course
LITERATURE 3
#ISA0219 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Alice in Wonderland & Comp Guide; Book of Fairy Tales & Comp Guide; Chronicles of Narnia Comp Guide; Charlotte’s Web & Comp Guide; The Dragon of Lonely Island; Emperor’s New Clothes; Homer Price & Comp Guide; How to Report on Books Grades 3-4; The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; The Magician’s Nephew; Misty of Chincoteague & Comp Guide; Peter Pan & Comp Guide; Story of the Treasure Seekers & Comp Guide; Stuart Little & Comp Guide (1% off retail)
#003581 $244.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as Live Course but includes Lesson Plans (12% off retail)
#001403 $259.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
The Phonetic Zoo, Level A; Lesson Plans
#003953 $119.00

Excellence in Spelling: The Phonetic Zoo
Andrew Pudewa
Great stuff. See description on page 26. The Phonetic Zoo Starter Kit, Level A
#315580 $99.00
Phonetic Zoo Cards
#315590 $29.00

Alice in Wonderland
Lewis Carroll
"Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.
"I don't much care where," said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.
"—so long as I get SOMEWHERE," Alice added as an explanation.
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk long enough."
First published in 1865, this crazy classic continues to delight children and adults alike. In this guide to Alice you will find a croquet game, a disappearing cat, practical questions and (in a very unWonderland way) helpful answers along with additional information to help you understand the madness of it all.
Alice in Wonderland
(includes Through the Looking Glass)
Lewis Carroll (3) Soft 311p
#H35055 $4.95
Alice in Wonderland Comprehension Guide
Ned Bustard Soft 68p eBook available
#000721 $15.00

Charlotte’s Web
EB White
The timeless tale of Charlotte, a very clever spider and a playful pig named Wilbur. This is a story of friendship, hardship, and the passing on of time that reminds us the story of friendship, hardship, and the passing on of time that reminds us of the wonder found in the simplest of things. And the comprehension guide is SOME GUIDE. It is terrific, radiant, and even a bit humble. Puppets, posters and a paper-mache pig squeeze into this guide along with comprehension questions, cookie arachnids and more. But what do you expect, since it is about that precious pale porcine, Wilbur?
Charlotte’s Web
(2) Soft 184p
#490758 $14.95
Fairy Tales of Brothers Grimm
Comprehension Guide eBook available
Emily Fischer
#000745 $15.00
■ The Chronicles of Narnia
C.S. Lewis
“It isn’t Narnia, you know,” sobbed Lucy. “It’s you. We can’t meet you there...”
“But you shall meet me, dear one,” said Aslan... “But there I have another name. You must learn to know me by that name. This was the very reason why you were brought to Narnia, that by knowing me here for a little, you may know me better there.”
Full of biblical references, myths, and legends, this classic series of seven magical tales has captured the imagination of millions. The guide is an all-in-one, indepth study of each chapter in all seven books—with a plethora of projects and activities for each of the Chronicles including creative writing assignments, art projects, board games, a recipe for Turkish Delight, studies on the biblical themes found in the series, and a cut-out model of the Dawn Treader! (2)
The Magician’s Nephew (shown)
C.S. Lewis Soft 202p
#255560 $7.95
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe Soft 188p
#255450 $7.95
The Chronicles of Narnia (all seven titles)
#255190 $39.95
The Chronicles of Narnia Comprehension Guide
Laurie Detweiler ebook available
#000727 $29.00
■ How to Report on Books, Grades 3–4
Jill Norris, Melanie Caon
Sixteen reproducible, creative book report forms. We can’t produce a comprehension guide for every literature book. So, here’s your answer. Soft 96p
#210381 $14.95
■ Misty of Chincoteague
Marguerite Henry
This Newbery Honor Book has captivated generations of both boys and girls with its thrilling descriptions of true incidents from Chincoteague and its realistic yet wonderfully magical atmosphere.
From the legend of the true account of Misty to the incredible continuing story of the Assateague Island ponies. The guide is full of questions and activities that bring this book to life, like instructions for making a paper pony, cartoon strips, acrostic poetry, and more.
Misty of Chincoteague
(1) Soft 176 p
#021200 $6.95
Misty of Chincoteague Comprehension Guide
Laurie Detweiler ebook available
#000757 $15.00
■ The Dragon of Lonely Island
Rebecca Rupp
This magical tale had Laurie raving with pleasure. Join three kids and a three-headed dragon for a summer adventure that turns out quite different than the children had planned. (2) Soft 160p
#490395 $6.95
■ Peter Pan
J.M. Barrie
The magical adventure of Peter Pan and the Darling children along with mermaids, fairies, pirates and more. So many have seen the Disney movie, but hardly anyone has read the book. Our oldest son used to say reading is like making movies in your head. Make your own movie as you read this delightful adventure. The comprehension guide has insightful questions and fun projects including mapping Neverland, shadow puppets, a fairy house, a mermaid game, poetry, pirates, Indians, and more!
Peter Pan
(2) Soft 242p
#435768 $5.95
Peter Pan Comprehension Guide ebook available
Ned Bustard
#000763 $15.00
■ The Story of the Treasure Seekers
E. Nesbit
C.S. Lewis’s favorite fairy tale author. Join the six Bastable children on their adventures as they look to restore their family fortune. First published in 1899, this book has been available ever since. Good, clean, hilarious fun! Oswald thinks you should buy the guide for this book, too. Oswald often thinks of very interesting things.
The Story of the Treasure Seekers
(2) Soft 242p
#435857 $5.95
The Story of the Treasure Seekers Comprehension Guide
Ginny Walls ebook available
#000779 $15.00
■ Stuart Little
E.B. White
When the Littles’ second son arrives, they know something is different, but that doesn’t change their love for him. The Littles build a bed for him from a matchbox, and supply him with all of the accoutrements a young mouse could need. Mrs. Little even fashions Stuart a suit, because baby clothes would obviously be unsuitable for such a sophisticated mouse. A touching tale.
Stuart Little
(1) Soft 131p
#255751 $7.95
Stuart Little Comprehension Guide
Ginny Walls ebook available
#000781 $15.00

3RD MATH
Live Course
MATHEMATICS 3–SAXON 54
#SA0223 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Saxon 54 Homeschool Kit (17% off retail)
#003698 $89.95
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Saxon 54 Homeschool Kit and Teacher’s CDs; Lesson Plans (17% off retail)
#001413 $189.00
Saxon 54
Hake/Saxon
Yes 54; this is no typo. Students can handle 54 in third grade. The friendliest and most thorough math program, Saxon, with its “incremental approach” will allow any student to master the grammar of math easily.

Homeschool Kit
Includes Student Book, Tests and Worksheets, and Solutions Manual
#505650 $89.95
Student Text
#505651 $44.95
Tests and Worksheets
#505652 $22.95
Solutions Manual
#505653 $29.95
Saxon Teacher CDs
The CD-ROMs—Mac & PC compatible—offer an expert instructor teaching students by going over every concept and every lesson and test problem with complete solutions. Videos for each investigation are included as well. A parent’s job was never so easy.
#505654 $79.95

The Multiplying Menace Divides
Pam Calvert
A hilarious math adventure that will cleverly help your child understand the concept of division. Peter races to find where his dog buried the great multiplier stick only to find that the great divide has other plans. Soft 32p
#117543 $7.95

3RD MEMORY PERIOD

Live Course
MEMORY PERIOD II
#SA0205 $599.00

3RD MUSIC

Classical Kids
All Classical Kids recordings feature music, history and dramatic storytelling to engage the imagination and present the composers in their historic context. A splendid way to capture the interest of children and encourage music appreciation.

Classical Kids Teaching Edition
#125048 $229.95
Classical Kids, Volume I
#125030 $49.95
Classical Kids, Volume II
#125044 $49.95

See page 17 for a complete description of Classical Kids as well as many more tools to teach music.

STOP WORRYING.
LOVE HOMESCHOOLING.

Complete Fourth Grade Package
Simplify your homeschooling and stop worrying about planning with the Complete Fourth Grade Package. These packages contain all the materials you’ll need to teach your student an entire year of Fourth Grade and can be easily customized.

CUSTOMIZE AND CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE AT VERITASPRESS.COM

4TH ART

Drawing With Children
You won’t believe what your children will draw by using the techniques taught in this book. See description on page 12.
#435330 $14.95

History of Art: Creation to Contemporary
Ned Bustard
Using this curriculum will make it possible for your student to identify all the major art movements in Western art. See page 55 for a full description. Call us for school and quantity pricing. Soft 250p
eBooks available
Flashcards
#000080 $25.00
Workbook
#000081 $29.00

Art: Over 2,500 Works from Cave to Contemporary
Andrew Graham-Dixon
See description on page 21.
#180020 $39.95
4TH BIBLE

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Includes Lesson Plans, the red titles listed or see our web site. (12% off retail)
#001454 $254.00

■ Chronicles to Malachi and Job Bible Series
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler
G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
You want a self-paced course for this, and we’re sorry we don’t have it yet (or even a forecasted date). That doesn’t mean your children should overlook studying these important books of the Bible.
One of our favorite verses is found in Micah 6:8. You need to teach the whole Bible to develop the whole child. Sadly, it won’t be as easy as self-paced course, but it will be worth it. Using the cards, memory song, and teacher’s manual, students study 32 events, learning about the major and minor prophets, the sufferings of Job, and how these books lead to the coming Messiah. Read more about the series on page 10. eBooks available
Chronicles to Malachi Bible Cards
#000630 $25.00
Memory Song CD
#000631 $7.00
Teacher’s Manual (homeschool)
#000635 $29.00

■ Student Bible Atlas
See description on page 22.
#055020 $11.95

■ Survey of the Bible
William Hendriksen
A “treasury of Bible information” covering how to study and interpret the Bible. It belongs on every Christian’s bookshelf next to a study Bible, concordance, and Bible dictionary. Soft 497p
#060060 $34.95

Then and Now Bible Maps Book
See description on page 22.
#305546 $14.95

4TH GEOGRAPHY

■ Live Course
GEOGRAPHY–NORTH
#SA0472 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Legends & Leagues North Storybook & Workbook; Geography Songs CD (6% off retail)
#000062 $59.00

■ You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as Live Course but includes Lesson Plans (11% off retail)
#001464 $74.00

■ History Through the Ages: Record of Time
Amy Pak
See description on page 24.
Record of Time: Timeline Notebook
#287737 $39.95
Suggested Placement Guide
#287848 $11.95
Timeline Figures CD
#287396 $74.95

■ Journey Through the Bible
See description on page 22.
#115030 $22.95

■ Legs & Leagues North: Kings & Queens & Alice
Ned Bustard
In this book the wonderful Alice does not go down a rabbit hole. Instead, she travels North with Mr. Longitude and Mr. Latitude. Along the way they meet kings, queens, Saint George, nymphs, leprechauns, the Loch Ness Monster, chicken-legged huts, and more—but, alas, no mad hatters or jaberwockys. See full description on page 22.
Legends & Leagues North: Storybook
Soft 64p
#000060 $15.00
eBooks available
Legends & Leagues North: Workbook
Soft 168p
#000061 $25.00

■ Geography Songs: Sing Around the World
See description on page 16.
CD and Songbook
#050025 $22.95
Songbook only
#050030 $6.95
4TH GRAMMAR

Live Course
GRAMMAR AND WRITING 4
#SA0189 $399.00

MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Shurley Level 4 Homeschool Kit & Practice Kit; IEW Teaching Writing Workbook; WORLDkids Membership (19% off retail)
#003505 $139.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Shurley Level 4 Homeschool Kit & Practice Kit; IEW Full Program; WORLDkids Membership; Lesson Plans (12% off retail)
#001424 $304.00

Shurley English 4
Brenda Shurley
The most impressive and effective grammar program available. Worth every penny. Nothing else compares. For some of the reasons that this program has taken classical educators by storm, see page 16.
Shurley English Kit, Level 4 (Homeschool Ed.) Includes teacher’s manual, one student workbook, and instructional CD
#515110 $59.95
Shurley English Student Workbook, Level 4 #515120 $9.95
Shurley Practice Booklet, Level 4 #515125 $6.95
Practice Set, Level 4 (Practice CD and booklet) #515127 $24.95
Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice, Levels 3 & 4 #515105 $6.95
Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice Key, Levels 3 & 4 #515106 $11.95

Institute for Excellence in Writing
See description on page 23.
Teaching Writing Structure and Style Full Program Includes DVDs and practicum workbook
#315186 $189.00
Extra Practicum Workbook #315090 $35.00

Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Reformation History Series
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler, G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
The Dark Ages? Hardly! They are neither unknown nor were they backward. Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Reformation is a crucial period to study, as it connects us to biblical times and ancient civilizations. Again the course covers 32 events, and students can learn Self-Paced or You Teach. Colorful historical characters from Augustine to Benedict to Alfred to Marco Polo to Gutenberg to Luther fill the landscape of this remarkable period.
History flashcards are crucial for the Self-Paced (which we recommend); historical fiction is optional. This period, more than any other, opened our eyes to how God has been at work—not because other periods were less eventful, but because we bought the modern lie of this period being backward and unknown. Read more about the series on page 10.

Self-Paced
MIDDLE AGES, RENAISSANCE, AND REFORMATION Course $249.00
MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE
History Flashcards #000300 $25.00
Optional Literature Kits Level 1 (Grades 2 & 3) (9% off retail) #000310 $109.00
Level 2 (Grades 4-6) (12% off retail) #000311 $174.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Younger (Grades 2 & 3) (11% off retail) #003756 $449.00
Older (Grades 4-6) Includes Lesson Plans, the red titles listed, or see our web site. (1% off retail) #003757 $549.00

Teaching Writing and Student Writing Intensive Combo Kit Group A (Grades 3–5)
Includes the Teaching Writing, Structure & Style Full Program above plus 4 DVDs of the author/instructor teaching the student directly and a student notebook. Call or email to order the SWI if you already own the full program.
#315011 $249.00
Student Writing Intensive Continuation Course A Continues where the Student Writing Intensive ends, with ten more lessons and a final test. Includes nine DVDs, a set of printed student materials, and access to an online teacher’s manual.
#315065 $199.00

WORLDkids
Integrated into our Lesson Plans, WORLDkids will bring clarity to the news that matters, providing great topics for writing exercises. See page 23 for further description.
#798000 $22.95
F O U R T H  G R A D E

- **100 Most Important Events in Christian History**
  An overview of 100 important events in the church’s history that will inspire you. Written in chronological order, this is a GREAT addition to the Veritas Press flashcards. An exceptional source to survey church history. Soft 204p #318030 $17.95

- **The Adventures of Robin Hood**
  Roger Lancelyn Green
  A folktale that began as a ballad in the Middle Ages. Robin organized a band of outlaws, robbing from the rich to help the poor. A great opportunity to challenge children to compare perceived virtue with biblical virtue. The guide includes lists of key people and places, unusual phrases, vocabulary from the book, and questions and answers for every chapter. Robin Hood (3) Soft 316p #435031 $4.95

- **Augustine, The Farmer’s Boy of Tagaste**
  P. de Zeeuw
  A terror as a boy, Augustine became one of the great teachers of the Church, defending it against many heretics. Excellent addition to the Veritas history curriculum. Soft 93p 1 #310020 $7.95

- **The Beggars’ Bible**
  Louise A. Vernon
  The life of Wycliffe, the preacher who translated the Bible into English, sowing the seeds of the Reformation. Soft 136p 22 #280010 $7.95

- **Big John’s Secret**
  Elanore M. Jewett
  In 1218 sixteen-year-old John, through the great strife of the Fifth Crusade, meets up with a joyful friar who helps this lonely boy on the brink of manhood. Soft 207p 15 #085063 $9.95

- **Cathedral**
  David Macaulay
  It’s 1252 and the people of Chutreaux have decided to build a new cathedral. The building process is intricately pictured and described with special attention paid to the attainment of building materials and to the many skilled workers that participate. Soft 79p 14 #490220 $11.95

- **The Church in History**
  BK Kuiper
  The timelines are excellent and the maps extremely helpful. A must for all who want to study the Church. See description on page 32. #140010 $22.95

- **Comic Book Shakespeare**
  Comic books for classical Christian education? Not to worry, they’re from England. I mean they’re great to capture kids’ interest in Shakespeare. Includes original text and a modern translation. Soft 60p 32 Henry V #413340 $24.95
  Macbeth #413510 $24.95
  A Midsummer Night’s Dream #413551 $24.95
  Romeo & Juliet #413715 $24.95
  The Tempest (shown) #413872 $24.95
  Twelfth Night #413895 $24.95

- **The Door in the Wall**
  Marguerite D’Angeli
  Throughout life there is always a “door in the wall.” Robin learns what this means with a handicapping illness, separation from his parents, and a castle siege. Set in Medieval England during the time of the plague, the story focuses on Robin’s development of character. Soft 121p 12 #490390 $6.95

- **Famous Men**
  Read the stories of the lives of those who built the Middle Ages and those who created the Renaissance and Reformation. Famous Men of the Middle Ages (shown) Poland and Hasaren Soft 150p #235040 $14.95
  Famous Men of the Renaissance and Reformation Robert Shearer Soft 184p #235020 $16.95

- **From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler**
  E.L. Konigsburg
  Claudia and her brother take up residence in the Met to discover the identity of a statue and in the process encounter many artists along the way. A must for teaching the Renaissance. The comprehension guide includes a lesson plan and questions for every chapter plus the “Name That Artist Game” which uses small color reproductions of the art of five famous artists to integrate art appreciation. From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler (1) Soft 162p #490520 $7.95
  From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler Comprehension Guide Emily Fischer eBook available #000746 $15.00

- **History Through the Ages: Record of Time**
  Amy Pak
  ★★★★★ The greatest timeline tool. See description on page 24. Record of Time: Timeline Notebook #287737 $39.95
  Suggested Placement Guide #287848 $11.95
  Timeline Figures CD #287396 $74.95
Ink on His Fingers
Louise A. Vernon
Hans wants to be a scribe and copy the Bible. When life is turned upside down by his father's death, God provides a way for Hans' desire to be fulfilled; he becomes an apprentice in the workshop of Johann Gutenberg. Soft 127p 24
#280400 $8.95

Monks and Mystics: Vol. 2
The Chronicles of the Medieval Church
Mindy and Brandon Withrow
We give this title a glowing review. One of our best finds. Soft 224p #560500 $9.95

The Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow
Allen French
Rolf is out to prove that his father was unjustly murdered. Set in barbarian-inhabited Iceland, this novel boasts an unpredictable plot, dynamic characters, irony and foreshadowing. The guide holds questions for every chapter with the solutions in the back. There are also worksheets on foreshadowing and writing limericks!
Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow (3) Soft 240p #640010 $11.95

Pages of History: Secrets of the Ancients
Bruce Ester and Lexi Detweiler
Perfect for family story time or individual study, Pages of History transports the reader through the timeline of the world—providing a view of God’s work in every age. See page 25 for more information. Hard 448p
ebook available
Pages of History I #000982 $25.00
Pages of History Set (includes Volumes I and II) #000984 $45.00

This Was John Calvin
Thea B. Van Halsema
A perfect book for a fourth grader to study Calvin. Calvin comes to life as the author brings imagination as well as research to bear on the subject. Comprehension questions for this book are included in the Veritas Press History Teacher’s Manual. Soft 265p 30
#295010 $11.95

The King’s Shadow
Elizabeth Alder
More than 1000 years ago the monks of England began the task of recording their country’s history. Each monastery kept its own Chronicle of Events and this book is based on the collection called The Anglo Saxon Chronicle. Learn about the Battle of Hastings in this excellent piece of historical fiction. Soft 259p 20
#255421 $7.95

The Shakespeare Stealer
Gary Blackwood
The purpose of historical fiction is to entertain and to bring life to another time. This book accomplishes both marvelously. Based so much in historical fact it has been said it is hard to tell the truth from the fiction. Join Widge as his new master commands him to steal Shakespeare’s new play, Hamlet. Soft 216p 32
#435844 $6.95

The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
See description and picture on page 24.
#340021 $29.95

Son of Charlemagne
Barbara Willard
The work Charlemagne began was nothing short of founding the Holy Roman Empire—the re-forging of a Roman Empire in the West in alliance with the Church. Through the eyes of Carl and his siblings we watch how it all happened. Soft 183p 8
#305315 $11.95

This Was Charlemagne
Elizabeth Alder
More than 1000 years ago the monks of England began the task of recording their country’s history. Each monastery kept its own Chronicle of Events and this book is based on the collection called The Anglo Saxon Chronicle. Learn about the Battle of Hastings in this excellent piece of historical fiction. Soft 259p 20
#255421 $7.95

Pages of History: Secret of the Ancients
Bruce Ester and Lexi Detweiler
Perfect for family story time or individual study, Pages of History transports the reader through the timeline of the world—providing a view of God’s work in every age. See page 25 for more information. Hard 448p
ebook available
Pages of History I #000982 $25.00
Pages of History Set (includes Volumes I and II) #000984 $45.00

The Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow
Allen French
Rolf is out to prove that his father was unjustly murdered. Set in barbarian-inhabited Iceland, this novel boasts an unpredictable plot, dynamic characters, irony and foreshadowing. The guide holds questions for every chapter with the solutions in the back. There are also worksheets on foreshadowing and writing limericks!
Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow (3) Soft 240p #640010 $11.95

This Was John Calvin
Thea B. Van Halsema
A perfect book for a fourth grader to study Calvin. Calvin comes to life as the author brings imagination as well as research to bear on the subject. Comprehension questions for this book are included in the Veritas Press History Teacher’s Manual. Soft 265p 30
#295010 $11.95

The King’s Shadow
Elizabeth Alder
More than 1000 years ago the monks of England began the task of recording their country’s history. Each monastery kept its own Chronicle of Events and this book is based on the collection called The Anglo Saxon Chronicle. Learn about the Battle of Hastings in this excellent piece of historical fiction. Soft 259p 20
#255421 $7.95

Pages of History: Secret of the Ancients
Bruce Ester and Lexi Detweiler
Perfect for family story time or individual study, Pages of History transports the reader through the timeline of the world—providing a view of God’s work in every age. See page 25 for more information. Hard 448p
ebook available
Pages of History I #000982 $25.00
Pages of History Set (includes Volumes I and II) #000984 $45.00

This Was John Calvin
Thea B. Van Halsema
A perfect book for a fourth grader to study Calvin. Calvin comes to life as the author brings imagination as well as research to bear on the subject. Comprehension questions for this book are included in the Veritas Press History Teacher’s Manual. Soft 265p 30
#295010 $11.95

The Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
See description and picture on page 24.
#340021 $29.95

Son of Charlemagne
Barbara Willard
The work Charlemagne began was nothing short of founding the Holy Roman Empire—the re-forging of a Roman Empire in the West in alliance with the Church. Through the eyes of Carl and his siblings we watch how it all happened. Soft 183p 8
#305315 $11.95
Early History Readers: Middle Ages
Wonderful historic fiction for younger children like the Early Readers in fifth grade. See page 51 for description.
Early History Readers Collection, 4th Grade
(All 10 titles below, 6% off retail)
#255275 $64.95
Chanticleer and the Fox 3.4
Geoffrey Chaucer Soft 41p
#255175 $7.95
Fine Print
Joann Burch Soft 64p 24
#305301 $8.95
John Calvin: What is the truth?
Catherine Mackenzie Hard 24p 30
#560348 $7.95
Knights of the Round Table (shown)
Adapted by Gwen Grass Soft 112p 12
#490588 $3.95
Martin Luther: What should I do?
Catherine Mackenzie Hard 24p 27
#560448 $6.95
Medieval Feast
Aliki Soft 32p 12
#255589 $6.95
The Minstrel in the Tower
Gloria Skurzynski Soft 64p 31, 32
#490641 $4.95
Robin Hood
Annie Ingle Soft 96p 17, 18
#490765 $3.95
Saint George and the Dragon
Margaret Hodges and Trina Schart Soft 32p 1.2
#305496 $6.95
William Shakespeare
Haydn Middleton Soft 32p 32
#240440 $6.95
Leonardo’s Horse
An entertaining introduction to a great man and his time. Leonardo da Vinci dreamed of sculpting a 24-foot-high bronze horse, but as history shows, he never completed the task. Learn how this dream was finally accomplished. It may surprise you. Hard 48p 25
#435605 $17.95
Luther the Leader
Virgil Robinson
This is the best children’s book on Luther that we have read. An excellent addition to the study of Luther and the Reformation. You really should read this book!! Soft 96p 27
#305385 $5.50
Martin Luther: A Man Who Changed the World
Paul L. Maier
Lovely illustrations accompanying age-appropriate text make this brief book a great tool for students to discover Luther. Whether read aloud after lunch, in bed before lights-out or alone, your children will give this to their children. Hard 32p 27
#151510 $11.95
The New Foxe’s Book of Martyrs
John Foxe
For two thousand years, heroic men and women have been tortured and killed for confessing Jesus Christ. This classic tells many of these biographies. Soft 411p
#305320 $14.95
Viking Quest Series
Lois Walfrid Johnson
Devin and Briana, two young Irish prisoners of Viking raiders, face enormous challenges that test their faith constantly. With Leif Erikson they travel to Norway, Iceland, and Greenland. Great historical fiction with a biblical worldview. Don’t expect kids to come to the supper table once they start reading. 2
Viking Quest Series (All five books, 11% off retail)
#145624 $119.95
Primer B Set
Includes Student Text, Answer Key, Activity Book, DVDs and CD, and History Reader
#145625 $21.95
Primer B Answer Key
Soft 245p
#145630 $14.95
Primer B Activity Book
Soft 204p
#145635 $14.95
Primer B DVDs & CD
#145640 $59.95
Libellus de Historia B (Latin History Reader B)
Soft 146p
#145655 $11.95
Latin for Children B “Clash Cards”
#145632 $24.95
Primer B Test Packet
#145638 $9.95
Heart of Courage
#396350 $8.95
The Invisible Friend
#396390 $8.95
Mystery of the Silver Coins
#396575 $8.95
Raiders from the Sea
#396690 $6.95
The Raider’s Promise
#396695 $8.95

“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do.”
—Leonardo da Vinci

“Nescire autem quid antequam natus sis acciderit, id est semper esse puerum.”
—Marcus Tullius Cicero

4TH LATIN
Live Course
LATIN–GRAMMAR 4
#SA0194
$599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Latin for Children B Student, Answer, Activity, and Reader (17% off retail)
#003517 $59.00
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Latin for Children B Set and Test Packet; Lesson Plans (15% off retail)
#001434 $149.00
4TH LATIN
Latin for Children B
Aaron Larsen and Christopher Perrin
A great curriculum that integrates with our history curriculum. See description on page 34.
Primer B Set
Includes Student Text, Answer Key, Activity Book, DVDs and CD, and History Reader
#145624 $119.95
Primer B Student Text (shown) Soft 287p
#145625 $21.95
Primer B Answer Key
Soft 245p
#145630 $14.95
Primer B Activity Book
Soft 204p
#145635 $14.95
Primer B DVDs & CD
#145640 $59.95
Libellus de Historia B (Latin History Reader B)
Soft 146p
#145655 $11.95
Latin for Children B “Clash Cards”
#145632 $24.95
Primer B Test Packet
#145638 $9.95

Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do.
—Leonardo da Vinci

4TH LATIN

“Nescire autem quid antequam natus sis acciderit, id est semper esse puerum.”
—Marcus Tullius Cicero

“Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do.”
—Leonardo da Vinci

CALL US AT 800.922.5082 SHOP ONLINE AT VERITASPRESS.COM
First Form Latin: Latin Grammar, Year 1
Now recommended to follow Latina Christiana I or for students 4th grade or higher just beginning Latin. Its focus on grammar and vocabulary are perfect for the grammar stage as it focuses on mastery, yet it can still be taught by teachers with no Latin background.

First Form Set
Includes Student Text, Student Workbook, Teacher Manual, Quizzes & Tests, Pronunciation CD.
#390300 $59.95
First Form Set + DVDs & Flashcards
#390305 $119.95
Student Text
#390310 $12.95
Student Workbook
#390315 $13.95
Teacher Manual and Key
#390320 $11.95
Quizzes and Tests
#390325 $4.95
Pronunciation CD
#390330 $8.95
Instructional DVDs
#390335 $49.95
Flashcards
#390340 $14.95

Latin Easy Reader Series
More Latin readers (see page 35) for the young Latin student. Aided by original artwork and English translation, children will learn to order junk food in Latin (pizza hot dogs, chicken fingers, etc.) or the names of relatives. Frigidus. Soft 64p
What Will I Eat? Quid Edam? (shown)
#095950 $9.95
Who Loves Me? Quis me amat?
#095960 $9.95

4TH LINGUISTICS

Live Course
LINGUISTICS 4
#ISA0199 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
The Phonetic Zoo, Level B
#003359 $99.00
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as Live Course, but includes Lesson Plans
#003394 $119.00

Excellence in Spelling:
The Phonetic Zoo
Andrew Pudewa
Great stuff. See description on page 26.
The Phonetic Zoo Starter Kit, Level B
#315600 $99.00
The Phonetic Zoo, Level B Upgrade
(to complete Level B if you have purchased Level A previously)
#315610 $85.00
Phonetic Zoo Cards
#315590 $29.00

4TH LITERATURE

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Mark Twain
The classic story of a twelve-year old boy's life on the banks of the Mississippi in the early 1800's. Join Tom, Huck and Joe on their famous adventures. And don't forget to get the comprehension guide. It takes you through the shenanigans of Tom chapter by chapter and includes projects that are much more fun than white washing the fence for Aunt Polly.
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
(3) Soft 232p
#435041 $7.95
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Comprehension Guide
Chris Oberholtzer and Ned Bustard
eBook available
#000733 $15.00

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Roald Dahl
Wonka Scrumdiddlyumptious Chocolate Bars, Nutty Crunch Surprises, Whipple-Scrumptious Fudgemallow Delights . . . Charlie is tortured every day by the smells of Wonka's Chocolate Factory. When Wonka holds a contest, five winners are given a tour of the factory, and good natured Charlie is one of them! Will Charlie's day be just a short-lived happiness? This is a wonderful book that takes children into a fantasy world of adventure. And to help students really savor and digest the richness of this delectable story we offer a scrumptious comprehension guide. Mixed into this study of fantastic confectionaries and writing projects are several yummy recipes so you can cook up your own Wonka delights.
The Grammar of Spelling 4
Matt Whitling
The same classical approach as Grade 2 described on page 26. This reproducible book contains an overview of the spelling program as a whole and includes weekly word lists and worksheets to be used in the classroom or at home for each of the grades.
#358201 $11.95

Live Course
LITERATURE 4
#ISA0200 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
#003350 $169.00
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as Live Course, but includes Lesson Plans (1.2% off retail)
#001404 $184.00

Reading difficulty is rated 1 (easy), 2 (average), or 3 (challenging) for the grade level at the end of the description. (Don't forget—literature titles are found in the history section, too.)
Dangerous Journey
John Bunyan, Oliver Hunkin
A world famous edition of Bunyan's classic tale A Pilgrim's Progress. Most of the brilliant illustrations are full- or double-page spreads with the text in a large, elegant typeface arranged in a variety of patterns around them. Gloomy dungeons, dark forests, black rivers and gray-clouded skies sustain the mood of danger and hardship. Useful for a variety of ages, this is one of the few books well worth reading in a children's edition. The comprehension guide has students make a "lift-the-flap" travel log of the journey to discuss the major themes of the Christian faith presented in the story.

Dangerous Journey
(2) Hard 126p #630030 $18.95

Dangerous Journey Comprehension Guide
Emily Fischer #000730 $15.00

How to Report on Books, Grades 3–4
Jill Norris, Melanie Coon
Sixteen reproducible creative book report forms. We can't produce a comprehension guide for every literature book. So, here's your answer. Soft 96p #210381 $14.95

Leepike Ridge
N.D. Wilson
Mixes Robinson Crusoe, King Solomon's Mines, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, and The Odyssey in an adventure that has Thomas Hammond being swept downstream aboard a crumbling raft deep below Leepike Ridge to discover more than he ever imagined. (2) Soft 230p #490595 $6.95

Leepike Ridge Comprehension Guide
Emily Fischer #000768 $15.00

Faerie Gold: Treasures from the Lands of Enchantment
Kathryn Lindskoog and Rozelida Mack Hunsicker, editors
A collection of short stories—many from very famous authors. A superb tool to educate the imagination and moral sensibility! (2) Soft 304p #460300 $11.95

The Hobbit
J.R.R. Tolkien
“Good Morning!” said Bilbo. “And he meant it. The sun was shining, and the grass was very green. But Gandalf looked at him from under long bushy eyebrows that stuck out further than the brim of his shady hat.

“What do you mean?” he said. “Do you wish me a good morning, or mean that it is a good morning whether I want it or not, or that you feel good this morning, or that it is a morning to be good on?”

“All of them at once,” said Bilbo. “And a very fine morning for a pipe of tobacco out of doors, into the bargain.

“Good morning!” he said at last. “We don’t want any adventures here, thank you! You might try over The Hill or across The Water.” By this he meant that the conversation was at an end.

“What a lot of things you do use Good morning for!” said Gandalf. “Now you mean that you want to get rid of me, and that it won’t be good till I move off.”

Though Bilbo does not care for adventures, he finds himself on an excursion to fight a dragon and gain treasure. The guide has it all—questions and answers for every chapter, a Bag-End diorama, rune translations and more. All that’s missing is a pocket handkerchief. The Hobbit (3) Soft 290p #290020 $13.95

The Hobbit Comprehension Guide
Emily Fischer eBook available #000760 $15.00

Mary Poppins
P.L. Travers
Dancing cows? Talking birds? Tea parties on the ceiling? Christmas shopping with stars? When Mary Poppins is about, her young charges can never tell where the real world merges into make-believe. Neither can the reader, and that is one of the hallmarks of good fantasy. And the comprehension guide is full of as many interesting things as Poppins’ carpet bag: poetry, crafts, mazes, and even directions for a proper cup of tea.

Mary Poppins (2) Soft 209p #250481 $6.95

Mary Poppins Comprehension Guide
Ned Bustard eBook available #000758 $15.00

The Twenty-One Balloons
Pene Dubois
An imaginative story that will stay with you all through life. Twenty-One Balloons is filled with diamonds, sailing, adventure, bizarre inventions, detailed illustrations and, of course, hot-air balloons. The guide has questions for every chapter and the solutions in the back. There is even a balloon project where students release balloons into the sky—with notes attached—instead of baskets.

The Twenty-One Balloons (2) Soft 180p #435930 $6.95

The Twenty-One Balloons Comprehension Guide
Emily Fischer eBook available #000768 $15.00
The Adventures of Robin Hood
Roger Lancelyn Green
See description on page 40.
Robin Hood (3) Soft 316p #435031 $4.95
Robin Hood
Comprehension Guide
Diane Coleman
ebook available #000766 $15.00

Beowulf
Frederick Rebsamen
“Till the monster stirred, that demon, that fiend/Grendel who haunted the moors, the wild/Marshes, and made his home in a hell./Not hell but hell of Cain, murderous creatures
on earth. He was spawned in that slime/Of Cain, murderous creatures/banished/ By God, punished forever
moors, the wild/Marshes, and made
that fiend/Grendel who haunted the
fourth grade
PREPARING FOR LIFE
PROVIDING CLASSICAL EDUCATION FROM A CHRISTIAN WORLDVIEW

Macbeth
William Shakespeare
Macbeth, Shakespeare’s shortest
est tragedy, tells the story of a brave Scottish general who receives a prophecy from a trio of witches that one day he will be king. Murder, guilt, and madness fill this tale. When you are studying the Renaissance why not have your students perform this famous play? We did and the children loved it! In fact, our son Travis (then 11) told another of our sons, Parker (then 9), to “stop telling those odious tyrant lies” while attempting to settle on a choice of cereal at the store. (3) Soft 211p #420263 $9.95

Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow
Allen French
See description on page 41.
Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow (3) Soft 240p #640010 $11.95
Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow
Comprehension Guide
Emily Fischer
ebook available #000767 $15.00

The Door in the Wall
See description on page 40. A guide for this book is part of the Veritas Press Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation Teacher’s Manual. (2) Soft 121p #490390 $6.95
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
E.L. Konigsburg
See description on page 40.
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler (1) Soft 162p #490520 $7.95
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
Comprehension Guide
Emily Fischer
ebook available #000746 $15.00

Saxon 65
Hake/Saxon
See description on page 13.
Homeschool Kit includes
Student Book, Tests and
Worksheets, and Solutions
Manual #505660 $89.95
Student Text #505661 $44.95
Tests and
Worksheets #505662 $22.95
Solutions Manual #505663 $29.95

Sir Cumference Series
Cindy Neuschwander
The dilemma of where to place these books was a difficult question. Time will
tell whether we chose the right place. However, choosing the books was the simple part—they’re fascinating.
Children will learn of math concepts from the “pun-iest”
characters imaginable. If you’re an engineer, your kids will relate well; if you’re not, your kids will benefit for-ever. Listed in the order we recommend reading them.
Soft 32p
Sir Cumference and the Great Knight of Angeland
#117756 $7.95
Sir Cumference and the First Round Table
#117754 $7.95
Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi (shown)
#117752 $7.95
Sir Cumference and the Isle of Immeter
#117758 $7.95
Sir Cumference and the Sword in the Cone
#117760 $7.95
Sir Cumference and the Viking’s Map
#117765 $7.95

4TH MATH

Live Thematics Course
MATHEMATICS 4—SAXON 65
#SA0224 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Saxon 65 Homeschool Kit (17% off retail)
#003700 $89.95
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Saxon 65 Homeschool Kit and
Teacher’s CDs, Lesson Plans (17% off retail)
#003769 $189.00

4TH MUSIC

The Accidental Voyage
Douglas Bond
An exciting Mr. Pipes adventure. See below for another. Travel
through Europe during the time of
the church fathers and learn
of the wonderful heritage of early
hymns that we enjoy. They mean
more when we realize the tremendous sacrifice they
represent. Soft 258p #460005 $11.95

Mr. Pipes and Psalms and Hymns of the Reformation
Douglas Bond
Join two young Americans on
vacation in Europe as they learn
about music in the time of the
Reformation. There should be
more books like this. Soft 240p #135230 $11.95
See page 17 for some outstanding
tools to teach a love of great music.
5TH ART

- **Drawing For Older Children & Teens**
  
  *Mona Brookes*
  
  The natural next step for those who have used *Drawing With Children*. These books are the best way we know to teach children the critical elements of drawing and thus maximize their potential. See page 12 for further information. Soft 223p
  
  #435320 $17.95

- **History of Art: Creation to Contemporary**
  
  *Ned Bustard*
  
  This distinctively Christian overview covers well-known works of Western art and also takes time to focus on art by Christians and about the Christian faith. Fully integrated with the Veritas History Series (yet able to stand on its own), this art history program was designed to fill one year. It can also extend from second to sixth grade to enjoy several cards at a time (like Baroque, Dutch Golden Age, Neoclassicism, and others during 5th grade). See page 55 for a full description. Call us for school and quantity pricing. Soft 250p
  
  eBooks available
  
  Art Flashcards
  
  #000080           $25.00

  Workbook
  
  #000081                $29.00

- **Art: Over 2,500 Works from Cave to Contemporary**
  
  *Andrew Graham-Dixon*
  
  
  #180020 $39.95

5TH BIBLE

- **Gospels Bible Series**
  
  *Marlin and Laurie Detweiler, G. Tyler and Emily Fischer*
  
  We think of the Gospels as the heart of the Bible. Stories about Jesus dominate much of our teaching—and for very good reason. This series incorporates those stories, but it does more. Through the 32 events studied, students will learn to sequence events, to see how the four Gospels parallel each other and come to grips with the most influential 33 years in all of history. Again, the Self-Paced options with the Bible cards is ours and most Veritas Families’ favorite approach. You Teach is an option, too. But choose one. Don’t make the mistake we see too often—that a devotional approach will produce adequate Bible learning.

  eBooks available
  
  Gospels Bible Cards
  
  #000640 $25.00

  Memory Song CD
  
  #000641 $7.00

  Teacher’s Manual (homeschool)
  
  #000645 $29.00
History Through the Ages: Record of Time
Amy Pak
See description on page 24.
Record of Time: Timeline Notebook:
#287737 $39.95
Suggested Placement Guide:
#287848 $11.95
Timeline Figures CD:
#287396 $74.95

Journey Through the Bible
See description on page 22.
#115030 $22.95

Student Bible Atlas
See description on page 22.
#055020 $11.95

A Sparrow Alone
Alicia Petersen
Experience the lifestyle of a young Jewish girl who lived in Roman-occupied Jerusalem. Great for understanding the culture and times of Christ and the people awaiting their promised Messiah. A must read for all.
Soft 154p
#090765 $6.95

Survey of the Bible
William Hendriksen
See description on page 38.
#060060 $34.95

Then and Now Bible Maps Book
See description on page 22.
#305546 $14.95

Legends & Leagues West: The Tall Tales of Mr. Bunyan
Ned Bustard
By stepping into their maps Mr. Longitude and Mr. Latitude can go anywhere in the world. In this book they travel West with a world famous lumberjack. The trip includes visiting El Dorado, the Amazon River, Atlantis, and New York. They go sailing, spelunking, and even meet Bigfoot! See full description on page 22.
Legends & Leagues West: Storybook:
Soft 64p eBook available
#000070 $15.00
Legends & Leagues West: Workbook
Soft 168p eBook available
#000071 $25.00

Geography Songs: Sing Around the World
See description on page 16.
CD and Songbook
#050025 $22.95
Songbook only
#050030 $6.95

Geography Songs: States & Capitals
The best way we know to learn the location of states and capitals. Children sing a song as they point to the states on a map. It is terrific. A DVD to sing along with provides a way for the student to test himself on his geographic learning.
CD
#050075 $12.95
DVD
#050086 $14.95

Shurley English 6
Brenda Shurley
Skipping level 5 is quite realistic for students who have excelled at level 4 previously. Students just starting may want to begin with level 4 and skip to level 6 next. See description on page 16.
Shurley English Kit, Level 6 (Homeschool Ed.)
Includes teacher’s manual, one student workbook, and instructional CD
#515170 $59.95
Shurley English Student Workbook, Level 6
#515180 $9.95
Shurley Practice Booklet, Level 6
#515185 $6.95
Practice Set, Level 6
(Practice CD and booklet)
#515187 $20.00
Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice, Levels 5 & 6
#515165 $6.95
Sentence Booklet: Extra Practice Key, Levels 5 & 6
#515166 $11.95
FIFTH GRADE

Institute for Excellence in Writing
Andrew Pudewa
See description on page 23.

Teaching Writing Structure and Style
Full Program (includes DVDs and practicum workbook)
#315186 $189.00

Extra Practicum Workbook
#315090 $35.00

Teaching Writing and Student Writing Intensive
Combo Kit Group A (Grades 3–5)
Includes the Teaching Writing, Structure & Style Full Program above plus 4 DVDs of the author/instructor teaching the student directly and a student notebook. Call or email to order the SWI if you already own the full program.
#315011 $249.00

SELF-PACED ONLINE

You Teach

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Younger (Grades 2 & 3) (12% off retail)
#003759 $549.00

Older (Grades 4-6) Includes Lesson Plans, the red titles listed or see our web site. (11% off retail)
#003760 $569.00

EXPLORERS TO 1815
Course
$249.00

MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE

History Flashcards
#000400 $25.00

Optional Literature Kits
Level 1 (Grades 2 & 3) (11% off retail)
#000410 $159.00

Level 2 (Grades 4-6) (11% off retail)
#000411 $119.00

5TH HISTORY

Explorers to 1815
History Series
Marlin and Launze Detweiler,
G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
Fifth grade history, starting with the explorers, focuses on early America. George Washington and other Founding Fathers appear along with lesser-known yet important characters, like Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield. Children will enjoy learning the sequence of 32 events that led to the founding of America through the War of 1812 and the Missouri Compromise. They will learn what we didn't in our public school education: that America’s founding was greatly influenced by the biblical thinking that produced the Massachusetts Bay Colony and the First Great Awakening. Again, the creative engagement of the Self-Paced course makes it our recommendation. You’ll need the history flashcards and should consider the optional historical fiction that accompanies the course.

#315065 $199.00

WORLDkids
Integrated into our Lesson Plans, WORLDkids will bring clarity to the news that matters, providing great topics for writing exercises. See page 23 for further description.
#798000 $22.95

Student Writing Intensive Continuation Course A
Continues where the Student Writing Intensive ends, with ten more lessons and a final test. Includes nine DVDs, a set of printed student materials, and access to an online teacher's manual.
#315065 $199.00

Lost in Lexicon
Pendred Noyce
This clever romp through a fictional land brings so many concepts home it will blow you away. Metaphors, punctuation, geometric shapes and more will be ingeniously cemented in the reader’s mind. We could have put this in the math section, too. Filled with adventure, mystery, and intrigue, it will never be put down by your child. Soft 368p
#305580 $8.95

Explorers to 1815 History Cards
#000400 $25.00

Memory Song CD
#000401 $7.00

Teacher’s Manual (homeschool)
#000405 $29.00

The 100 Most Important Events in Christian History
See description on page 40.
Soft 204p
#318030 $17.95

Alone Yet Not Alone
Tracy Michele Leininger
Many books describe Indians capturing children and raising them as their own. Setting this one apart is the rich Christian testimony of the captured girl and the fact that she was an ancestor of the author. Don’t scold your student for staying up all night to read it. Hard 203p 16
#282055 $8.95

Blackthorn Winter
Douglas Wilson
This story follows the service of Thomas Ingle on the Prudent Hannah under her honorable captain, and then their unfortunate tour on a pirate’s vessel. Treasure, financial hardship, and corsair mystique all add to the cleverly woven
tale. The guide is a valuable resource of comprehension questions and diverse projects—including a project to make your own treasure chest!

Blackthorn Winter
(2) Soft 144p
eBook available
#000955 $15.00
Blackthorn Winter Comprehension Guide
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler
eBook available
#000724 $15.00

A Child’s Story of America
Michael/McHugh
Very readable for children, it gives a cursory glance at the history of our country. One of the best books to introduce American history to children. Review questions following each chapter. Soft 202p
#135030 $11.95

Duel in the Wilderness
Karin Clafford Farley
Twenty-one-year-old George Washington must deliver a message from the King of England to the French commander in the Ohio wilderness. Based on his own journal, this tells the true story of his journey in 1753–1754 into the Ohio country. Soft 215p
#150010 $7.95

First Voyage to America
Christopher Columbus
Columbus’ voyage is told in this abridgement of the actual ship’s log. Forty-four illustrations, including a number from rare sources, enhance this absorbing text, translated into English and set large for young readers. Soft 90p
#190060 $9.95

History Through the Ages:
Record of Time
Amy Pak
★★★★★ See description on page 24.
Record of Time: Timeline Notebook
#287737 $39.95
Suggested Placement Guide
#287848 $11.95
Timeline Figures CD
#287396 $74.95

Johnny Tremain
Esther Forbes
Johnny is swept up in dramatic involvement with John Hancock and Samuel Adams that will lead to the Boston Tea Party and the Battle of Lexington. You should read it and your kids should, too. (1) Soft 256p
#490580 $7.95

Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
See description on page 24.
#340021 $29.95

Of Plymouth Plantation
William Bradford
This primary source is Governor Bradford’s firsthand account of the hand of God establishing a mighty work in America amidst every conceivable (and inconceivable) hardship. A must for any serious student of history. Hard 353p
#375011 $24.95

Of This Island
Gloria Whelan
With war breaking out with England, the summer of 1812 was a lonely time for Mary. She and her sister find themselves alone on the family farm. Read how they outsmart British soldiers, keep their farm intact and keep a dream alive. Soft 186p
#255625 $5.95

Pages of History Vol. 2: Blazing New Trails
Bruce Etter and Lexi Detweiler
This second volume covers the last two series, Explorers to 1815 and 1815 to the Present, in the Veritas Press history. James and Lance find themselves in a life or death situation in 16th-century England. James has been jailed for treason to the Catholic Church under the evil reign of Bloody Mary. He prays for an escape that only Lance can help him pull off. James struggles with helping Lance to understand God’s hand in history, while Lance is undergoing a transformation of his own. An excellent, engaging narrative covering modern history. Hard 336p
eBook available
Pages of History II
#000983 $25.00
Pages of History Set (Volumes I and II)
#000984 $45.00

Of This Island
Gloria Whelan
With war breaking out with England, the summer of 1812 was a lonely time for Mary. She and her sister find themselves alone on the family farm. Read how they outsmart British soldiers, keep their farm intact and keep a dream alive. Soft 186p
#255625 $5.95

Pages of History Vol. 2: Blazing New Trails
Bruce Etter and Lexi Detweiler
This second volume covers the last two series, Explorers to 1815 and 1815 to the Present, in the Veritas Press history. James and Lance find themselves in a life or death situation in 16th-century England. James has been jailed for treason to the Catholic Church under the evil reign of Bloody Mary. He prays for an escape that only Lance can help him pull off. James struggles with helping Lance to understand God’s hand in history, while Lance is undergoing a transformation of his own. An excellent, engaging narrative covering modern history. Hard 336p
eBook available
Pages of History II
#000983 $25.00
Pages of History Set (Volumes I and II)
#000984 $45.00
Seaman: The Dog Who Explored the West With Lewis and Clark
Gail Langer Kawasaki
Based on primary source materials, the Lewis and Clark expedition told by Lewis' dog, Seaman. He would be the first dog to cross the continent. A great read, especially for the reluctant reader. Soft 184p 29
#305495 $8.95

The Witch of Blackbird Pond
Elizabeth George Speare
Kit has been forced to leave her native home and go live with her aunt in a puritan colony. While there she meets an old woman, known as the Witch of Blackbird Pond. When their friendship is discovered she finds herself accused of witchcraft. (1) Soft 249p
#490925 $6.95

Writing Biographies of Christians
Designed to work as stand-alone writing exercises and used in our Lesson Plans.
#286974 $14.95

Writing Trails in American History
Designed to work as stand-alone writing exercises and used in our Lesson Plans.
#358810 $14.95

Yankee Doodle Boy
Joseph Plumb Martin
An exciting eyewitness account of a young soldier's life in the War for Independence. This will help you to understand what it must have been like to fight in the Revolutionary War. Soft 191p 19–24
#285050 $7.95

American History Series
Jean Fritz
We have titled this the American History series because there is a wealth of information in these books by the well-known Jean Fritz. Although 5th graders will enjoy these, they may also be used by younger children. Soft 124p
And Then What Happened, Paul Revere! (shown) 19
#567010 $6.95
Shh! We're Writing the Constitution 25
#567050 $6.95
Where Was Patrick Henry on the 29th of May? 21–25
#567070 $6.95
Why Don't You Get a Horse, Sam Adams! 16–25
#567080 $6.95
Will You Sign Here John Hancock? 21
#567090 $6.95

Ben and Me
Robert Lawson
So where did Mr. Franklin get all those great invention ideas? This book says it was from Amos, a mouse! Funny, yet filled with real events that students should know. Soft 114p
#346100 $6.95

United States History
This textbook provides an overview of the history and heritage of our nation from a biblical worldview. An excellent resource for use with the Veritas Press flashcards. Soft 708p
#090112 $59.95

US History-Based Writing I
Designed to work as stand-alone writing exercises and used in our Lesson Plans.
#315318 $29.00

Voyage to Freedom
David Gay
#065100 $8.95

Benjamin Franklin: The Autobiography and Other Writings
Benjamin Franklin
Get to know Benjamin Franklin—scientist, inventor, writer, and politician—through the words of the elder statesman himself. Soft 350p
And Then What Happened, Paul Revere! (shown) 19
#411030 $4.95

Boston Tea Party
Pamela Edwards
The Boston Tea Party is a familiar tale, but the story leading up to it goes beyond the drama of one night. Beautifully illustrated, this book will help you understand how the war unfolded. Hard 32p
#435145 $14.95

The Church in History
See description on page 32.
#140010 $22.95
Early History Readers: Early America
You may be a homeschool family teaching this time period to younger children, too. This collection is for you. Selected with 2nd or 3rd graders in mind, these readers will provide resources that will satisfy the needs and curiosity of the subject matter in ways directed to their age level. Soft 48p

Early History Readers Collection, 5th Grade (All nine books below, 5% off retail)
#255276 $34.95
The 18 Penny Goose 24
Sally M. Walker Soft 64p
#255285 $3.95
Ben Franklin and the Magic Square 26
#490098 $3.95
Christopher Columbus 2 (shown)
#490235 $3.95
Nathaniel Benchley Soft 64p
#255330 $3.95
George Washington and the General’s Dog 27
#490526 $3.95
George Washington’s Mother
Jean Fritz Soft 48p
#435398 $3.95
Lewis & Clark: A Prairie Dog for the President 29
#490600 $3.95
Red, White, and Blue: The Story of the American Flag
John Herman Soft 48p
#435803 $3.95
Sam the Minuteman 19
Nathaniel Benchley Soft 64p
#255700 $3.95

Faith and Freedom Series
Douglas Bond
Joel Belz writes, “I wish I’d had this kind of book to read when I was a kid.” The first two of a spectacular trilogy connecting faith and freedom in early America. If you’ve read Bond before, I don’t need to tell you any more. Absolutely captivating historical fiction 14, 15
Guns of Thunder Soft 261p (shown)
#460325 $11.95
Guns of the Lion Soft 260p
#460323 $11.95
Guns of Providence Soft 261p
#460324 $11.95

George Washington
Cheryl Harness
#490525 $6.99 $7.95

The Great Little Madison
Jean Fritz
A splendid look into life during America’s colonial period in the context of our fourth president. Madison, known as the “Father of the Constitution” is sometimes overlooked—a huge mistake. His oratory skill is something we long to help recreate. Soft 159p 26
#567030

The Light in the Forest
Conrad Richter
John was born into a frontier family. But all that he could remember, all that he loved, was Indian, as he was captured as a very young boy. Suddenly at 15 he is returned to his roots and has much to learn in his “new life.” Soft 120p
#317020 $6.95

The Matchlock Gun
Walter D. Edmonds
In 1756, New York State was still a British colony, and the French and Indians were constant threats to Edward and his family. When his father was called away to watch for a raid from the north, only Edward was left to protect his mother and sister. A great read. Soft 62p 16
#567040 $6.95

The Monroe Family Chronicles
Douglas Wilson
This series takes young readers to the early colonies, teaching both the history of major events affecting America and how godly character relates to them. The books are listed in chronological order below. ebooks available
Blackthorn Winter Soft 141p
#009955
Susan Creek Soft 124p
#009957
Two Williams (shown) Soft 144p
#009958
Barbary Jihad
#009976

Samuel Eaton’s Day
Kate Waters
A day in the life of a pilgrim boy. Photographed at Plymouth Plantation and very accurate. You feel as if you were walking the streets and meeting the people. Soft 40p 26
#510230 $7.95

Sarah Morton’s Day
Kate Waters
A day in the life of a pilgrim girl. A companion book to Samuel Eaton’s Day. It will help eliminate some of the myths surrounding this industrious and godly group of settlers. Soft 32p 9
#510250 $7.95

Squalls Before War: His Majesty’s Schooner Sultana
Ned Bustard
Using extensive research and the actual logs of her tour of the colonies from 1768–1772, a tale is spun about Sultana—the Royal Navy’s smallest schooner. See page 54 for further description. ebook available
#000966 $15.00

Three Ships Come Sailing
Gilchrist Waring
On family vacations we always find our way into bookstores. This book caught our eye on a visit to Jamestown. A great supplement for studying the birthplace of our country. Soft 34p 7
#710010 $8.95

William Bradford: Pilgrim Boy
Bradford Smith
Readable by second graders, but interesting enough to capture adults. It looks at the life of the boy who became one of the leaders of early Plymouth. Soft 200p 9
#075088 $9.95

5TH GRADE

Sarah Morton’s Day
Kate Waters
A day in the life of a pilgrim girl. A companion book to Samuel Eaton’s Day. It will help eliminate some of the myths surrounding this industrious and godly group of settlers. Soft 32p 9
#510250 $7.95

Squalls Before War: His Majesty’s Schooner Sultana
Ned Bustard
Using extensive research and the actual logs of her tour of the colonies from 1768–1772, a tale is spun about Sultana—the Royal Navy’s smallest schooner. See page 54 for further description. ebook available
#000966 $15.00

Three Ships Come Sailing
Gilchrist Waring
On family vacations we always find our way into bookstores. This book caught our eye on a visit to Jamestown. A great supplement for studying the birthplace of our country. Soft 34p 7
#710010 $8.95

William Bradford: Pilgrim Boy
Bradford Smith
Readable by second graders, but interesting enough to capture adults. It looks at the life of the boy who became one of the leaders of early Plymouth. Soft 200p 9
#075088 $9.95
Latin for Children C
Aaron Larsen and Christopher Perrin
See description on page 34.
Primer C Set
Includes Student Text, Answer Key, Activity Book, DVDs and CD, and History Reader
#145644 $119.95
Primer C Student Text
Soft 312p
#145645 $21.95
Primer C Answer Key
Soft 254p
#145650 $14.95
Primer C Activity Book
Soft 164p
#145655 $14.95
Primer C DVDs & CD
#145660 $49.95
Libellus de Historia C (Latin History Reader C)
Soft 191p
#145460 $14.95
Primer C Test Packet
#145668 $9.95
Cambridge Latin
Our friend and very talented Latin teacher, Molly Carey, has used these quite effectively. Students read from the very first page! They learn Latin grammar and vocabulary inductively and translate while learning of interesting people in the ancient world through their new language. A winning supplement to any curriculum.
Student Book, Unit 1 (shown)
Soft 296p
#106210 $29.95
Teacher’s Manual, Unit 1
Soft 104p
#106211 $59.95
Excellence in Spelling:
The Phonetic Zoo
Andrew Pudewa
Great stuff. See description on page 26. The Phonetic Zoo Starter Kit, Level C
#315630 $99.00
Phonetic Zoo, Level C Upgrade (to complete Level C if you have purchased Level B previously)
#315640 $85.00
Phonetic Zoo Cards
#315590 $29.00
The Grammar of Spelling 5
Matt Whitling
The same classical approach as Grade 2 described on page 26. This reproducible book contains an overview of the spelling program as a whole and includes weekly word lists and worksheets to be used in the classroom or at home for each of the grades. The Grammar of Spelling 6 is also available by calling us or on the web.
#358202 $11.95
Anne of Green Gables
L.M. Montgomery
Anne hopes she never need return to the orphanage upon arriving at the farm called Green Gables. But getting to stay will take every bit of her imagination! And not only does the guide delve into theological concepts like Anne’s “It’s so easy to be wicked without knowing it.” It also has questions and answers for this delightful story, fun projects, and a recipe for raspberry cordial.
Anne of Green Gables
(2) Soft 400p
#490055 $15.95
Anne of Green Gables Comprehension Guide
Ned Bustard eBook available
#000735 $15.00
Heidi
Johanna Spyri, edited by Ranelda Hunsicker
We unreservedly commend this title, but unfortunately, many versions today have removed the Christian content. Not this edition. The story of Heidi’s love of nature and adventurous spirit leads to fun and friendship, first in the Swiss Alps and later in Frankfurt. The comprehension guide contains cheese recipes, a prayer chart, and crossword puzzles.
Heidi Soft 287p
#460340 $9.95
Heidi Comprehension Guide
Ginny Walls eBook available
#000748 $15.00
Lad: A Dog
Albert Payson Terhune
A champion, protector of home and family, playmate to children, devoted to his Master and Mistress—that is Lad, a dog whose loyalty and courage set him apart. Lad’s story has captivated and moved readers for over seventy years. It is sure to touch you! (1) Soft 286p
#435585 $7.95

5TH LITERATURE

Live Course
LITERATURE 5
#SA0201 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Anne of Green Gables & Comp Guide; Heidi & Comp Guide; Lad: A Dog; Old Yeller; Robinson Crusoe; The Secret Garden & Comp Guide; Swiss Family Robinson & Comp Guide; Treasure Island & Comp Guide; Where the Red Fern Grows & Comp Guide (12% off retail)
#003509 $154.00
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as above, but includes Lesson Plans (11% off retail)
#001405 $174.00
Reading difficulty is rated 1 (easy), 2 (average), or 3 (challenging) for the grade level at the end of the description. (Don’t forget—literature titles are found in the history section, too.)
Old Yeller
Fred Gipson
In a small central Texas town in the 1860’s, fourteen-year-old Travis finds himself hating a dog who has run off with the family’s meat. Find out why his hate soon turns to love for this creature, then affectionately named Old Yeller. (1) Soft 192p
#255620 $8.95

Robinson Crusoe
Daniel Defoe
Life is a dangerous struggle for Robinson Crusoe as he finds himself stranded on an unknown island. He must rely on his own wits to find food, shelter and clothing. First published under the title The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, Of York, Mariner: Who lived Eight and Twenty Years, all alone in an un-inhabited Island on the Coast of America, near the Mouth of the Great River of Oroonoque. Having been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein all the Men perished but himself. With An Account how he was at last as strangely deliver’d by Pyrates, this book is often credited as marking the beginning of realistic fiction as a literary genre. (3) Soft 192p
#460725 $9.95

The Secret Garden
Frances Hodgson Burnett
Discover the magic of the secret garden along with Mary, Dickon, and Colin. The sweetness and mystery of a long neglected garden springing forth life parallels the life that wells up in the children as they enjoy and tend the secret garden. A tale you will want to read more than once. The guide includes comprehension questions, numerous writing projects, a research report on animals, directions for making your own miniature “Secret Garden” and much more. The Secret Garden (1) Soft 358p
#255725 $5.95

Treasure Island
Robert Louis Stevenson
Fifteen men on the dead man’s chest—Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum! Drink and the devil had done for the rest—Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum!

A fast-paced adventure story about young Hawkins, who finds a map among a dead Pirate’s belongings and then goes on an expedition to find treasure. In the guide you can dig up directions for making a spyglass telescope and an origami parrot, learn nautical vocabulary and how to cook sea tuck, and even research and write your own book of famous pirates from the included biographies of treacherous people like Blackbeard, Anne Boney, Chales Vane and Black Bart. Never fear, matey—of course, there are extensive study questions and answers for the novel, too! (3) Soft 324p
#435892 $5.95

Where the Red Fern Grows
Wilson Rawls
Billy, living in the Ozarks during the Depression, works and saves enough money to buy two hound pups. Their daily coon hunting expeditions will keep young readers on the edge of their seats. The guide has questions for every chapter and the solutions in the back. (1) Soft 249p
#490920 $6.95

Swiss Family Robinson
Johann Wyss
“What our limited reason cannot grasp, let us be content to acknowledge as the workings of Almighty power and wisdom, and thankfully trust in that ‘Rock,’ which, were it not higher than we, would afford no sense of security to the immortal soul.”

Join Ernest, Fritz, Franz, Mother and Father as they survive a shipwreck and start a new life for themselves on a deserted island. It is refreshing reading as they offer thanks to God for His provisions. Be careful though, your children may have a new weekend project for you after reading this. Our family built a four level tree house, rising 23 feet off the ground. With Dad’s help of course. Along with questions and answers for every chapter, the guide boasts a Latin/English card game, a Pemmican recipe, instructions to make a bow and arrow, and more fun things. But watch out—there is a little bit of math in there too! Written specifically to work with the above Puffin classic version of the book. (2) Soft 472p
Swiss Family Robinson
#435861 $5.95

Swiss Family Robinson Comprehension Guide
Jameson and Laurie Detweiler eBOOK AVAILABLE
#000780 $15.00
Blackthorn Winter
Douglas Wilson
This story follows the service of Thomas Ingle on the Prudent Hannah under her honorable captain, and then their unfortunate tour on a pirate's vessel. Treasure, financial hardship, and corsair mystique all add to the cleverly woven tale. The guide is a valuable resource of comprehension questions and diverse projects—including a project to make your own treasure chest! eBooks available

*Squalls Before War: His Majesty's Schooner Sultana*
Ned Bustard
In 2001 a full-scale reproduction of a vessel that had sailed the Chesapeake Bay in the years before the American Revolution was launched. The creation of the current Sultana inspired the creation of this historical fiction.

Using extensive research and the actual logs of her tour of the colonies from 1768-1772, a tale is spun about the Royal Navy's smallest schooner. The Boston Massacre, the Great Awakening, the burning of the Gaspee, and even George Washington appear in this book and actually played a part in the Sultana's real slice of America's history. And in the guide, you can learn sailor's knots, read a sermon by George Whitefield, conduct ecological experiments, sing sea shanties and answer questions about the true (and almost true) adventures of Lieutenant John Inglis and Master David Bruce aboard the historic schooner Sultana. (2) Soft 168p

**eBooks available**

*Squalls Before War: His Majesty's Schooner Sultana*
#000956 $15.00
*Squalls Before War: His Majesty's Schooner Sultana Comprehension Guide*
#000777 $15.00

**Susan Creek**
Douglas Wilson
In this sequel to Susan Creek, the saga of the Monroe family continues. An exciting adventure set during the American War for Independence. Soft 144p **eBook available**

*Susan Creek Comprehension Guide*
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler
#000778 $15.00

**Two Williams**
Douglas Wilson
In this sequel to Susan Creek, the saga of the Monroe family continues. An exciting adventure set during the American War for Independence. Soft 144p **eBook available**

*Two Williams Comprehension Guide*
Marlin and Laurie Detweiler
#000779 $15.00

**The Witch of Blackbird Pond**
Elizabeth George Speare
See description on page 50.

#490925 $6.95

**5TH MATH**

**Live Course**

**MATHEMATICS 5—SAXON 76**
#SA0025 $599.00

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE**
Saxon 76 Homeschool Kit and Teacher's CDs; Lesson Plans (17% off retail)
#003770 $199.00

**You Teach**

**MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH**
Saxon 76 Homeschool Kit and Teacher's CDs; Lesson Plans (17% off retail)
#003770 $199.00
SIXTH GRADE

STOP WORRYING. LOVE HOMESCHOOLING.

Complete Sixth Grade Package
Simplify your homeschooling and stop worrying about planning with the Complete Sixth Grade Package. These packages contain all the materials you’ll need to teach your student an entire year of Sixth Grade and can be easily customized.

CUSTOMIZE AND CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGE AT VERITASPRESS.COM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Materials for You Teach</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Better</th>
<th>Best</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#001760</td>
<td>History of Art Flashcards and Workbook</td>
<td>$999</td>
<td>$1,499</td>
<td>$1,699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#001408</td>
<td>Lesson Plans (7% discount)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6TH ART

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
History of Art Flashcards and Workbook; Lesson Plans (7% discount) #001408 $69.00

History of Art: Creation to Contemporary
Ned Bustard
God made us creative and on Mount Sinai gave instructions on how to use art. Virtually all cultures have made art, art that reveals its hopes, dreams, and beliefs. And by studying the art of past cultures, we can learn something about ourselves in the present.

History of Art: Creation to Contemporary is a distinctively Christian overview covering well-known works of art, from the Lascaux Cave paintings and Winged Victory to the Mona Lisa and American Gothic. But the program also takes time to focus on art by Christians and about the Christian faith.

This art history curriculum was designed to be flexible in order to add beauty not burden to your students’ learning experience. There are at least four ways to use this art history curriculum:

**OPTION ONE**
Two great works of art are on each of the 32 flashcards, along with information about each art movement studied. The full-color workbook contains comprehension questions, crafts, activities, readings, and features on artists of the faith.

**OPTION TWO**
Fully integrated with the Veritas History Series (yet able to stand on its own), this art history program can extend from second grade to sixth, to enjoy several cards at a time. Each card has a color bar across the top of the card that matches the history cards, and the overview pages have timelines that use the history card number system to place the art in the proper sequence.

**OPTION THREE**
The versatility of this curriculum makes it possible to consider using it as a transitional program in 7th grade, because it spans all of Western history. Although full of fun activities for younger kids, the textbook also has in-depth readings for older students about such things as the Golden Mean, perspective, interviews with contemporary artists of faith, and more.

**OPTION FOUR**
Finally, the art history cards could be used to complement an art program where students are learning to “do” art that you may already be using, mixing them in as a way to add “appreciating” art, its depth and inspiration, while developing basic art skills. Your student will be able to identify all the major art movements in Western art as well as know the titles and artists responsible for over five dozen artistic masterpieces. These movements and works of art are the grammar of art history and will allow the student to navigate nearly every museum of Western art in the world, as well as know how they fit in the study of history.

Flashcards #000080 $25.00
Workbook #000081 $29.00

Art: Over 2,500 Works from Cave to Contemporary
Andrew Graham-Dixon
See full description on page 21. A remarkable tool for teaching art appreciation from the beginning of time to today. Hard 612p #180020 $39.95

Drawing For Older Children & Teens
Mona Brookes
The natural next step for those who have used Drawing With Children. These books are the best way we know to teach children the critical elements of drawing and thus maximize their potential. See page 12 for further information. Soft 223p #435320 $17.95
6TH BIBLE

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Includes Lesson Plans; the red titles listed or see our web site. (12% off retail)
#001456 $254.00

- Acts to Revelation Bible Series
  Martin and Laurie Detweiler, G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
  Again, we're sorry we don't have a self-paced course or even a forecasted date for this level...yet. The epistles and other books studied in this series remain very important to study. They're also fairly approachable for parents to teach in our You Teach format, so jump in!
  Teaching the whole Bible is what helps develop the whole child. It won’t be as easy as a self-paced course, but it will be worth it. Students will study 32 events, learning about the problems and opportunities of the early Church in the first century. It’s an important place for their study, as many of these texts will be part of a deeper dive into theological issues in their next few years. Read more about the series on page 10.

- Journey Through the Bible
  See description on page 22.
  #115030 $22.95

- Student Bible Atlas
  See description on page 22.
  #055020 $11.95

- Survey of the Bible
  William Hendriksen
  See description on page 38.
  #060060 $34.95

- Then and Now Bible Maps
  See description on page 22.
  #305546 $14.95

6TH GRAMMAR

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Shurley Level 7 Homeschool Kit & Practice Kit; IEW Teaching Writing Workbook; WORLDteen Membership (17% off retail)
#003507 $124.00

- Grammar of Poetry
  Matt Whitling
  Designed to aid children in learning to write poetry by imitating the masters. Today, poetry is sometimes seen as effeminate. Matt’s no sissy, and learning to write poetry is of great benefit for everyone.
  Shurley English, Level 7 (1st Ed.)
  #798002 $22.95

WORLDteen
We have partnered with WORLD News Group to offer your student this one-year membership. Subscription includes both print and digital editions. Integrated into our Lesson Plans, WORLDteen brings age-relevant clarity to the news that matters, providing great topics for writing exercises. Capturing the imagination of students and making learning fun, it will further their understanding of the Christian faith with important magazine articles, attention-grabbing digital content, and creative digital apps.

- Grammar and Writing 6
  SA0191 $599.00

- Shurley Level 7 Homeschool Kit & Practice Kit; IEW Teaching Writing Workbook; WORLDteen Membership
  #001426 $284.00

- Extra Practicum Workbook
  #515225 $6.95

- Shurley Practice Booklet, Level 7
  #515210 $9.95

- Shurley English, Student Workbook, Level 7
  #515200 $9.95

- Shurley Practice Booklet, Level 7
  #515225 $6.95
6TH HISTORY

Self-Paced
1815 TO PRESENT Course $249.00

MATERIALS FOR SELF-PACED COURSE
History Flashcards #000500 $25.00
Optional Literature Kits
Level 1 (Grades 2 & 3) (10% off retail) #000510 $139.00
Level 2 (Grades 4-6) (10% off retail) #000511 $174.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Younger (Grades 2 & 3) (11% off retail) #003762 $509.00
Older (Grades 4-6) (11% off retail) #003763 $549.00

Advanced US History-Based Writing Lessons
Designed to work as stand-alone writing exercises and used in our Lesson Plans. #315323 $29.00

Basher Five-Two
Captain Scott O'Grady
While flying his F-16 on a Bosnian peace-keeping mission, U.S. Air Force pilot Scott O'Grady was shot down. The plane exploded, and he parachuted five miles to the ground. Learn of the faith and courage he displayed through his extraordinary trials. Soft 133p 32 #490095 $5.95

Bound for Oregon
Jean Van Leeuwen
Mary Ellen Todd's family is taking the long trek on the Oregon Trail. Crossing rough terrain and avoiding hostile Indians are only part of the challenge they will face. Will they complete their journey? If so, will Oregon fulfill their dreams? Soft 168p 11 #435150 $5.95

The Boy in the Alamo
Margaret Cousins
The best children's book about the Alamo we've ever discovered. Experience the tragedy through the eyes of young Billy Campbell. Soft 180p 32 #305160 $19.95

The Courage and Character of Theodore Roosevelt
George Grant
Theodore Roosevelt was a hero. This book looks at his leadership in action, his devotion as a husband and father, and much more. An extremely well-written book that is very age appropriate for children. Soft 203p 23 #170021 $14.95

A Child's Story of America
See description on page 49. #135030 $11.95

Children of the Covered Wagon
Mary Jane Carr
Unlike some fiction, Carr provides a true and accurate picture of pioneer life while heading west in a covered wagon. See how reliance on God's providence and provision was a daily necessity. Soft 265p 8 #135035 $12.95

Gettysburg
MacKinlay Kantor
The citizens of Gettysburg peered from their windows in terror. Strange gray-clad soldiers were striding down their streets. Read about what was to become the bloodiest, saddest engagement of the Civil War. Soft 149p 14 #490530 $5.95

1815 to the Present History Series
Martin and Laurie Detwiler, G. Tyler and Emily Fischer
Sixth grade history picks up with a young America and moves quickly into the struggles resulting in the War Between the States and, not long after, World Wars I and II. Inventions, industry, and urbanization will be brought into chronological context. Thirty-two events will be studied concluding with Modern America. They will learn of the great tragedies and great advancements that typified the last 200 years. Our hope, as always, is that they will learn from our history in order to build on it, rather than repeat it because of ignorance. The enjoyment—not to mention the effectiveness of the learning—that most experience with the engagement of the self-paced course makes it our recommendation. You'll need the history flashcards and should consider the optional literature kits that accompany the course.

1815 to the Present History Cards
#000500 $25.00
Memory Song CD
#000501 $7.00
Teacher's Manual (homeschool) #000505 $29.00
■ The Hiding Place
Corrie Ten Boom
The classic telling of the extraordinary difficulties of German concentration camps. Thankfully they were no match for the extraordinary grace of God shown Corrie. Soft 272p 29
#318051 $8.95

■ History Through the Ages: Record of Time
Amy Pak
★★★★★ See description on page 24. Record of Time: Timeline Notebook
#287737 $39.95
Suggested Placement Guide
#287848 $11.95
Timeline Figures CD
#287396 $74.95

■ History of US Series
Joy Hakim
See description on page 49. Age of Extremes
#420130 $13.95
All the People
#420141 $11.95
Liberty for All
#420160 $11.95
The New Nation
#420210 $11.95
Reconstructing America
#420180 $11.95
War, Peace & All That Jazz
#420230 $11.95
War, Terrible War
#420220 $11.95

■ History of US Series
Lee McGiffin
The adventures of two teenage brothers who grew up during the War between the States as orphans and as soldiers. The decisions they make cause them to learn a great deal about the faithfulness of God, and the horrible price the South had to pay to support their belief in States' rights. Soft 158p 13
#135040 $8.95

■ It Began With a Parachute
William R. Rung
A suspenseful story of a young boy and his family who rescue and hide an American pilot near the end of WWII. Soft 95p 29
#310130 $9.95

■ Journey to America
Sonia Levin
It was 1938, and Germany was in turmoil. Restrictions for the Jewish people were burdensome and on the increase. Lisa’s father knew they had to escape. What a journey it was. Soft 150p 29
#021190 $6.95

■ Kingfisher History Encyclopedia
See description and picture on page 24. #340021 $29.95

■ Pages of History Vol. 2: Blazing New Trails
Bruce Etter and Lexi Detweiler
This second volume covers the last two series, Explorers to 1815 and 1815 to the Present, in the Veritas Press history. James and Lance find themselves in a life or death situation in 16th-century England. James has been jailed for treason to the Catholic Church under the evil reign of Bloody Mary. He prays for an escape that only Lance can help him pull off. James struggles with helping Lance to understand God’s hand in history, while Lance is undergoing a transformation of his own. An excellent, engaging narrative covering modern history. You’ll love this series. Hard 328p eBook available
Pages of History II
#000983 $25.00
Pages of History Set (Volumes I and II)
#000984 $45.00

■ Pecos Bill
James Cloyd Bowman
The greatest cowboy of all time. Raised by a coyote and spending his days wrestling rattlesnakes and lassoing tornadoes. Such are the legends that bring the Old West to life herein. Hard 296p 20.21
#023100 $9.95

■ Sergeant York and the Great War
Alvin York and Tom Skeyhill
If you ask WWII scholars for the top ten books on the war, this title would make the list. After the war, a relatively unknown Tennessee soldier was thrust into the annals of history. People wanted to know about this quiet Christian soldier who had said “capture the entire German army.” You will also enjoy Alvin’s colloquialisms and grammatical mistakes, as his diary remains intact. Soft 215p 26
#375800 $17.95

■ Soft Rain
Cornelia Cornellissen
A story of the Cherokee Trail. A testament to all those who traveled the trail of tears, told by a small child. Soft 115p 6
#490801 $4.95

■ With Lee in Virginia
G.A. Henty
Henty lived during the reign of Queen Victoria and began his story-telling career with his own children. In the way only he can, this is a novel presenting, chronologically, some of the greatest battles that took place in the War Between the States. Soft 328p 13
#190900 $11.95

■ Writing Trails in American History
See description on page 50. #358810 $14.95

■ The Wright Brothers
Quentin Reynolds
Orville and Wilbur had big dreams and determination. They never gave up on a problem until it was solved. But their biggest dream was to find a way for man to fly. Read their story to see how they tackled this eventful task. Soft 147p 25
#490935 $5.95

Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl
Anne Frank
Everyone knows of the chronicle of the gifted Jewish teenager who died in the Holocaust. Anne Frank received a blank diary on her thirteenth birthday—weeks before going into hiding in Nazi-occupied Amsterdam. Her detailed entries chronicle 25 months that should not be forgotten. (2) Soft 283p 29
#490050 $6.95
Bud & Me: The True Adventure of the Abernathy Boys
Alta Abernathy
If you are looking for adventure, hang on to your hats. In 1909, five-year-old Temple and his nine-year-old brother, Bud, rode from Frederick, Oklahoma to Santa Fe, New Mexico alone, and that was only the beginning. This great adventure story is authored by the wife of "Me" from the title. "Don't try this at home!" Hard 162p 23
#720010 $18.95

Candy Bomber
Michael O. Tunnell
In 1948 in order to seize control of West Berlin, Stalin blockaded all incoming routes and cut off all food. Without outside help the people would die. Thus began the Berlin Airlift. This is the true story of a seven-year-old girl and the American pilot who came to be known as the chocolate pilot, for the candy that he dropped from his airplane. "Without hope the soul dies." The pilot provided more than candy—he provided hope. Soft 110p 30
#117180 $9.95

Mercedes and the Chocolate Pilot
Margot Theis Raven
The same story as Candy Bomber told in a picture book format for younger children. Hard 48p 30
#227500 $14.95

Early History Readers: Modern America
This collection is for teaching this time period to 2nd or 3rd graders in mind, these readers will provide resources that will satisfy the needs and curiosity of the subject matter in ways directed to their age level. Unless noted, all are Soft 48p.

Early History Readers Collection, 6th Grade
(All twelve books below, 8% off retail)
#255277
Cowboys
Luille Recht Penner 20.21
#438848
D-Day Landings Richard Platt 29
#180250
The Drinking Gourd: A Story of the Underground Railroad F.N. Manjo Soft 64p 5
#255270
Dust for Dinner Ann Turner Soft 64p 27
#255250

Eat My Dust! Henry Ford’s First Race
Monica Kulling 19
#490400 $3.95
First Flight Caryn Jenner 25
#180375 $3.95
Just a Few Words, Mr. Lincoln Jean Fritz 12
#435565 $3.95
The Long Way to a New Land Joan Sandor Soft 64p 24
#235540 $3.95
Moonwalk (shown) Judy Donnelly 31
#490650 $3.95
Pearl Harbor Stephen Krensky Soft 42p 29
#520600 $3.95
The Trail of Tears Joseph Bruchac 6
#490850 $3.95
Wagon Train Sydelle Kramer 8
#435960 $3.95

Pages of History Vol. 1: Secrets of the Ancients
Bruce Etter and Lexi Detweiler
Perfect for family story time or individual study. Pages of History transports the reader through the timeline of the world—providing a view of God’s work in every age. See page 58 for more information. Hard 480p
#000982 $25.00

Seal of God
Chad Williams with David Thomas
Everyone is fascinated with Navy Seals. Here is the testimony of Chad Williams, who served on Navy Seal Teams 1 and 7. Follow him through his training and combat, all while dealing with the God we worship. We dare you to put the book down after you start. Soft 284p 32
#597080 $11.95

Twenty and Ten
Claire Huchet Bishop
During the German occupation of France, twenty French children were brought to a refuge in the mountains where they lived with Sister Gabriel. One day a man came to the school and asked if they could hide Jewish refugee children. Soft 76p 29
#435920 $6.95

United States History
See description on page 50.
#09012 $59.95

6TH LATIN

There are several options for which level of Latin to consider here. Students who excelled at Latin for Children, Level C are ready for Latin I. Latin Transition I is recommended for those who have not taken Latin for Children, Level C or have not successfully completed a couple years of Latin. Students who have taken very little Latin or are just beginning are encouraged to take Latin Transition I (see page 63). Following this simple advice will help students excel at this most important discipline.

Live Course
LATIN I
#SA0177 $649.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Wheelock’s Latin Student Text; 38 Latin Stories (17% off retail)
#003540 $34.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Cambridge Latin 2 Student and Teacher Texts; Comprehensive Guide to Wheelock’s; Wheelock’s Latin Student Text; Lesson Plans (13% off retail)
#001436 $144.00

Live Course
LATIN TRANSITION I
#SA0198 $649.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Latin Alive! Book I Student, Teacher, and Test Packet (17% off retail)
#003539 $54.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Latin Alive! Book I Student, Teacher, DVDs, and Test Packet (16% off retail)
#003765 $164.00
6TH LINGUISTICS

Live Course
LINGUISTICS 6 #SA0249 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Vocabulary from Classical Roots A Student & Teacher (21% off retail) #003596 $31.00
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as above, but includes Lesson Plans (11% off retail) #001446 $74.00

Vocabulary From Classical Roots
Norma Fifer and Nancy Flowers
Helps students acquire vocabulary from the most important Greek and Latin roots. Every lesson introduces up to fifteen words derived from two or more classical roots. Roots are grouped thematically for ease in learning. A dictionary-like format provides all the necessary information, including related forms of the word and sentences illustrating each word’s correct usage. Worksheets are included.
Book A Student #205010 $11.95
Book A Teacher’s Guide #205021 $19.95
Book A Tests #205030 $22.95

6TH LITERATURE

Live Course
LITERATURE 6 #SA0202 $599.00
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Same as above, but includes Lesson Plans (12% off retail) #001406 $184.00

Around the World in Eighty Days
Jules Verne
See how Phileas Fogg tries to make his way across the globe by boat, train, and even elephant (but not balloon). You would be in quite a “Fix” if you were caught in Calcutta or Queenstown without a guide. Our guide offers comprehension questions, projects and more.
Around the World in Eighty Days (2) Soft 296p #435101 $5.95
Around the World in Eighty Days Comprehension Guide Jonathon Daughtrey eBook available #000736 $15.00

The Call of the Wild and White Fang
Jack London
The Call of the Wild comes to us from the perspective of a dog during the Alaskan gold rush. White Fang follows a wolf as he is forced to endure a series of harsh environments until a man comes along and offers his friendship. In the guide the books are brought together in one grand adventure of questions, answers and projects including animal tracking and more.
The Call of the Wild (shown) (1) Soft 126p #435161 $5.95
White Fang (2) Soft 248p #435981 $4.95
The Call of the Wild and White Fang Comprehension Guide Jonathon Daughtrey eBook available #000751 $15.00

A Christmas Carol
Charles Dickens
Probably the single most famous, not to mention most adapted to various media, including stage, screen, TV Christmas specials. Pick up the original text for yourself and return to the pure, source-water of all those tributaries.
A Christmas Carol (shown) (2) Soft 138p #435191 $5.95

Fahrenheit 451
Ray Bradbury
In Bradbury’s future firemen burn books to keep people under control. A very clever, important work and great for transition to the dialectic. In addition to probing comprehension questions, the guide offers projects including book binding, poetry analysis, and a model of the Mechanical Hound.
Fahrenheit 451 (3) Soft 179p #061040 $11.95
Fahrenheit 451 Comprehension Guide Ned Bustard eBook available #000740 $15.00

How to Report on Books, Grades 5–6
Jill Norris, Melanie Coon
See page 54 for further description. #210382 $14.95

The Jungle Book
Rudyard Kipling
A tale of a boy lost in the jungles of India and adopted into a family of wolves. Readers will be caught up by the stories, swinging from page to page. Mowgli, Rikki-Tikki-Tavi, and Toomai the young elephant-handler will seem to really come alive to your students with the exciting guide.
The Jungle Book (2) Soft 218p #435560 $5.95
The Jungle Book Comprehension Guide Jonathon Daughtrey #000752 $15.00

Kidnapped
Robert Louis Stevenson
David is on his way to visit his uncle when he is kidnapped and placed on board a ship, headed for a life of slavery. A classic tale set in 18th century Europe. Based on a true story, (2) Soft 324p #435571 $3.95

Little Women
Louisa May Alcott
“Have regular hours for work and play; make each day both useful and pleasant, and prove that you understand the worth of time by employing it well.”
Little Women (shown) (2) Soft 324p #435581 $3.95

Reading difficulty is rated 1 (easy), 2 (average), or 3 (challenging) for the grade level at the end of the description. (Don’t forget—literature titles are found in the history section, too.)
Then youth will bring few regrets, and life will become a beautiful success.”

This classic story tells of tomboyish Jo, Meg, Beth, and Amy growing up while their father is taking part in the War Between the States. The guide offers comprehension questions, projects around each character, vocabulary studies that would make Amy proud, and delicious recipes, too. Nose-modifying clothespins not included.

**My Favorite Songs: Maria von Trapp’s Childhood Folk Songs**

*Maria von Trapp*

Maria writes: “People often tell me, ‘We used to sing at home.’ Let’s forget about ‘used to’ and sing again! Sing!” We’re thrilled to offer this new collection of old Austrian folk tunes translated into English, original artwork, photographs, and stories from Maria’s childhood, life in the Trapp Family Singers, and missions work. Her great nieces and nephew lead the learning with an accompanying CD. Hard 80p

#000981 $25.00

**6TH MATH**

**The Lord of the Rings**

*J.R.R. Tolkien*

“It's a dangerous business, Frodo. Going out your door. You step onto the road, and if you don't keep your feet, there's no knowing where you might be swept off to.”

The epic trilogy which spins the tale of the War of the Ring. A fantastic story full of Christian themes. The guide offers games, projects, crafts—even a recipe for lembas bread! In-depth questions and answers for everything from Bilbo’s birthday party to the scouring of the Shire.

**Saxon Algebra 1/2**

We recommend Algebra 1/2 over Math 87 because 87 is mostly review and the students we’ve worked with were ready to move on. This is a great transition into the “dialectic stage” of math.

A program that continues to drill, drill, and drill the way math needs to be taught.

Home Study Kit includes Student Book, Answer Keys and Tests
#505410 $99.95
#505430 $89.95
Answer Keys and Tests
#505420 $22.95
Extra Tests
#505440 $13.95
Solutions Manual
#505450 $54.95

**You Teach**

MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH Saxon Alg 1/2 Home Study Kit, Solutions, and Teacher’s CD; Lesson Plans (17% off retail)
#003771 $264.00

**Classical Kids**

See description and listings on page 17.

**Opal Wheeler Biography Series**

Opal Wheeler and Judy Wilcox

See description on page 54. Study guides for each title are available for $4.25. Check our website or call for details. The Young Brahms Soft 159p
#631950 $13.95

**Sentinel**

Providing Classical Education from a Christian Worldview

Preparing for Life
In classical education we talk of the grammar stage ending sometime around the end of 6th grade and the dialectic or logic stage beginning. The fact is, students don’t turn off their thinking as grammar students one day and turn on thinking as dialectic students the next. A transition occurs. To aid the transition we offer these tools.

**ENGLISH TRANSITION**

Live Course
**GRAMMAR AND WRITING TRANSITION**
#SA0192 $649.00

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE**
Our Mother Tongue & Answer Key; Elegant Essay Student Book (9% off retail)
#003586 $49.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Our Mother Tongue & Answer Key; Elegant Essay Student and Teacher (7% off retail)
#003772 $69.00

**The Elegant Essay Writing Lessons**
Andrew Pudewa
This popular supplement to IEW will aid students in writing extraordinary essays. It’s key to transitioning students into upper grades.
Teacher/Student Combo
#315306 $49.00
Student Book
#315307 $29.00

**Our Mother Tongue**
Nancy Wilson
Great review material for parents and students alike. Early chapters cover the parts of speech and diagramming of sentences. If you have a student who has never mastered English grammar, then this is a great way to get him up to speed quickly. Soft 192p
Student Text
#110685 $19.95
Answer Key
#110686 $4.95

**COMPOSITION TRANSITION**

Live Course
**COMPOSITION TRANSITION**
#SA0591 $649.00

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE**
How to Write a Story
#003795 $29.00

**History Transition Guides**
Julie Etter
Do you struggle with knowing if your child is ready for Omnibus? Maybe they have not studied history chronologically or just need a year to mature with a good review. These guides may be just the thing for you, surveying history from Creation to modern times. The book includes reading assignments, comprehension and worldview questions, essay prompts, activities, and sections devoted to the Pages of History books.

**History Transition Guide Vol. 1**
(covers Pages of History 1)
#000985 $19.00
**History Transition Guide Vol. 2**
(covers Pages of History 2)
#000986 $19.00
**Pages of History 1**
#000982 $25.00
**Pages of History 2**
#000983 $25.00

**HISTORY TRANSITION**

Live Course
**HISTORY SURVEY & TRANSITION**
#SA1390 $649.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
OR YOU TEACH
Flashcards for Old Testament and Ancient Egypt, New Testament, Greece and Rome, Middle Ages, Renaissance, and Reformation, Explorers to 1815, 1815 to Present; Pages of History vols 1 & 2; History Transition Guides 1 & 2; Adam and His Kin; Alone Yet Not Alone; Augustine: The Farmer’s Boy of Tagaste; Beowulf; The Boy’s and Girl’s Herodotus; Children of the Covered Wagon; The Children’s Homer; First Voyage to America; God King; The Hiding Place; Johnny Tremain; King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table; Of Plymouth Plantation; The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt; Sergeant York and the Great War; With Lee in Virginia (12% off retail)
#003519 $369.00
**Latin Alive**

To help the student who didn’t start Latin in early Grammar School catch up to be ready for serious Latin study in coming years. An excellent tool from the folks who publish *Latin for Children.*

**Latin Alive 1 Kit**
Includes Student, Teacher, and DVD/CD Set
- #145709 $139.95
- Latin Alive 1 Student #145700 $21.95
- Latin Alive 1 Teacher #145705 $24.95
- Latin Alive 1 DVD/CD Set #145707 $109.95
- Test Packet #145702 $9.95

**Latin Alive 2**
Includes Student, Teacher, and DVD/CD Set
- #145718 $139.95
- Latin Alive 2 Student #145710 $24.95
- Latin Alive 2 Teacher #147715 $24.95
- Latin Alive 2 DVD/CD Set #145717 $109.95
- Test Packet #145716 $9.95
Stop worrying. Love homeschooling.

Get all your curriculum in one simple package

COMPLETE SUBJECTPACKAGES FOR GRADES 7-12

Homeschooling is hard, and preparing for a new academic year is overwhelming, but it shouldn't be. You should be able to get everything you need to give your children the best classical education possible with only a few clicks of a button.

That's why this year we're introducing Complete Subject Packages for grades 7–12. They contain everything you'll need for an entire year of teaching and are filled with challenges and opportunities not found in today's traditional programs. Writing skills will be honed, classical and modern foreign languages will open up new worlds, science study will showcase God's incredible design, logic and rhetoric will set them apart from many of their peers. The opportunity to do a senior thesis will be a culmination for many. Finally, Omnibus program will teach your children to think biblically about everything and will prepare them for college and life beyond in the most incredible way.

Simplify your homeschooling with a complete subject package that includes:

- Entire Year of Curriculum
- Every Subject You Need
- Self-Paced Courses
- Live Online Courses for the Hardest Subjects
- Three Levels per Grade to Fit Your Budget and Lifestyle

Go to VeritasPress.com to choose and customize your complete subject package.
The Study of Things Beautiful

The study of Art is the study of things beautiful. It includes the historic and appreciative as well as the vocational and technical. Learning about the beauty of God's creation by enjoying the rich heritage of visual arts over the millennia never gets old and is benefitted by the study of art appreciation. The ability for a student to connect certain art periods with historic events and philosophies that coincided with art styles can shape a godly worldview greatly.

Likewise, students who take the time to develop their artistic giftedness will find tremendous blessing that accompanies them for their entire lives. Whether they have the potential of a Renoir or Rembrandt or simply to gain basic skills in drawing technique and perspective, they will enjoy the process of moving things from their mind to a visual image.

ART STUDIO I, II [MAY BE TAKEN 7–12th]

OTHER RECOMMENDED MATERIALS FOR AESTHETICS

The Annotated Mona Lisa
Carol Strickland
A crash course in art history from Pre-Historic to Post-Modern. Two hundred pages of anything covering thousands of years seems impossible to cover in any discipline, let alone in the varied and changing discipline of art. But Strickland gets the job done. This book is the perfect compliment to History of Art: Creation to Contemporary. Soft 208p
#040011 $29.95

Art: Over 2,500 Works from from Cave to Contemporary
Andrew Graham-Dixon
See full description on page 21. A remarkable tool for teaching art appreciation from the beginning of time to today. Hard 612p
#180020 $39.95

Drawing For Older Children & Teens
Mona Brookes
The natural next step for those who have used Drawing With Children. These books are the best way we know to teach children the critical elements of drawing and thus maximize their potential. See page 12 for further information. Soft 223p
#435320 $17.95

History of Art: Creation to Contemporary
Ned Bustard
Although designed for younger students, this Art History overview also has projects and readings included for older students. Some might use it as a transitional program in 7th, since it spans all of Western history. See page 55 for a full description. Soft 250p eBooks available
Flashcards #000080 $25.00
Workbook #000081 $29.00

Hollywood Worldviews
Brian Godawa
A wonderful book to guide the way we watch and think about movies. We cannot ignore the medium nor fully immerse ourselves in it. Godawa excellently provides tools for analyzing, and he demonstrates these tools by providing analysis of important movies of recent years. You will be very grateful for his work as a Christian and a Hollywood insider. Soft 261p
#325301 $13.95

“Good art welcomes us in, and makes us want to join in the fun.”
—Alissa Wilkinson from It Was Good: Performing Arts to the Glory of God
Communicating with Style and Effectiveness

At Veritas the English department is primarily about writing and composition. Literature courses are part of our integrated humanities program called Omnibus. With a substantial mastery of English grammar and vocabulary, students are asked to hone their writing skills, learning to turn phrases and write in interesting and enjoyable ways that make you want to read what they write.

We are frequently amazed at the writing of our students. It routinely seems beyond their years, and yet it keeps happening. That’s the beauty of classical education. Latin, as a tool of leverage for mastering language, coupled with a thorough study of grammar, prepares students to focus on more than basics.

**COMPOSITION I**

**Live Course**

**COMPOSITION I**

#SA0183

$649.00

**You Teach**

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE**

OR **YOU TEACH**

Composition I Student and Teacher;

WORLD Magazine Membership (11% off retail)

#229008

$149.00

**Composition Vol. I:**

*Invention and Persuasion*

Ronald L. Pitcock, Jennifer Workman Pitcock, Rayschelle Dietrich, Jennifer Collender

Adventurer, artist, and detective—roles writers play every day. They interview fascinating people. They visit intriguing places. They learn new things. They have something to say, and they know there is more to good writing than the basics of writing mechanics. Veritas Press and the publishers of WORLD Magazine have partnered to create a text that respects good writers and good writing. Students have something to say, and we want to help them say it well. Soft [eBooks available](#).

**COMPOSITION II**

**Live Course**

**COMPOSITION II**

#SA0184

$649.00

**You Teach**

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE**

OR **YOU TEACH**

Elements of Style; Lively Art of Writing (8% off retail)

#003547

$23.00

**Elements of Style**

William Strunk and E.B. White

William Strunk’s *parvum opus* is his attempt to cut the vast tangle of English rhetoric down to size and write its rules and principles on the head of a pin. It is a summation of the case for cleanliness, accuracy, and brevity in the use of English. For those who desire to become eloquent writers, this is a much-needed tool. Soft 147p

#435358

$17.95

**The Lively Art of Writing**

Lucie Vaughan Payne

A nuts and bolts primer on essay writing. It is packed with advice on how to write papers, essays, clean sentences, and clearly articulated ideas. Ideas and examples from how good writers write complement this exceptional tool. Soft 185p

#305378

$6.95
WORLD for Students

We have partnered with WORLD News Group to offer your student this one-year membership. Subscription includes both print and digital editions. WORLD provides numerous ways to access reliable news, including biweekly issues of award-winning WORLD Magazine, the dynamic programming of WORLD Radio, and the fully-shareable content of WORLD Digital—all bringing clarity to the news that matters most! Students will enjoy using this as a model for writing.

#798004 $49.95

Other Recommended Materials for English

Institute for Excellence in Writing

Andrew Pudewa

See page 23 for further description.

Teaching Writing: Structure & Style Full Program
Includes DVDs and practicum workbook
#315186 $189.00

Student Writing Intensive Continuation Course C
Continues where the Student Writing Intensive ends, with ten more lessons and a final test. Includes nine DVDs, a set of printed student materials, and access to an online teacher's manual.
#315006 $199.00

Advanced Communication Series
These three DVDs—Persuasive Writing and Speaking (103 min.), Advanced Note Taking: A Dynamic Key Word Approach (96 min.), and Power Tips for Planning and Writing a College Level Paper (116 min.)—are just what the doctor ordered to learn how to communicate in clear convincing terms.
#315006 $69.00

The Elegant Essay Writing Lessons

Andrew Pudewa

This popular supplement to IEW will aid students in writing extraordinary essays.

Teacher/Student Combo
#315306 $49.00

Student Book
#315307 $29.00

OUR MOTHER TONGUE

Nancy Wilson

Great review material for parents and students alike. Early chapters cover the parts of speech and diagramming of sentences. If you have a student who has never mastered English grammar, then this is a great way to get him up to speed quickly. Soft 192p

Student Text
#110685 $19.95

Answer Key
#110686 $4.95

Vocabulary From Classical Roots

Norma Fifer and Nancy Flowers

Great stuff! Materials for books C, D, and E can be found on our web site. For further description see page 60.

Book B Student
#205040 $11.95

Book B Teacher
#205051 $19.95

Book B Tests
#205060 $22.95

Book C Student
#205070 $11.95

Book C Teacher
#205081 $19.95

Book C Tests
#205090 $22.95

Live Course

CREATIVE WRITING
FICTION WRITING WORKSHOP
POETRY
SCIENCE FICTION: A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE

See website for course details—VPSA.VeritasPress.com/catalog

Journalism

10th [May be taken 9–12th]

Don’t try to figure out what other people want to hear from you; figure out what you have to say. It’s the only thing you have to offer.
—Barbara Kingsolver

ENGLISH ELECTIVES

[May be taken 9–12th]

Live Course

Write to be published.
Learning the Languages of Our Neighbors—Old and New

Here at Veritas, foreign languages fall into two categories, classical and modern, and they are often studied for two different reasons.

Many study classical languages, Greek and Latin especially, in order to master their own native tongue. More than half of English vocabulary, for example, comes from the classical roots of Greek and Latin, and they are the undisputed foundations of the language we use to talk about law, medicine, government, and the sciences. Further, many view the learning of Latin or Greek as the best preparation for the learning of any other language.

Of course, many learn a modern foreign language for what they perceive to be its practical value: from conducting business across the planet to communicating with their own neighbors at home. Increased globalization certainly favors learning to speak one’s own and someone else’s language, and some will take on the challenge simply to sharpen their minds.

For whatever the reason, a study of foreign languages is part of any solid classical Christian education, and we are pleased to offer our families many options.

**LATIN I 7th [MAY BE TAKEN 6–12TH]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Live Course</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LATIN I</td>
<td>$649.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SA0177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelock’s Latin Student Text; 38 Latin Stories (17% off retail)</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#003540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You Teach</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Latin 2 Student and Teacher Texts; Comprehensive Guide to Wheelock’s; Wheelock’s Latin Student Text (13% off retail)</td>
<td>$144.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#001436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**↵**

**38 Latin Stories**
Anne H. Groton and James M. May
This book was designed to accompany Wheelock’s Latin. We love this because the Latin prose was taken from primary sources. It will help make Wheelock’s come alive and give the student a better understanding and enjoyment of the language. Soft 104p
#095080 $17.95

**A Comprehensive Guide to Wheelock’s Latin**
Dale A. Grote
This study guide is a user-friendly teacher’s manual for Wheelock’s Latin, invaluable to both student and instructor. Soft 338p
#095007 $28.95

**Wheelock’s Latin**
Frederick M. Wheelock
See full description below.
Student Text 7th Edition (shown)
#255786 $17.95
Workbook 3rd Revised Ed.
#255795 $11.95

**LATIN II 8TH [MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Live Course</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LATIN II</td>
<td>$649.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SA0195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You Teach</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 Latin Stories; Wheelock’s Latin Student Text (17% off retail)</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#003541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**↵**

**38 Latin Stories**
Anne H. Groton and James M. May
This book was designed to accompany Wheelock’s Latin. We love this because the Latin prose was taken from primary sources. It will help make Wheelock’s come alive and give the student a better understanding and enjoyment of the language. Soft 104p
#095080 $17.95

**Wheelock’s Latin**
Frederick M. Wheelock
A classic Latin text intended as an introduction for older students. However, we know several sixth graders using it quite successfully. Think of it as a two year text. If you need to learn Latin to teach your children, then this is for you, too. A real time-proven source.
Student Text
#255786 $17.95
Workbook
#255795 $11.95
GREEK I  
8th [May be taken 7–12th]

Live Course
GREEK I
#SA0001 $649.00

MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Basics of Biblical Greek Student Text & Workbook; Graded Reader; Pocket Oxford Greek Dictionary (24% off retail)
#003537 $93.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Basics of Biblical Greek Student Text & Workbook; Graded Reader; Vocabulary Cards; Pocket Oxford Greek Dictionary (24% off retail)
#003780 $113.00

Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar
William D. Mounce
An integrated approach to teaching and learning New Testament Greek that combines the best of inductive and deductive methods.
Student Text Hard 420p
#305128 $39.95
Student Workbook
Soft 224p
#305129 $17.95
Graded Reader Soft 240p
#305329 $17.95

Pocket Oxford Classical Greek Dictionary
Covering 20,000 Greek words and phrases in clear, user-friendly translations, over 4,000 English words in common usage, and much more. This is a must-have for the Greek student. Soft 464p
#420286 $17.95

GREEK II  
9th [May be taken 8–12th]

Live Course
GREEK II
#SA0002 $649.00

MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
Basics of Biblical Greek Student Text; Graded Reader; Pocket Oxford Dictionary; Reader’s Greek New Testament (13% off retail)
#003338 $104.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH
Basics of Biblical Greek Text & Workbook; Graded Reader, Vocabulary Cards; Pocket Oxford Greek Dictionary; Reader’s Greek New Testament (24% off retail)
#003780 $120.00

Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar
William D. Mounce
An integrated approach to teaching and learning New Testament Greek that combines the best of inductive and deductive methods.
Student Text Hard 420p
#305128 $39.95
Student Workbook
Soft 224p
#305129 $17.95
Graded Reader Soft 240p
#305329 $17.95

Pocket Oxford Classical Greek Dictionary
Covering 20,000 Greek words and phrases in clear, user-friendly translations, over 4,000 English words in common usage, and much more. This is a must-have for the Greek student. Soft 464p
#420286 $17.95

LANGUAGE ELECTIVES  
[May be taken 7–12th]

Live Course
FRENCH I–III
GERMAN I, II
LATIN READINGS–CHRISTIAN AUTHORS
LATIN READINGS–VIRGIL
MANDARIN CHINESE I, II
SPANISH I–III
See website for course details—VPSA.VeritasPress.com/catalog

OTHER RECOMMENDED MATERIALS FOR LANGUAGES

Cambridge Latin
See description on page 52.
Student Book, Unit I (shown)
#106210 $29.95
Teacher’s Manual, Unit I
#106211 $59.95

Vocabulary Cards for Wheelock’s
These provide a brilliant tool for review, plus fifteen pages of Grammatical Forms including paradigms of verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, and numerals. Every Latin student’s dream.
#095900 $34.95

The Vulgate Bible
There are three good reasons to read the Bible in Latin. First is that God’s Word needs to be studied and understood and this is another way to grasp it; the second is the beauty of the language; and, finally to further your Latin study. Hard 1980p
#305560 $84.95
Thinking Clearly, Communicating Winsomely

These two disciplines should be regarded as the paradigm disciplines for the dialectic and rhetoric stages, respectively. Most of us had no training in either in our education. Learning logic—formal and informal—is nothing short of learning to think. Students who've studied logic can quickly identify a fallacious or shoddy argument, and they can construct a sound one. Who wants to raise a child who cannot reason well?

Rhetoric, as it was understood in antiquity, was a comprehensive art just as much concerned with what one could say as how one might say it. Studying and mastering rhetoric produces students who can communicate winsomely and articulately. This capstone discipline has been ignored for too long. We love seeing our students and yours taking what they've learned and using it to influence their neighbors to the glory of God and the furthering of His kingdom.

LOGIC I

7TH [MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH]

The Fallacy Detective
Nathaniel and Hans Bluedorn
The brothers Bluedorn have created a very clever tool to meet an extraordinary gap in the materials necessary to teach Logic and provide a complete education in the dialectic stage. Studying Informal Logic, as the study of fallacies is sometimes described, will do more to teach the student to think clearly, reason well and spot errors in the reasoning of others than any other activity. This book complements the Introductory Logic and Intermediate Logic texts to provide a thorough study of the discipline. Soft 216p #137355 $19.95

Intermediate Logic
James Nance
Follows Introductory Logic. Covers propositional logic, formal proofs and truth trees. The materials are organized the same as Introductory Logic. Third edition. Student Text #110530 $24.95 Teacher Text (includes test and quiz answers) #110534 $29.95 Test & Quiz Packet #110532 $9.95 DVDs #110536 $59.95

LOGIC & RHETORIC

ASSOCIATE LOGIC

7TH [MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH]

The Art of Argument
Aaron Larsen & Joelle Hodge
This one-semester introduction to informal logical fallacies is an excellent curricular tool and makes for a great year of study when used with The Discovery of Deduction. The mastery of informal logic (the logical fallacies) is a “paradigm” subject by which we evaluate, assess, and learn other subjects. Mastery of informal logic is a requisite skill for mastering other disciplines. Student Text Soft 154p #145045 $21.95 Teacher’s Edition Soft 288p #145051 $22.95 DVDs #145055 $49.95

The Discovery of Deduction
Joelle Hodge, Aaron Larsen & Shelly Johnson
Best in the second semester following The Art of Argument. It will welcome you into the fascinating realm of formal, deductive logic. Formal logic studies how an argument is put together—the form or structure of an argument. Student Text Soft 200p #145150 $24.95 Teacher’s Edition Soft 356p #145151 $29.95 Quizzes #145152 $4.95
LOGIC II
8th [may be taken 8–12th]

**The Argument Builder**
Shelly Johnson
This logic program neatly follows Introductory and Intermediate Logic or The Art of Argument and Discovery of Deduction and is a blend of logic and rhetoric. Students first study the logical structure of good arguments and how to use common elements of arguments, like the use of examples, analogy, comparison, testimony and statistics.

- Student Text: Soft 183p
  - #145061 $21.95
- Teacher’s Text: Soft 201p
  - #145063 $22.95

**The Thinking Tool Box**
Nathaniel and Hans Bluedorn
A follow-up to The Fallacy Detective, these tools provide an exceptional complement to both logic curricula we recommend. Fun and easy to use lessons and exercises with an answer key. Thinking rightly in the real world is paramount. Tools like this in one box will aid students wonderfully. Soft 237p
  - #137830 $19.95

RHETORIC I
10th [may be taken 10–12th]

**A Rhetoric of Love**
Douglas M. Jones
What are you trying to accomplish by teaching rhetoric?
Do you want students to simply be able to identify Aristotle’s Five Canons and other key elements in communication, or do you want to cause your students to become great communicators? We have felt this problem for more than 25 years.
And we’ve felt another problem—classical rhetoric lacks a necessary distinctively Christian foundation.

That is why we are so excited about *A Rhetoric of Love.* It explores the art of effective, persuasive, winsome communication and stands in a tradition that stretches back to Aristotle and other Greek and Roman teachers. But it departs from it, too.

Jesus calls us to love our neighbors as ourselves. *A Rhetoric of Love* asks how we can do that in our speaking and writing and living. How ought Christ’s followers to try to persuade others? How should their rhetorical efforts look different from those of the world around them? How can they seek to persuade with empathy, understanding, compassion? How can they listen to others—really listen—and then speak truth in love?

Here *A Rhetoric of Love* offers a corrective. It turns to the Bible for guidance. It seeks to follow and teach the powerful example of Jesus’s words and deeds. *A Rhetoric of Love* shows high school students a better way to persuade.

- Student Text: Soft 458p
  - #000860 $49.00
- Teacher Edition: Soft 458p
  - #000861 $39.00

**Here Comes Everybody; Principles of War; Protocol Matters; Rules for radicals; Say it Like Obama**
This is the answer that classical Christian education has needed. Hard 458p

RHETORIC II
11th [may be taken 11–12th]

Rhetoric is sometimes described as the art of both effective communication and of fruitful persuasion. In that light, *A Rhetoric of Love* is a very powerful tool for the teaching of that art precisely because in it Doug Jones beautifully combines theological soundness and ethical engagement. This is a curriculum suffused in the historical awareness, academic substantiveness, and poetic graciousness of a master teacher.

—George Grant
Quantifying the Beauty of God’s Creation

It might seem that math is the one discipline that is unaffected by biblical thinking—that it’s neutral as to worldview. Yet how do we know that $2 + 2 = 4$ can (or will) always be true—because God is unchanging. Einstein said, “Pure mathematics is, in its way, the poetry of logical ideas,” and with tongue likely planted firmly in his cheek, Andre Weil said, “We know that God exists because mathematics is consistent and we know that the devil exists because we cannot prove the consistency.”

At Veritas we are pleased to step up the standard to something closer to an historic norm and to the standard of countries producing higher performing math students. With Algebra I as our recommended 7th grade standard, many students complete Calculus I in high school—both a worthy and reasonable endeavor.

The curriculum we recommend is ideally suited for the classically educated student.

Elementary Algebra

Harold Jacobs

Classical educators love this dialectic approach to algebra. Students will enjoy the well-placed examples and explanations, too. This is the best algebra text we have found! Jacobs is a genius, and your student will love it. Hard 880p

Student Text (shown) #620035 $79.95

Teacher Guide 254p #620037 $29.95

Solutions Manual Soft 270p #620039 $29.95

Elementary Algebra DVDs

Dale Callahan

Algebra tough to teach? Want some help? Here it is. Cassidy Callahan Cash uses humor, creativity, and clear explanations to teach Jacobs’ Elementary Algebra. This complete DVD course will take the pressure off the parent (or teacher) by teaching everything to the student directly. You and your child will love it.

#620038 $79.95
**ALGEBRA I SAXON**  
7th [may be taken 7–12th]

- **Saxon Algebra I**
  
  A long time favorite that drills the concepts and covers all the bases. The edition listed is the 3rd edition. Call if interested in the 4th edition that has eliminated any Geometry problems.

  **Home Study Kit**
  Includes Student Text, Answer Key and Tests
  #505360
  $79.95
  
  **Student Text**
  #505390
  $89.95

- **Answer Key and Tests**
  #505370
  $22.95

- **Tests Only**
  #505380
  $13.95

- **Solutions Manual**
  #505400
  $59.95

- **Saxon Teacher CDs**
  The CD-ROMs—Mac & PC compatible—offer an expert instructor teaching students by going over every concept and every lesson and test problem with complete solutions. Videos for each investigation are included as well. A parent’s job was never so easy.
  
  #505402
  $79.95

**GEOMETRY**  
8th [may be taken 8–12th]

- **Geometry**
  
  Harold Jacobs

  A great follow-up to Jacob’s *Elementary Algebra*. This text covers all aspects in the traditional way, complementing the students’ mastery of logic and further building their thinking skills. Hard 780p

  **Student Text**
  #620041
  $79.95

  **Solutions Manual**
  #620045
  $29.95

  **Teacher Guide**
  #620043
  $24.95

- **Geometry DVDs**
  Dale Callahan

  Dr. Callahan, a college engineering professor, has felt your pain. He has produced these DVDs for those who would like to bring a great teacher home to completely work through *Geometry* by Harold Jacobs. Humor and clear explanations will keep students’ interest.

  #620072
  $79.95

**GEOMETRY SAXON**  
8th [may be taken 8–12th]

- **Saxon Geometry**
  
  Includes all elements in a traditional geometry course presented in the familiar Saxon approach of incremental development and review.

  **Home Study Kit**
  Includes Student Text, Solution Manual, and Testing Book
  #505690
  $129.95

  **Student Text**
  #505695
  $89.95

- **Testing Book includes test answers**
  #505696
  $13.95

- **Solutions Manual**
  #505697
  $69.95

- **Saxon Teacher CDs**
  The CD-ROMs—Mac & PC compatible—offer an expert instructor teaching students by going over every concept and every lesson and test problem with complete solutions. Videos for each investigation are included as well. A parent’s job was never so easy.

  #505698
  $79.95
### Algebra II  
**9th [May be taken 8–12th]**

**Algebra II and Trigonometry**
Paul A. Foerster
When we found out that Harold Jacobs didn’t have an Algebra II text, we called Mr. Jacobs and asked for his advice. He recommended this title. It has proven exceptional. This two-year book covers Algebra II and Trigonometry so well that Calculus is the natural next step. Mr. Foerster was obviously a good student of Mr. Jacobs and an equally talented teacher and writer.

- **Student Text**  
  015041  
  $69.95
- **Teacher’s Edition**  
  #015050  
  $119.95
- **Solutions Manual**  
  #015039  
  $69.95
- **Tests**  
  #015042  
  $79.95

### Algebra II Saxon  
**9th [May be taken 8–12th]**

**Saxon Algebra 2**
A long time favorite that drills the concepts and covers all the bases. The edition listed is the 3rd edition. Call if interested in the 4th edition that has eliminated any Geometry problems.

- **Home Study Kit**  
  Includes Student Book, Answer Key and Tests  
  #505470  
  $79.95
- **Student Text**  
  #505490  
  $99.95
- **Solutions Manual**  
  #505480  
  $59.95
- **Saxon Teacher CDs**
  The CD-ROMs—Mac & PC compatible—offer an expert instructor teaching students by going over every concept and every lesson and test problem with complete solutions. Videos for each investigation are included as well. A parent’s job was never so easy.
  #505485  
  $79.95

### Pre-Calculus  
**10th [May be taken 10–12th]**

**Algebra II and Trigonometry**
Paul A. Foerster
When we found out that Harold Jacobs didn’t have an Algebra II text, we called Mr. Jacobs and asked for his advice. He recommended this title. It has proven exceptional. This two-year book covers Algebra II and Trigonometry so well that Calculus is the natural next step. Mr. Foerster was obviously a good student of Mr. Jacobs and an equally talented teacher and writer.

- **Student Text**  
  015041  
  $69.95
- **Teacher’s Edition**  
  #015050  
  $119.95
- **Solutions Manual**  
  #015039  
  $69.95
- **Tests**  
  #015042  
  $79.95
### PRE-CALCULUS SAXON

**Live Course**
PRE-CALCULUS SAXON  
#SA0405  
$649.00

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE**
Saxon Advanced Math Student Text and Solutions Manual (19% off retail)  
#003624  
$119.95

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR YOU TEACH  
Saxon Advanced Math  
Study Kit, Solutions Manual, and Teachers CDs (19% off retail)  
#003777  
$199.00

### CALCULUS I

**Live Course**
CALCULUS I  
#SA0008  
$649.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH  
Calculus: Early Transcendental Functions and Solutions Guide Vol. I (16% off retail)  
#003555  
$339.00

### CALCULUS I SAXON

**Live Course**
CALCULUS I SAXON  
#SA0527  
$649.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH  
Saxon Calculus Student Text, Tests and Answer Key, and Solutions Manual (15% off retail)  
#003704  
$129.95

### SAXON ADVANCED MATH

**Saxon Advanced Math**
Home Study Kit  
Includes Student Book, Answer Key and Tests, and Solutions Manual  
#505320  
$119.95

**Tests**
#505350  
$22.95

**Saxon Teacher CDs**  
#505352  
$79.95

### CALCULUS I

**Calculus: Early Transcendental Functions**
Larson, Hostetler, Edwards  
Designed for a two- or three-semester college calculus sequence, this text easily offers two years worth of calculus for the high school student. It is an extraordinary introduction to trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, and inverse functions and integrates these functions at earlier points in the text than some others do, providing for a richer variety of applications sooner in the course.  

**Student Text**  
Hard 1340p  
#290170  
$249.95

**Solutions Manual (vol. 1)**  
#290171  
$89.95

**Solutions Manual (vol. 2)**  
#290172  
$94.95

### SAXON CALCULUS

**Saxon Calculus**
Homeschool Kit  
Includes Student Book, Answer Key and Tests, and Solutions Manual  
#505502  
$129.95

**Solutions Manual**  
#505504  
$59.95

**Tests**  
#505350  
$22.95
CALCULUS II 12th

Live Course
CALCULUS II
#5A0009 $649.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE
OR YOU TEACH
Calculus: Early Transcendental Functions and
Solutions Guide Vol. 2 (16% off retail)
#003588 $344.00

Calculus: Early Transcendental Functions
Larson, Hostetler, Edwards
Designed for a two- or three-semester college calculus sequence, this text easily offers two years worth of calculus for the high school student. It is an extraordinary introduction to trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, and inverse functions and integrates these functions at earlier points in the text than some others do, providing for a richer variety of applications sooner in the course.

Student Text Hard 1340p
#290170 $249.95
Solutions Manual (vol. 1)
#290171 $89.95
Solutions Manual (vol. 2)
#290172 $94.95

MATHEMATICS ELECTIVES [MAY BE TAKEN 9–12th]

Math students who think about what they are learning, especially those who love to dig deeply in the mines of learning, invariably discover the power and beauty of mathematics. These two qualities have been recognized by thinking people for centuries. While most students realize early on the power of mathematics, at least to solve problems, many have trouble seeing the beauty of the subject. But mathematics is beautiful. Mathematician J. H. Poincare (1854–1912) wrote, ‘The mathematician does not study pure mathematics because it is useful; he studies it because he delights in it and he delights in it because it is beautiful.’

—Jim Nance
OMNIBUS IS A GREAT BOOKS CURRICULUM FOR GRADES 7–12 THAT TEACHES STUDENTS THE LESSONS FROM THE PAST IN ORDER TO LIVE IN THE PRESENT

Teaching children to think biblically about everything is one of the hardest jobs parents and teachers have. Learning from the past to live in the present might be second hardest. By tapping some of the greatest thinkers alive, Veritas produced the Omnibus, a Great Books curriculum for grades 7–12 that grounds students in their faith.

*Omnibus* is a Latin term meaning “all-encompassing.” Each year of the Omnibus curriculum combines history, theology, and literature to help students grow in their appreciation of the unity of all knowledge.

The Omnibus includes six years with two courses per year. The Primary books course focuses closely on primary-source historical works and events from the time period covered. The Secondary course offers a lighter workload and balances out the course with a greater focus on literature and theology. Taken together, students will earn three credits: one each in history, theology, and literature.

For example: As part of Omnibus I Primary, students delve into the works of Plato, dealing with the Socratic Method. In Omnibus I Secondary, some reading includes modern works by Peter Kreeft, presenting fictional conversations between Socrates, abortionists, and university professors. This integrated, classical approach equips students with both an in-depth knowledge of history and the Great Books, while training them in the skills needed to process and articulate the meaning of this knowledge through the prism of a Christian worldview.

Students completing all six years of Omnibus Primary and Secondary courses will have the added benefit of the in-depth study of all 66 books of the Bible. They will also run through a three-year cycle of history—ancient, medieval, modern—twice, once with the first three years and again with the second three. Many ask, “Can we do only a year or a few years, or only primary, or only secondary courses?” Our answer is the same: Any study of the Great Books to learn to think biblically about everything will be of great value. Whether you plan to do all twelve classes or only one, students will benefit for the rest of their lives by joining the “Great Conversation.”

Learning can happen in all three formats: *You Teach, Self-Paced, and Live Online*
## Omnibus I Primary

### Self-Paced

**OMNIBUS I PRIMARY**

**SELF-PACED**

Course Price:

$349.00

**SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS**

Includes the red titles listed. (11% off retail)

#003606 $164.00

### Live Course

**OMNIBUS I PRIMARY**

#SA0016 $649.00

### You Teach

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH**

Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus I Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)

#003520 $249.00

---

### Omnibus I: Biblical and Classical Civilizations

Edited by Douglas Wilson and Ty Fischer

Hard 605p **eBook available**

Student Text and Teacher Materials

#000906 $99.00

**The Aeneid**

Virgil, Robert Fitzgerald, Translator

Soft 445p

#341011 $11.95

**Codes of Hammurabi & Moses**

W.W. Davies Soft 126p

#305201 $11.95

**Early History of Rome: Books I-V**

Livy, Aubrey De Selincourt, translator Soft 424p

#435340 $13.95

**Gilgamesh**

David Ferry Soft 99p

#655010 $9.95

**Julius Caesar**

Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor Soft 240p

#420245 $9.95

**The Landmark: Herodotus: The Histories**

Herodotus, Andrea L. Purvis, translator Soft 1024p

#490593 $22.95

---

### Omnibus I Secondary

### Self-Paced

**OMNIBUS I SECONDARY**

**SELF-PACED**

Course Price:

$349.00

**SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS**

Includes the red titles listed. (19% off retail)

#003639 $139.00

### Live Course

**OMNIBUS I SECONDARY**

#SA0017 $649.00

### You Teach

**MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH**

Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus I Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)

#003521 $234.00

---

### The Best Things in Life

Peter Kreeft Soft 189p

#325010 $13.95

### Chosen by God

R.C. Sproul Soft 213p

#305185 $13.95

### The Chronicles of Narnia

C.S. Lewis (7 book set)

#255190 $39.95

### The Eagle of the Ninth

Rosemary Sutcliff Soft 292p

#597010 $11.95

---

### The Histories

Herodotus, Aubrey De Selincourt, translator

This less-expensive version is also a good translation but lacks many of the helpful elements of The Landmark Herodotus.

#435490 $12.95

### The Last Days of Socrates

Plato, Hugh Tredennick, translator Soft 234p

#435590 $9.95

### The Oresteia Trilogy

(Agamemnon, The Libation Bearers, The Eumenides)

Aeschylus, Richmond Lattimore, translator Soft 171p

#610011 $11.95

### Plutarch’s Lives: Volume I

Arthur Hugh Clough, editor Soft 764p

#490741 $11.95

### The Theban Trilogy

(Oedipus the King; Oedipus at Colonus; Antigone)

Sophocles, David Grene, translator Soft 212p

#610041 $11.95

### The Twelve Caesars

Suetonius, Robert Graves, translator Soft 363p

#610011 $11.95

---

### The Screwtape Letters

C.S. Lewis Soft 224p

#370130 $9.95

### Till We Have Faces

C.S. Lewis Soft 313p

#250240 $11.95

### The Unaborted Socrates

Peter Kreeft Soft 155p

#325080 $13.95
OMNIBUS II PRIMARY  8TH [MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH]

Self-Paced
OMNIBUS II PRIMARY SELF-PACED
Course Price: $349.00

SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS
Includes the red titles listed, (15% off retail)
#003640 $159.00

Live Course
OMNIBUS II PRIMARY LIVE COURSE
#SA0018 $649.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus II Text and Teacher Materials (11% off retail)
#003522 $254.00

OMNIBUS II SECONDARY  8TH [MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH]

Self-Paced
OMNIBUS II SECONDARY SELF-PACED
Course Price: $349.00

SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS
Includes the red titles listed, (16% off retail)
#003641 $134.00

Live Course
OMNIBUS II SECONDARY LIVE COURSE
#SA0019 $649.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus II Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)
#003523 $229.00

Omnibus II:
Church Fathers through the Reformation
Edited by Douglas Wilson and Ty Fischer
Hard 500p  eBook available
Student Text and Teacher Materials
#000915 $99.00
#009916 $79.00
Beowulf
Seamus Heaney, translator Soft 220p
#305135 $11.95
The Bondage of the Will
Martin Luther, J.l. Packer & O.R. Johnston, translators Soft 320p
#318010 $19.95
The Canterbury Tales
Geoffrey Chaucer, Nevill Coghill, translator Soft 504p
#435170 $8.95
Confessions
Augustine, R.S. Pine-Coffin, translator Soft 347p
#435270 $9.95
The Divine Comedy: Book I, Inferno
Dante, Mark Musa, translator Soft 387p
#435255 $11.95

Ecclesiastical History of the English People
Bede, D.H. Farmer, editor Soft 383p
#435350 $11.95
Eusebius: The Church History
Eusebius, translated by Paul LMaier Hard 412p
#343005 $22.95
History of the Kings of Britain
Geoffrey of Monmouth Soft 384p
#435512 $14.95
Macbeth
Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor Soft 144p
#420263 $9.95
On the Incarnation of Our Lord
St. Athanasius Soft 120p
#500010 $16.95
Rule of St. Benedict in English
Timothy Fry, translator Soft 96p
#305494 $2.95
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
J.R.R. Tolkien, translator Soft 165p
#490790 $6.95
The Song of Roland
Dorothy Sayers, translator Soft 206p
#435850 $11.95

The Dragon and the Raven
G.A. Henty Hard 352p
#375805 $17.95
Henry V
Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor Soft 192p
#420105 $7.95
The Hobbit
J.R.R. Tolkien Soft 290p
#290020 $13.95
King Richard III
Shakespeare, Pat Baldwin, editor, Tom Baldwin, editor Soft 256p
#106440 $8.95
The Lord of the Rings
J.R.R. Tolkien
The Fellowship of the Ring
#490500 $9.95
The Two Towers
#490875 $11.95
Return of the King
#490760 $11.95
All Three Lord of the Rings Books
#490610 $33.45

The Merry Adventures of Robin Hood
Howard Pyle Soft 296p
#190130 $11.95
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor Soft 126p
#420275 $9.95
The Nine Tailors
Dorothy Sayers Soft 397p
#305455 $11.95
Winning His Spurs: A Story of the Crusades
G.A. Henty Hard 324p
#375810 $19.95
OMNIBUS III PRIMARY  
9TH ([MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH])

Self-Paced
OMNIBUS III PRIMARY
SELF-PACED
Course Price: $349.00
SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS
Includes the red titles listed. (17% off retail)
#003642 $159.00

Live Course
OMNIBUS III PRIMARY
#SA0020 $649.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus III Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)
#003524 $254.00

OMNIBUS III PRIMARY
9TH ([MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH])

Omnibus III: Reformation to the Present
Edited by Douglas Wilson and Ty Fischer
Hard 617p eBook available
Student Text and Teacher Materials
#000925 $99.00

Self-Paced
OMNIBUS III PRIMARY
SELF-PACED
Course Price: $349.00
SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS
Includes the red titles listed. (17% off retail)
#003642 $159.00

Live Course
OMNIBUS III PRIMARY
#SA0020 $649.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus III Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)
#003524 $254.00

One work that is covered but is not listed below is The Pit and the Pendulum. It is included in the Omnibus III text.

The Great Gatsby
F. Scott Fitzgerald Soft 214p
#370070 $11.95

Mein Kampf
Adolph Hitler Soft 694p
#381010 $19.95

Of Plymouth Plantation
William Bradford
#375011 $24.95

The Pilgrim’s Progress
John Bunyan Softback 333p
#420750 $9.95

Reflections on the Revolution in France
Edmund Burke
#435810 $9.95

A Tale of Two Cities
Charles Dickens Soft 544p
#435885 $6.95

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
Harriet Beecher Stowe Soft 519p
#411060 $5.95

The Westminster Confession of Faith
Hard 407p
#425011 $15.95

OMNIBUS III SECONDARY
9TH ([MAY BE TAKEN 7–12TH])

Self-Paced
OMNIBUS III SECONDARY
SELF-PACED
Course Price: $349.00
SELF-PACED COURSE MATERIALS
Includes the red titles listed. (21% off retail)
#003643 $154.00

Live Course
OMNIBUS III SECONDARY
#SA0209 $649.00

You Teach
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Same as Self-Paced but includes Omnibus III Text and Teacher Materials (14% off retail)
#003525 $254.00

One work that is covered but is not listed below is The Pit and the Pendulum. It is included in the Omnibus III text.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
Mark Twain Soft 232p
#435041 $7.95

Animal Farm
George Orwell Soft 114p
#411020 $11.95

The Autobiography of Charles G. Finney
Charles Finney Soft 230p
#305121 $16.95

Benjamin Franklin: The Autobiography and Other Writings
Benjamin Franklin Soft 350p
#411030 $16.95

Christianity and Liberalism
J. Gresham Machen Soft 195p
#630195 $11.95

Death of a Salesman
Arthur Miller Soft 139p
#435228 $9.95

Frankenstein
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley Soft 256p
#435375 $4.95

Gulliver’s Travels
Jonathan Swift Soft 352p
#305440 $5.95

How Should We Then Live?
Francis Schaeffer Soft 288p
#165383 $14.95

The Killer Angels
Michael Shaara Soft 375p
#061050 $11.95

Little Women
Louisa May Alcott Soft 288p
#420260 $8.95

The New Foxe’s Book of Martyrs
Soft 411p
#305320 $14.95

Old Man and the Sea
Ernest Hemingway Soft 128p
#305473 $9.95

Postmodern Times
Gene Edward Veith Soft 256p
#165040 $14.95

Pride and Prejudice
Jane Austen Soft 335p
#435780 $7.95
# OMNIBUS IV PRIMARY 10th [may be taken 10–12th]

**Live Course**  
OMNIBUS IV PRIMARY  
#SA0210  
$649.00

**You Teach**  
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH  
Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus IV Text and Teacher Materials (11% off retail)  
#003526  
$339.00

**Omnibus IV: The Ancient World**  
Edited by Gene Edward Veith, Douglas Wilson, and G. Tyler Fischer  
Hard 710p  
*Ebook available*  
Student Text and Teacher Materials  
#000935  
$109.00  
Student Text  
#000936  
$89.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Annals of Imperial Rome</td>
<td>Tacitus, Michael Grant, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>455p</td>
<td>#435080</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apostolic Fathers</td>
<td>J.B. Lightfoot &amp; J.R. Harmer, editors</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>576p</td>
<td>#042000</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bacchae</td>
<td>Euripides, Philip Vellacott, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>214p</td>
<td>#435120</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cicero: Selected Works</td>
<td>Michael Grant, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>272p</td>
<td>#435220</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclogues and Georgics</td>
<td>Virgil, James Rhoades, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>100p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Iliad of Homer</td>
<td>Homer, Richmond Lattimore, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>527p</td>
<td>#610030</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Aristotle</td>
<td>Richard McKeon, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>670p</td>
<td>#490576</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephus: The Essential Writings</td>
<td>Flavius Josephus William Whiston, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>416p</td>
<td>#343340</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Landmark Thucydides: A Comprehensive Guide to the Peloponnesian War</td>
<td>Thucydides, Robert B. Strassler, editor</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>713p</td>
<td>#370081</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# OMNIBUS IV SECONDARY 10th [may be taken 10–12th]

**Live Course**  
OMNIBUS IV SECONDARY  
#SA0211  
$649.00

**You Teach**  
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH  
Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus IV Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)  
#003527  
$249.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Augustus Caesar’s World</td>
<td>Genevieve Foster</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>340p</td>
<td>#075020</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death on the Nile</td>
<td>Agatha Christie</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>432p</td>
<td>#305220</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiring God</td>
<td>John Piper</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>358p</td>
<td>#305240</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing God</td>
<td>J.L. Packer</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>286p</td>
<td>#325075</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lost World</td>
<td>Arthur Conan Doyle, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>272p</td>
<td>#490620</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plutarch’s Lives: Volume II</td>
<td>Arthur Hugh Clough, Editor</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>706p</td>
<td>#490746</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troilus and Cressida</td>
<td>William Shakespeare, Stephen Orgel, editor</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>192p</td>
<td>#435895</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas</td>
<td>Jules Verne, William Butcher, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>496p</td>
<td>#420370</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysistrata and Other Plays</td>
<td>Aristophanes, Alan H. Sommerstein, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>250p</td>
<td>#435655</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metamorphosis</td>
<td>Ovid, Charles Martin, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>624p</td>
<td>#305451</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Oxford Annotated Apocrypha</td>
<td>Michael D. Coogan, editor</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>383p</td>
<td>#420050</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Nature of Things</td>
<td>Lucretius, William Ellery Leonard, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>256p</td>
<td>#004574</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Republic</td>
<td>Plato, Robin Waterfield, translator</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>475p</td>
<td>#420340</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirteen Books of Euclid’s Elements</td>
<td></td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
<td>#190178</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Seas</td>
<td></td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td></td>
<td>#370091</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Textbooks
- **Aesop’s Fables**: Aesop, Jack Zipes, editor  
  Soft 304p  
  #435047  
  $5.95
- **Antony and Cleopatra**: William Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor  
  Soft 224p  
  #420055  
  $9.95
- **Art and the Bible**: Francis Schaeffer  
  Soft 94p  
  #325070  
  $9.95
## Omnibus V: The Medieval World
Edited by Gene Edward Veith, Douglas Wilson and G. Tyler Fischer

- **Live Course**
  - OMNIBUS V PRIMARY
  - #SA0212
  - $649.00

- **You Teach**
  - MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
  - Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus V Text and Teacher Materials (11% off retail)
  - #003528
  - $374.00

- **Omnibus V: The Medieval World**
  - Soft 704p
  - #000945 $109.00
  - Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus V Text and Teacher Materials (11% off retail)
  - #000946 $89.00

- **Student Text**
  - #000945 $109.00
  - #000946 $89.00

- **Teacher Materials**
  - #003528 $374.00

---

## Live Course

### OMNIBUS V PRIMARY
- #SA0212
- $649.00

### You Teach
- MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
- Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus V Text and Teacher Materials (11% off retail)
- #003528
- $374.00

### OMNIBUS V SECONDARY
- #SA0213
- $649.00

### You Teach
- MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
- Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus V Text and Teacher Materials (11% off retail)
- #003529
- $319.00

---

### The Canterbury Tales
Geoffrey Chaucer, Nevill Coghill, translator
- Soft 504p
- #435170

### The City of God
Augustine, Marcus Dods and Thomas Merton, translators
- Hard 892p
- #490250

### The Consolation of Philosophy
Boethius, Victor Watts, translator
- Soft 154p
- #435226

### The Divine Comedy
Dante, Mark Musa, translator
- Book I, Inferno Soft 387p
- #435255

### The Great Divorce
C.S. Lewis
- Soft 125p
- #370060

### The Lives of Thomas Becket
Michael Staunton, editor
- Soft 272p
- #620080

### Martin Luther: Selections from His Writings
Martin Luther, John Dillenberger, editor
- Soft 526p
- #490624

### The Praise of Folly
Erasmus
- Soft 190p
- #393010

### Romeo and Juliet
William Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor
- Soft 142p
- #420287

### The Prince
Niccolo Machiavelli, George Bull, translator
- Soft 107p
- #435790

### The Origin of Species
Charles Darwin
- Soft 266p
- #435898

### The Prince
Niccolo Machiavelli, George Bull, translator
- Soft 107p
- #435790

### The Travels of Marco Polo
Marco Polo
- Soft 379p
- #35889

---

### Additional Titles
- **A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court**
  - Mark Twain
  - Soft 416p
  - #435265 $17.95
- **The Great Divorce**
  - C.S. Lewis
  - Soft 125p
  - #370060 $11.95
- **The Heidelberg Catechism**
  - G.L. Williamson
  - Soft 239p
  - #460045 $11.95
- **Idylls of the King**
  - Alfred Lord Tennyson, J.M. Gray, editor
  - Soft 384p
  - #435520 $13.95
- **The Koran**
  - N.J. Dawood, translator
  - Soft 454p
  - #435583 $11.95
- **The Lives of Thomas Becket**
  - Michael Staunton, editor
  - Soft 272p
  - #620080 $29.95
- **Martin Luther: Selections from His Writings**
  - Martin Luther, John Dillenberger, editor
  - Soft 526p
  - #490624 $14.95
- **The Praise of Folly**
  - Erasmus
  - Soft 190p
  - #393010 $11.95
- **The Prince**
  - Niccolo Machiavelli, George Bull, translator
  - Soft 107p
  - #435790 $7.95
- **Romeo and Juliet**
  - William Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor
  - Soft 142p
  - #420287 $8.95
- **St. Matthew Passion**
  - J.S. Bach
  - Audio CD
  - #024900 $29.95
- **Two Lives of Charlemagne**
  - Einhard and Notker
  - the Stammerer
  - Soft 227p
  - #435950 $13.95
- **William of Malmesbury’s Chronicle of the Kings of England**
  - William, John Allen Giles, translator
  - Soft 568p
  - #305700 $39.95

---

### Additional Titles
- **A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court**
  - Mark Twain
  - Soft 416p
  - #435275 $9.95
- **The Decameron**
  - Giovanni Boccaccio
  - Soft 920p
  - #435290 $13.95
- **A Distant Mirror**
  - Barbara W. Tuchman
  - Soft 704p
  - #305250 $13.95
- **The Name of the Rose**
  - Umberto Eco
  - Soft 552p
  - #305433 $11.95

---

### Additional Titles
- **Idylls of the King**
  - Alfred Lord Tennyson, J.M. Gray, editor
  - Soft 384p
  - #435520 $13.95
- **The Lives of Thomas Becket**
  - Michael Staunton, editor
  - Soft 272p
  - #620080 $29.95
- **Martin Luther: Selections from His Writings**
  - Martin Luther, John Dillenberger, editor
  - Soft 526p
  - #490624 $14.95
- **The Praise of Folly**
  - Erasmus
  - Soft 190p
  - #393010 $11.95
- **The Prince**
  - Niccolo Machiavelli, George Bull, translator
  - Soft 107p
  - #435790 $7.95
- **Romeo and Juliet**
  - William Shakespeare, Roma Gill, editor
  - Soft 142p
  - #420287 $8.95
- **St. Matthew Passion**
  - J.S. Bach
  - Audio CD
  - #024900 $29.95
- **Two Lives of Charlemagne**
  - Einhard and Notker
  - the Stammerer
  - Soft 227p
  - #435950 $13.95
- **William of Malmesbury’s Chronicle of the Kings of England**
  - William, John Allen Giles, translator
  - Soft 568p
  - #305700 $39.95

---

### Additional Titles
- **A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court**
  - Mark Twain
  - Soft 416p
  - #435275 $9.95
- **The Decameron**
  - Giovanni Boccaccio
  - Soft 920p
  - #435290 $13.95
- **A Distant Mirror**
  - Barbara W. Tuchman
  - Soft 704p
  - #305250 $13.95
- **Don Quixote**
  - Miguel De Cervantes
  - Soft 940p
  - #435310 $11.95

---

### Additional Titles
- **A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court**
  - Mark Twain
  - Soft 416p
  - #435275 $9.95
- **The Decameron**
  - Giovanni Boccaccio
  - Soft 920p
  - #435290 $13.95
- **A Distant Mirror**
  - Barbara W. Tuchman
  - Soft 704p
  - #305250 $13.95
- **Don Quixote**
  - Miguel De Cervantes
  - Soft 940p
  - #435310 $11.95
### Omnibus VI Primary

**Live Course**
- Omnibus VI Primary
  - SA0214
  - $649.00

**You Teach**
- Materials for Live Course or You Teach
- Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus VI Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)
- #003534
  - $349.00

### Omnibus VI: The Modern World

Edited by Gene Edward Veith, Douglas Wilson and G. Tyler Fischer

**Hard 808p, eBook available**
- Student Text/Teacher Materials
  - #000960
    - $109.00
  - #000961
    - $89.00

**Student Text**
- The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
  - #435020
    - $6.95

**You Teach**
- Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus VI Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)
- #003535
  - $294.00

### OMNIBUS VI Secondary

**Live Course**
- Omnibus VI Secondary
  - SA0215
  - $649.00

**You Teach**
- Materials for Live Course or You Teach
- Includes the red titles listed and the Omnibus VI Text and Teacher Materials (12% off retail)
- #003535
  - $294.00

**Classical Books**

**50 Great Short Stories**
- Milton Crane, editor
  - Soft 580p
  - #490505
    - $6.95

**Self-Reliance & Other Essays**
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
  - Soft 128p
  - #305515
    - $7.95

**The Guns of August**
- Barbara W. Tuchman
  - Soft 606p
  - #305330
    - $9.95

**Out of the Silent Planet**
- C.S. Lewis
  - Soft 160p
  - #520550
    - $11.95

**Hamlet**
- William Shakespeare
  - Soft 178p
  - #420100
    - $7.95

**Perelandra**
- C.S. Lewis
  - Soft 192p
  - #520625
    - $11.95

**Heart of Darkness**
- Joseph Conrad
  - Soft 118p
  - #490553
    - $9.95

**The Picture of Dorian Gray**
- Oscar Wilde
  - Soft 260p
  - #435769
    - $7.95

**The Red Badge of Courage**
- Stephen Crane
  - Soft 256p
  - #435800
    - $9.95

**The Interpretation of Dreams**
- Sigmund Freud
  - Soft 534p
  - #305362
    - $9.95

**The Stranger**
- Albert Camus
  - Soft 394p
  - #305595
    - $13.95

**Hamlet**
- William Shakespeare
  - Soft 178p
  - #420100
    - $7.95

**Out of the Silent Planet**
- C.S. Lewis
  - Soft 160p
  - #520550
    - $11.95

**Jove**
- Robert Louis Stevenson
  - Soft 180p
  - #435854
    - $7.95

**The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde**
- Robert Louis Stevenson
  - Soft 534p
  - #305362
    - $9.95

**The Red Badge of Courage**
- Stephen Crane
  - Soft 256p
  - #435800
    - $9.95

**The Origin and Principles of the American Revolution**
- Friedrich von Getz
  - Soft 136p
  - #305474
    - $11.95

**Beyond Good & Evil**
- Friedrich Nietzsche
  - Soft 258p
  - #490115
    - $14.95

**The Portable Enlightenment Reader**
- Isaac Kramnick
  - Soft 672p
  - #435766
    - $11.95

**Self-Reliance & Other Essays**
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
  - Soft 128p
  - #305515
    - $7.95

**One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich**
- Alexander Solzhenitsyn
  - Hard 172p
  - #341040
    - $17.95
Understanding God’s Creation

Understanding God’s creation and how He providentially superintends His world is at the heart of how we view learning science. Scientist Johannes Kepler described science as “thinking God’s thoughts after Him.” Albert Einstein said, “Everyone who is seriously interested in the pursuit of science becomes convinced that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the universe—a spirit vastly superior to man, and one in the face of which our modest powers must feel humble.” And Blaise Pascal, French philosopher, mathematician, and scientist, wrote in Pensees, a book studied in Omnibus VI, “Faith tells us what the senses cannot, but it is not contrary to their findings. It simply transcends, without contradicting them.”

We cannot avoid studying science, nor can we pretend that the science we study can be understood apart from God. Enjoying the wonder of the world in which we live helps us understand attributes and aspects of our God. It is a great complement to understanding the Scriptures He’s provided us.

### GENERAL SCIENCE

**Exploring Creation with General Science**

*Jay L. Wile*

This course is designed to be a systematic introduction to science in general and has no prerequisites. The student will learn about the scientific method, designing experiments, simple machines, archaeology, geology, paleontology, biology, human anatomy and human physiology in an introductory way. No lab equipment is required. Necessary materials for experiments are common household items.

**Student Text (shown)**

Hard 434p

#044310 $54.95

**Solutions and Tests**

Soft 107p

#044305 $19.95

**Complete Course CD**

Student text, solutions and tests, and multi-media material all on CD

#044309 $59.95

### PHYSICAL SCIENCE

**Exploring Creation with Physical Science**

*Jay L. Wile*

Recommended to follow the general science course, this course discusses the atmosphere, hydrosphere, weather, structure of the earth, environmentalism, physics of motion, Newton’s Laws, gravity and astrophysics. Myths generated by the hysterical environmentalist movement are addressed. Many hands-on experiments—all use common household chemicals and supplies. There is no math prerequisite.

**Student Text (shown)**

Hard 445p

#044060 $54.95

**Solutions and Tests**

Soft 114p

#044061 $19.95

**Complete Course CD**

Student text, solutions and tests, and multi-media material all on CD

#044063 $59.95
**BIOLOGY** 9th (May be taken 9–12th)

**Live Course**
BIOLOGY  
#SA0013  $699.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Exploring Creation with Biology Student Text, Solutions & Tests (18% off retail)  
#003558  $74.00

**Chemistry** 10th (May be taken 9–12th)

**Live Course**
CHEMISTRY  
#SA0014  $699.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Exploring Creation with Chemistry Student Text, Solutions & Tests (18% off retail)  
#003782  $74.00

**Physics I** 11th (May be taken 10–12th)

**Live Course**
PHYSICS I  
#SA0015  $649.00

**You Teach**
MATERIALS FOR LIVE COURSE OR YOU TEACH
Exploring Creation with Physics Student Text, Solutions & Tests (18% off retail)  
#003560  $74.00

---

**Exploring Creation with Biology**
Jay L. Wile  
and Marilyn F. Durme

The first of four high school science courses in this curriculum. Written from a creationist viewpoint with emphasis on the wonderful design of God’s world. The CD-ROM version has all the information in the print version plus animations, videos, narrations, and audio pronunciation guides. Arrangements have been made so you may obtain lab equipment and supplies from Nature’s Workshop Plus at 888-393-5663.

- **Student Text (shown)** Hard 578p  
  #044021  $54.95
- **Solutions and Tests** Soft 121p  
  #044016  $19.95
- **Complete Course CD** Student text, solutions and tests, and multi-media material all on CD  
  #044022  $59.95
- **Instructional DVDs**  
  #044023  $149.95

---

**Exploring Creation with Chemistry** 3rd Edition
Kristy Plourde and Rusty Hughes

Algebra I is a prerequisite to this program that is designed to be a first year high school chemistry course. The laboratory experiments are designed for the home, however, some are easier with specialized equipment.

- **Student Text (shown)** Hard 610p  
  #044212  $54.95
- **Solutions and Tests** Soft 121p  
  #044214  $19.95
- **Instructional DVDs**  
  #044216  $149.95

---

**Exploring Creation with Physics**
Jay L. Wile

Algebra II is a prerequisite to this program. It is better following Chemistry, as Physics is generally considered the toughest science. Physics deals with matter and motion including mechanics, heat, light, electricity and sound. No special laboratory equipment is needed. The course uses household items only.

- **Student Text (shown)** Hard 578p  
  #044610  $54.95
- **Solutions and Tests** Soft 233p  
  #044605  $19.95
- **Complete Course CD** Student text, solutions and tests, and multi-media material all on CD  
  #044609  $59.95
Classical Christian Education

**DVD: The New Old Way**

We don't want to sell this to you, we want to give it to you. It is intended to be a primer, an introduction to classical Christian education. You can find it at Facebook.com/ExploreClassicalChristianEducation or on our website free (VeritasPress.com/newoldway). At either place you can view it, download it, share it, put it on your website, etc. A great giveaway for schools and homeschool coops interested in telling others about this wonderful educational model. If this is all your order, shipping will be $1.

#000979 $2.00

**Recovering the Lost Tools of Learning**

Douglas Wilson

In this literally life-changing book Wilson eloquently makes the ironclad case for the necessity to educate our children in a Christian school or home school, and he does so while introducing the successes of the past using methodology and content known as classical Christian education.

Virtually all involved in the entire movement intent on recovering these time proven ideas and methods owe their beginning to Wilson's writing in this work. It is a must for all who would see education recover and godliness prevail in the rearing of the next generation.

★★★★★ Soft 215p

#165060 $17.95

**The Seven Laws of Teaching**

John Milton Gregory

The Seven Laws has been a well-worn tool for classical educators. Little did we know the version most of us had had long been stripped of the Christian insights and applications the author had originally included. Now the original is back. ★★★★★! Soft 164p

#000970 $12.00

**The Abolition of Man**

C.S. Lewis

Written while Sayers and Lewis were engaged in discussions on educational failures, this title has contributed to the thinking of many who seek to “recover the ruins.” A must for anyone committed to classical Christian education. Soft 113p

#255005 $9.95

**Vocatio**

Today, children graduate from high school with a myriad of opportunities. Vocation is an enormous consideration. In Latin, *vocatio* means “vocation” or “calling.” The last three Omnibus texts include six essays each on different vocations. We’ve compiled all 18 in this one volume. These essays are written by some very talented and godly folks. Graduates and “soon to be’s” will find troves of great information to help think through life’s opportunities.

*eBook only* 231p

#000963E $4.95
Service & Support
We're Here to Help You!

Veritas Press service staff experts are ready to help you.

CONTACT/HOURS
TEL: 800-922-5082
717-519-1974 (local calls)
FAX: 717-519-1978
WEB: www.VeritasPress.com
EMAIL: info@VeritasPress.com
MAIL: Veritas Press, Inc.
1805 Olde Homestead Lane
Lancaster, PA 17601
HOURS: Monday–Friday, 8am–5pm Eastern (extended to 6pm from May 9–September 2)

WE MATCH PRICES
If you find the same item offered for less, we will match the price at the time of your order. Prices are subject to change.

BACK ORDERS
If it is likely that we will have all of your order items within a week, we may wait to ship all your materials at once. We may ship some items immediately and send the remainder of your order when all the materials are available for shipping.

ACCS BENEFITS
The Association of Classical and Christian Schools (ACCS) member schools enjoy exclusive benefits:
- All ACCS members receive a 10% discount
- Single-source schools (one-stop shopping for all curriculum and materials, even items we don’t carry)
Contact us or visit VeritasPress.com/SingleSource to learn more.

FREE SHIPPING
We now ship everything FREE. If your order is $50 or more and we’re shipping to you at a United States address you will incur no shipping cost.
- Orders under $50 will be charged $6.
- Orders to Canada: $10 shipping if under $50, $20 if $50 or more
- All other international orders will be charged actual cost.
- PA residents: add 6% sales tax
International costs are calculated per shipment (insurance optional), and expedited shipping is available on any order—call us for costs.

ABOUT THE COVER:
In Her Sister’s Arms | DANIELGERHARTZ.COM
Daniel Gerhardt’s paintings draw inspiration from the very old tradition of romanticism and classical techniques. Dan writes, “My desire as an artist is that the images I paint would point to the Creator, and not to me, the conveyor . . . To God alone be the glory.”
Earn an accredited diploma and get expert guidance you can trust

Enroll in Veritas Scholars Academy, remove the stress of making academic decisions and get help preparing for college and beyond. Get started and sign up for your free consult at Diploma.VeritasPress.com today!

Dual Enrollment Credits

Expert consultants you can trust

Access to 6 exclusive academic scholarships

An MSA Accredited Diploma

Veritas Alumni Association